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Abstract
This thesis work deals with one of the critical steps in the manufacturing of modem
integrated circuits - the plasma etching of thin polysilicon films used to form the metal-
oxide-semiconductor transistor gate. The etching of very small features (-0.25 jim) in
the -2500 A thick films, performed at low operating pressures (-10 mTorr), must be
accompanied with minimal etching artifacts that can degrade device performance. This
thesis aims to understand the causes for the etching artifacts observed during the etching
of polysilicon line-and-space features in C12 and HBr plasmas so that better etching
recipes can be developed. The second goal of this work was to develop a generalized
simulator capable of predicting the feature profile evolution for the above plasma etching
system as well as systems involving other materials and chemistries.
The 2V2-dimensional simulator developed used Monte Carlo techniques to
compute the transport and surface kinetics combined with a cellular representation of the
feature. Using the Monte Carlo algorithm permitted the incorporation of all dominant
physical and chemical mechanisms of the etching process such as angle-dependent ion-
enhanced etching, physical sputtering, ion scattering, surface recombination, plasma
deposition, and line-of-sight re-deposition without encountering numerical difficulties.
The technique allowed the calculation of surface kinetics rates based on the surface
composition; simultaneous composition-dependent etching and deposition could be
handled easily. A modification of the cellular representation of the feature was
developed to determine neutral species interactions with the surface correctly. A surface
normal calculation algorithm involving least-squares fitting of the surface was developed
to handle specular ion scattering.
Designed sets of plasma etching experiments were performed on photoresist-
masked and silicon oxide-masked polysilicon samples using C12 and HBr chemistries
varying the inductive power (controls the ion density, radical concentrations), the rf
biasing power (controls the ion energy) and the gas flowrate (controls the reactant and
product concentrations). The interesting features exhibited in the experimental profiles
included: 1) the increased sidewall deposition associated with photoresist-masking and
isolated features, 2) the greater curvature of the sidewalls associated with the
combination of photoresist and Cl2 plasmas, 3) the more vertical sidewalls achieved with
HBr, 4) the double faceting of the feature sidewalls under etching conditions
accompanied by significant deposition, 5) the delay in the onset of microtrenching at the
feature bottom while etching photoresist-masked samples with C12, 6) the greater
microtrenching exhibited with silicon oxide-masking and C12 plasmas, and 7) the lack of
microtrenching for the HBr etching. The experimental results suggested strong
dependencies of microtrenching, tapered sidewall profiles and photoresist-mask faceting
on the feature aspect ratio, product formation rate and product residence time in the
etching chamber.
The etching artifacts were explained using the profile evolution simulator. The
microtrenching was associated with two mechanisms - ion scattering from tapered
sidewalls and the focussing of directional ions by bowed sidewalls onto the feature
bottom. The former mechanism led to trenching initially while the latter mechanism
gained importance midway during the etching. The absence of tapered sidewalls initially
and the relatively straight sidewall profiles developed during the etching explained the
non-occurrence of microtrenches when using HBr. Under processing conditions
accompanied by significant deposition, facets at two distinct angles were predicted. The
top facet depended on the composition of the material on the photoresist-mask line and its
etching angular dependence. The lower facet angle and the polysilicon sidewall profile
were governed by the feature aspect ratio, the sticking probabilities and fluxes of the
depositing material, and the depositing material etching angular dependence.
The phenomenon of feature charging was incorporated in the Monte Carlo
simulator to understand its role in the profile evolution. Two electrical approximations
were made for the feature - the perfectly insulating and a novel resistive approximation.
With an insulating feature, the potential profiles were obtained by determining the space
charge on the feature surface and solving Poisson's equation over the entire simulation
domain. Calculation of the potential profiles with the resistive feature representation
involved treating the feature as a large resistive network, determining the steady-state
currents to the feature surface and solving the conductivity equation and Laplace's
equation in the solid and gas, respectively. The role surface and bulk conductivities
played on the potential profiles were studied. The potential profile in a completely
etched polysilicon (conducting) feature with a silicon oxide (insulating) feature bottom
was generated. Higher ion currents were calculated at the lower part of the polysilicon
sidewall. These currents can etch the passivating material deposited at lower portion of
the sidewall enabling spontaneous etching of the sidewall, and cause notching of the
sidewall.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Thesis objective
This work relates to one of the critical steps in the manufacturing of modern integrated
circuits (ICs) - the plasma etching of thin polysilicon films used to form the metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) transistor gate. There are two main objectives of this thesis: 1) To
develop a generalized simulator capable of predicting the feature profile evolution under
a variety of plasma etching conditions and 2) To use the profile evolution simulator to
explain the etching artifacts observed while etching masked polysilicon line-and-space
features in Cl 2 and HBr chemistries.
A combined experimental and theoretical approach was followed to achieve the
thesis goals. Masked polysilicon features were etched with C12 and HBr in a commercial
reactor under a variety of processing conditions. SEM micrographs of the etched feature
profiles were cataloged and the occurrence and extent of the various etching artifacts as
the processing conditions changed was noted. A generalized feature profile simulator
based on the Monte Carlo technique that incorporated all the dominant physical and
chemical mechanisms involved in plasma etching systems was developed. Selected
modeling parameters representative of relevant plasma parameters were varied to explain
the wide range of etching artifacts observed experimentally. The effects of feature
charging on profile evolution, though not critical for the polysilicon etching step, were
systematically explored.
1.2 Integrated circuit manufacturing
The MOS transistor is one of the basic building blocks of modern integrated circuits
(ICs). Besides MOS transistors, there are other devices such as p-n junction diodes and
MOS capacitors that are connected by metal lines and arranged in various layers. A
cross-sectional view of a modern IC is shown in Fig. 1.1. To achieve fast speeds and to
Metal
I
Capacitor
G
S D
MOS Transistor
Fig. 1.1: Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of a modern integrated circuit.
MOS transistor and capacitor elements are pointed out. The circuit representation of the
structure is also shown.
keep costs down, the device density must be as high as possible. Today, it is common to
see more than 1 million transistors per square cm. To achieve this level of complexity,
five levels of metals and features as small as 0.25 Lm are commonly used.
One of the simplest processes to fabricate a MOS transistor is the NMOS process.
The n-channel MOS transistor is formed in a p-type substrate. Source and drain regions
are formed by selectively converting shallow regions at the surface to n-type material. A
thin SiO 2 layer (-45 A) is grown which isolates the gate from the source and the drain.
Thick dielectric (e.g. SiO 2) regions isolate devices from each other. A thin film of
polysilicon is used to form the gate of the transistor, the width of which is about 0.25 pm.
Electrical connections are made to the source, drain and gate using metal (e.g. Al) and
tungsten plugs. A cross-sectional view of an NMOS transistor is shown in Fig. 1.2.
Patterning the gate material correctly is critical to device performance. It is essential to
attain the targeted critical dimension (CD) and not damage the underlying gate oxide. A
different CD than planned alters the device characteristics while excessive gate oxide
damage leads to current leakage making the transistor dysfunctional.
Poly gate Aluminum
ReoxGate oxide
Field
oxide
Source °  Substrate Drain
Fig. 1.2: Schematic for a cross-sectional view of a NMOS transistor.
In modern integrated circuits, the gate oxide is 45 A thick and the polysilicon gate layer
is about 0.25 jtm thick. Features as small as 0.25 gm are etched in the polysilicon layer.
Features are fabricated on the wafer using subtractive processing. The steps
involved in the subtractive processing of a film (e.g. polysilicon) over a substrate (e.g.
thin gate oxide layer over Si) are shown in Fig. 1.3. First, photoresist is spin-coated over
the film. A mask containing the pattern to be transferred is placed over the photoresist,
and the photoresist is exposed to radiation (e.g. deep uv). Depending on the nature of the
photoresist, the exposed (for positive photoresist) or the unexposed (for negative
photoresist) areas of the photoresist are removed in the subsequent developing step. The
pattern is transferred into the underlying film by either chemical or plasma etching.
Chemical etching is typically isotropic while plasma etching can be anisotropic or
directional. Highly anisotropic etching is needed to define the sub-micron features used
in modern IC processing.
Film
Substrate I
1. Film deposition 2. Lithography
3. Etching 4. Mask removal
Fig. 1.3: Subtractive processing in integrated circuit manufacturing.
The four steps used to define features using subtractive processing are shown. This thesis
work deals with step 3 i.e. etching.
1.3 Plasma etching
Plasmas are partially ionized gas mixtures in which the charged species are present in
sufficient concentrations to interact significantly through coulombic interactions. The
plasma environment consists of neutral gases, excited neutral species, free radicals, ions
and electrons. When excited neutral species return to lower energy states, they can emit
light in the visible region providing the plasma with a glow. A fluorescent light is an
everyday example of a plasma.
A low density plasma glow discharge is created between two electrodes. In the
conventional capacitively-coupled rf systems or reactive ion etch (RIE) reactors, one
electrode is grounded and the other is powered by a rf generator. The electric field
between the two electrodes accelerates the free electrons since they have low masses.
These electrons collide with neutral species producing ions and excited neutrals. While
the electron energy is in the 1-10 eV (104-105 K) range, the neutrals and ions only possess
about 0.025 eV (300 K). This difference in temperatures makes a glow discharge suitable
for plasma etching. The etching occurs in a "cold plasma", thus not overheating and
unduly damaging the substrate. Since free radicals and excited species are produced, the
activation energies of the etching reactions are lowered enhancing the kinetics.
Due to the difference in ion and electron transport, a space charge region called
the plasma sheath develops at the plasma-surface interface. The electric field associated
with this space charge region accelerates the ions and retards the electrons maintaining a
net neutral flux of charges to the surface. This electric field permits the highly directional
ion transport necessary for anisotropic etching. A schematic diagram drawn for the Cl
etching of polysilicon showing the plasma, sheath, feature and important reactive species
can be seen in Fig. 1.4.
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Fig. 1.4: Schematic showing species involved in C12 etching of polysilicon.
The major reactive species include energetic C1+ ions, neutral species e.g. Cl and C12 and
etching products e.g. SiCl2 and C.
1.4 Common etching artifacts
Perfectly anisotropic profiles and uniform etching in features with different sizes are
desirable attributes of most etching processes. However, these two goals are rarely met
and etching artifacts are observed. A few artifacts are described below.
RIE lag
RIE lag or reactive ion etching lag is the phenomenon in which smaller features etch
slower than larger features. Various factors such as neutral species transport, ion
shadowing, neutral shadowing, feature charging and deposition of passivants can lead to
RIE lag. Gottscho et al. have written an excellent review article on this subject [Gottscho
et al., 1992].
Faceting
When physical sputtering is the dominant method of material removal, rectangular
features do not retain their original profiles; they develop facets [Chapman, 1980] as
shown in Fig. 1.5. Sputtering rates are dependent on the ion angle of incidence and for
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Fig. 1.5: Common artifacts observed during plasma etching.
A schematic for a line-and-space feature showing three etching artifacts - mask faceting,
sidewall bowing and feature bottom microtrenching.
most materials peak at an angle of about 600 off-normal. Faceting usually starts at
feature corners that always have some rounding, and therefore present a variety of
incidence angles to the incoming ions. A facet develops for the plane that has the highest
sputtering yield. Facets are commonly formed in the masking layer and can be
transferred to the underlying layer. Scattering from tapered surfaces is known to cause
microtrenching (discussed later) [Dalton et al., 1993].
Sidewall bowing
Bowing or barreling refers to the curvature of the sidewalls (see Fig. 1.5). Bowing can be
caused by a variety of factors e.g. non-directional ions, smaller etching yields for off-
normal ions and sidewall deposition. Sidewall bowing affects the critical dimension
(CD) of the feature and can cause microtrenching at the feature bottom (discussed later).
Microtrenching
Microtrenching [Chapman, 1980] is the enhanced erosion around the foot of an etched
sidewall, leading to the 'molar' shape shown in Fig. 1.5. Typically, it is caused by the
increased flux of ions at the trenches due to reflection from tapered/bowed sidewalls or
possibly bending of ion trajectories because of charging effects. Microtrenching is
undesirable during the polysilicon etching step because the thin gate oxide might get
sputtered/etched at the microtrench locations rendering the MOS transistor useless.
Undercutting
Undercutting refers to the lateral etching into a layer and can be considered as extreme
sidewall bowing. Typically, undercutting occurs at the interface of two materials when
one material is resistant to the etching species e.g. immediately below an etch-resistant
mask.
Surface roughening
Surface roughening often termed "grass" [Oehrlein et al., 1990] resembles microscopic
pillars of the material being etched. Grass can be observed when deposition rates are
significant relative to etching rates and the removal of some of the deposited material
species is slow. A coating associated with impurity deposition is often observed on
individual cones [Robinson and Rossnagel, 1982].
Notching
Notching [Nozawa et al., 1995] is the lateral etching at the foot of sidewall and is
commonly observed during overetching (additional etching step to remove unetched
material left due to non-uniformities in the etching process) of polysilicon over an
insulating material e.g. oxide. Notches are formed at the interface of the conducting and
insulating materials. Interface stresses and ion trajectory distortion combined are
believed to cause this artifact.
1.5 High density plasma etching
Current IC technology requires definition of features as small as 0.25 gtm with an
acceptable linewidth variation ten times smaller. The high degree of anisotropy of ion
transport to the wafer is not achievable with the conventional capacitively-coupled rf
reactors. The plasma must be operated at low pressures (< 20 mTorr) so that the ions
have fewer collisions in the sheath and hence are more directional. In conventional
reactors, this implies operation at high powers else etching rates are too small. High rf
powers lead to high ion bombardment energies that can degrade etching selectivity and
cause electrical damage to the devices. Also, the ion energy and flux cannot be
controlled independently because the substrate is not biased separately. Ion
bombardment energy determines etching selectivity and atomic displacement damage.
Given an ion energy, the ion flux governs the etching rate. Magnetically enhanced RIE
etchers (MERIE) have higher power transfer efficiencies in the bulk and better plasma
confinement leading to reduced sheath voltages and increased plasma densities.
However, the plasma produced over the wafer is not very uniform leading to lateral dc
currents and possibly damage to the thin gate oxide films. To summarize, the need for
highly selective and anisotropic etching without sacrificing uniformity and etching rate
motivates the use of alternate plasma sources.
1.5.1 High-density plasma sources
The limitations of RIE etchers led to the development of high efficiency plasma sources
such as the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma, the inductively-coupled plasma
(ICP), the helicon and the helicon resonator. All of these operate at high plasma densities
and low pressures. The rf power is coupled to the plasma across a dielectric (e.g. quartz)
window rather than by direct connection to an electrode in the plasma. The electrode, on
which the wafer is placed, is independently driven by a capacitively-coupled rf source.
Hence, independent control of the ion flux and the ion bombardment energy is possible.
Table 1.1 compares typical rf diode source parameters with those of a high density
plasma source.
Table 1.1: Comparison of plasma parameters for rf diodes and high density plasma
sources
Parameter Units RF diode High density source
Pressure mTorr 10-1000 0.5-50
Power W 50-2000 100-5000
Frequency MHz 0.05-13.56 0.05-2450
Volume liters 1-10 2-50
Cross-sectional area cm 2  300-2000 300-500
Plasma density cm 109- 10 11  10l-10 12
Electron temperature eV 1-5 2-7
Ion acceleration energy eV 200-1000 20-500
Fractional ionization - 10-6 10 3 10-4 10-
As evident from Table 1.1, conditions within an ICP are different from those in a
rf diode. Typically there is a high degree of ionization and molecular fragmentation.
These processes open many chemical pathways yet to be characterized. Another
important difference is that high density plasma sources operate at lower pressures. Low
pressures enable long mean free paths (1-10 cm) for gas species. Therefore, effects of
chemical and physical processes occurring on the reactor walls become important.
A transformer-coupled plasma (TCP) etcher (a type of ICP) is shown in Fig. 1.6.
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Fig. 1.6: Schematic for a transformer-coupled plasma etcher.
The pancake-shaped top coil is powered by an rf generator and couples power inductively
to the plasma through the dielectric window. The substrate is powered with another rf
supply. Independent control of ion energy and flux is possible.
The plasma acts as a single-turn, lossy conductor that is coupled to a multi-turn non-
resonant rf coil across a dielectric window. RF power is inductively coupled to the
plasma by transformer action that results in the breakdown of the process gas near the
coil. Inductive sources have ion-density ranges of 101o-1012 cm -3 that is 100 times higher
than that of RIE etchers.
1.5.2 Etching artifacts in high-density plasma etching
Most profile artifacts (deviations from an anisotropic profile) observed during the
conventional reactive ion etching of polysilicon are also observed in the high density
plasma etching of polysilicon, but occur to a different extent; e.g. sidewall bowing
(concave sidewalls), microtrenching at the feature bottom, and mask faceting [Arikado et
al., 1988]. Since high density plasma sources have less collisional plasma sheaths, by
moving to these new sources artifacts such as RIE lag have been significantly reduced.
High density plasmas dissociate a greater fraction of the feed gas and etching products,
thereby altering other aspects of the etching. For example, in a Cl 2 helical resonator
discharge, Donnelly found nearly 95% and 85% dissociation in the source region and
above the Si substrate, respectively [Donnelly, 1996]. However, the dissociation was
only about 10% near the stainless-steel walls owing to the fast Cl-atom recombination.
As the feature dimensions become smaller, the need for more rectangular etching profiles
independent of the aspect ratio is greater, but also more difficult to achieve.
1.6 Experimental studies related to this work
A large number of experimental studies have been conducted to better understand the
plasma physics and chemistry (e.g. electron and ion temperature distributions, plasma
composition etc.) and surface phenomena (e.g. surface recombination, adsorption etc.).
A brief review of experimental work related to this thesis follows.
Surface composition studies
Cheng et al. determined that the Cl 2 etching of polysilicon in a low-pressure high density
plasma is ion flux limited rather than neutral flux limited owing to the low neutral-to-ion
flux ratios (-2:1 in their helical resonator) [Cheng et al., 1994]. The impinging ions were
believed to contribute significantly to surface chlorination. The reduction in etching rates
by the addition of 02 was attributed to the competition for adsorption sites by O. Guinn
and Donnelly quantified the amount of Cl, O, Si and C on the feature surface using a pure
Cl 2 chemistry [Guinn and Donnelly, 1994]. The O found on all surfaces was attributed to
the etching of the glass tubing. Guinn et al. quantified the chemical topography of
photoresist-masked polysilicon lines etched with a C12/0 2 chemistry in a helical resonator
[Guinn et al., 1995]. They observed very little C on the polysilicon sidewalls indicating
it was not a sidewall passivant. Addition of 02 led to the formation of a thick SiOCly
layer on the side of the photoresist. Performing angle-resolved x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy on photoresist-masked polysilicon samples, Bell et al. found oxide films on
all surfaces that they attributed to the sputtering of the quartz tube located in the plasma
generation region [Bell et al., 1996b]. They also found substantial coverage of C on the
polysilicon sidewalls. Their observations indicated that photoresist etching and re-
deposition, and quartz tube erosion enhanced anisotropic etching.
Layadi et al. determined that the amount of Cl incorporated into the near-surface
region of Si increased with ion energy [Layadi et al., 1997]. They measured the amount
of SiCI, (x=1-3) present in the top 25 A of the etched surface. Nishikawa et al. detected
SiCI, (x=1-3) and SiCl4 on the surface of polysilicon etched with an ECR C12/O2 plasma
[Nishikawa et al., 1995]. The only chlorinated product they found in the plasma was
SiCl 4 whose concentrations were comparable to that of the feedstock C12. In a similar
study with a HBr/0 2 plasma, they did not detect any SiBr 4 in the plasma [Nishikawa et
al., 1996]. They detected silicon oxybromides on the surface leading them to conclude
that the Si etching mechanisms with HBr and Cl 2 were different. Cheng et al. measured
40% slower etching rates of polysilicon using pure HBr plasmas compared to Cl2 plasmas
and attributed this reduction to lower halogen coverages of the surface and hence reduced
ion-enhanced etching yields [Cheng et al., 1995]. Br adsorption on photoresist surfaces
was measured to be smaller than Cl adsorption and was attributed to the lower reactivity
of Br. Bestwick and Oehrlein etched polysilicon and oxide in an RIE reactor using HBr
[Bestwick and Oehrlein, 1990]. They measured high polysilicon-to-oxide selectivities
(-400), and observed a thin reaction layers of the order of one monolayer and a Br-to-Si
ratio of about 2 on the polysilicon. With oxide-masked polysilicon or by adding 02 to the
gas inlet, preferential oxidation of the surface over bromination was observed.
Cheng et al. detected one to two monolayers of SiBrx on all sidewalls and the
feature bottom when they etched photoresist-masked polysilicon samples with a helicon
resonator [Cheng et al., 1996]. They detected no C on the polysilicon sidewalls
suggesting the absence of line-of-sight deposition of photoresist sputtering products.
However, the deposition of C products from the plasmas could not be ruled out since the
photoresist exposed areas were small and the pumping was fast (chamber pressure of 2.2
mTorr). Haverlag et al observed a C and Br containing layer deposited on the polysilicon
sidewall when etching photoresist-patterned polysilicon in a HBr ECR plasma [Haverlag
et al., 1994]. C contamination of the reactor walls from previous runs, and photoresist
mask erosion and re-deposition in the feature were believed to be the two sources of C.
The sidewall film thickness increased with decreasing bias voltage and increasing
substrate temperature. Undercutting beneath the photoresist line was observed at a low
bias voltage and a high substrate temperature.
Studies of etching artifacts
Crazzolara and Gelrich documented etching artifacts such as undercutting, sidewall
trenching and curvature in their experimental study of Si trench etching on a triode
reactor using C12 as the reactive gas [Crazzolara and Gelrich, 1990]. Nguyen et al.
studied microtrenching in polysilicon features for Cl-based RIE and MERIE etching
[Nguyen et al., 1991]. They documented the evolution of the microtrench by showing
TEM micrographs corresponding to different etch depths. They attributed
microtrenching to the off-normal ion bombardment, and scattering from the partially
etched polysilicon.
Bell et al. studied the microtrenching observed during Cl 2 etching of photoresist-
masked polysilicon in a helicon reactor [Bell et al., 1996a]. No microtrenching and fairly
anisotropic sidewall profiles were observed when the process was divided into two parts -
- the first used a high ion bombardment energy and the second a lower ion energy.
Joubert and Bell compared the microtrenching observed while etching oxide-masked and
photoresist-masked polysilicon with a helicon source [Joubert and Bell, 1997]. They
demonstrated a correlation between the microtrenching induced during the main etching
and the structural defects observed at the gate edges. They found that both masks and the
use of Cl2 induced microtrenching, and linked the presence of C to the reduction in
polysilicon-to-gate oxide selectivity that in turn led to gate damage. They recommended
the use of HBr/0 2 and oxide masks to pattern polysilicon gates.
Beam studies
Chang et al. characterized the Cl ion-enhanced plasma-surface interactions with
polysilicon, oxide and photoresist as a function of the Cl neutral-to-ion ratio, ion energy
and ion incidence angle [Chang and Sawin, 1997a], [Chang et al., 1997c], [Chang et al.,
1998]. The beam kinetics models from the above work formed the heart of the Monte
Carlo profile evolution simulator described later in this thesis. Kota et al. measured the
recombination coefficient of Cl atoms on various surfaces including polysilicon, oxide
and photoresist. However, the measurements were made in the absence of ion
bombardment and must be used with caution while simulating high density plasma
etching [Kota et al., 1998].
Study of angular dependencies of etching and physical sputtering
Barklund and Blom studied the angular dependence of the etching rate of Si 3N4 using an
ion beam source and CHF3 + 02 gas [Barklund and Blom, 1992]. They confirmed the
importance of 02 on the polymer layer formed which in turn affected the angular
dependence of etching. In particular, the increased etching rate observed for 600 off-
normal Ar + ions reduced drastically with 02 addition since the chemical part of the
etching gained importance over the physical part. Doughty et al. studied the spatial
distribution of copper sputtered by low energy (-55-600 eV) He +, Ar+ and Xe+ ions and
found the distribution to be significantly forward directed and not described well by a
cosine distribution about the surface normal [Doughty et al., 1997]. Decreasing ion
energy, increasing angles of incidence, and increasing ion mass yielded more forward-
directed distributions. Carl et al. observed peak etching yields at normal ion incidence
for hard-baked KTI-820 photoresist in an 02 plasma in an ECR system [Carl et al., 1990].
Chang and Sawin have characterized the ion incidence angle dependence for polysilicon
etching with Cl neutrals and Cl1 ions [Chang and Sawin, 1997a].
Other experimental work
Woodworth et al. measured the ion energy and angular distributions at the grounded
electrode of an inductively coupled discharge in C12/Ar mixtures [Woodworth et al.,
1997a]. FWHMs of about 4.50 to 8.50 were measured; the distributions being narrower
with more C12 in the mixture. Joubert et al. etched high aspect ratio oxide patterns with
fluorocarbon gases in an ECR system and correlated the RIE lag with the deposition rate
of the fluorocarbon film [Joubert et al., 1994a]. Their identification of three regimes
during oxide etching - fluorocarbon deposition, fluorocarbon suppression and sputtering
- emphasized the important role deposition played on the feature profile evolution
[Joubert et al., 1994b].
1.7 Profile evolution modeling
With shrinking feature sizes and shorter development cycles, experimental
characterization of plasma processes is becoming more expensive and cumbersome.
Profile control and CD control have become very important as they determine the success
of the subsequent deposition processes and ultimately device performance. Correct
prediction of the plasma parameters and feature profile evolution under a wide range of
processing conditions is faster and relatively inexpensive when compared to experimental
techniques, and hence is very valuable.
Many researchers have developed simulators to capture the feature profile
evolution correctly. Surface representation, handling of fluxes and the incorporation of
the dominant physical and chemical mechanisms are important issues to be considered
while constructing a profile simulator.
1.7.1 Techniques used in profile evolution simulations
A variety of numerical algorithms have been used to evolve surfaces in etching,
deposition and photolithography processes. They fall into three general categories and
can be used to perform 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional profile evolutions. However,
only discuss 2-dimensional applications will be discussed here.
String methods
The surface is represented by a string of points (nodes) connected by straight line
segments [Oldham et al., 1979]. The positions of the nodes are updated by determining
front information about the normals and curvature; the surface normal being
approximated by the bisector of the inwardly pointing normals to the two adjacent
segments. The point velocity is taken as the average of the two segment etching rates.
This representation of the interface can be very accurate for certain motions e.g. isotropic
etching problems. However, if the time integration step is large or the etching rate is a
strong function of the slope or ion arrival angle, the profiles obtained can be wrong and
unstable. Nodes might have to be removed, e.g. development of cusps and corners in the
evolving front and the merging of regions, which can be a difficult task. It is difficult to
include all the physics and chemistry that determine the reactive particles' fluxes on the
surface. Last, composition dependent properties of the surface cannot be taken into
account while advancing the surface.
Characteristic methods
The etching rate is described analytically and the "Method of Characteristics" is used to
determine equations governing point motion [Shaqfeh and Jurgensen, 1989]. The
trajectories are not limited to the surface normal directions (e.g. ion-enhanced etching and
physical sputtering) as was the case for string methods and longer integration time steps
can be used. The entropy condition at forming corners is enforced by constructing the
envelope of the evolving characteristics. Algorithms to handle "shocks" or corners
characterized by sudden changes in slope must be implemented [Smith et al., 1987].
Looping or the crossing of the characteristic trajectories of converging points is handled
more naturally [Arnold et al., 1994]. Again, handling surface composition dependent
properties, and incorporating all the physical and chemical mechanisms are difficult.
Level set methods
Level set methods [Adalsteinsson and Sethian, 1995] are robust, fast and accurate when
tracking complicated interface motions. They can handle topological merging and
breaking naturally. They approximate the equations of motion for the underlying
propagating surface, which resemble Hamilton-Jacobi equations with parabolic right-
hand sides. The moving front is viewed as a particular level set of a higher dimensional
function. In this setting, sharp gradients and cusps can form easily, and the effects of
curvature can be easily incorporated. However, the inability to include all the physics
and chemistry involved in the practical etching problem, and the surface composition
dependence while advancing surfaces, limits the use of this technique.
Cell-based methods
The computational domain is divided into an array of cells that contain various volume
fractions and different materials. The cell boundaries are used to reconstruct the surface.
These methods are amenable to handle topological changes, adaptive mesh methods and
handling surface composition dependence of properties. Calculation of geometric
properties such as surface normals and curvature can be complicated. Simulations based
on this method require more memory and are slower. We used this technique to represent
the surface while constructing the profile evolution simulator.
1.7.2 Profile evolution modeling efforts related to this work
Various modeling efforts aiming to understand the effects different chemical and physical
mechanisms have on the deposition and etching processes are available in the literature.
Some of these are categorized and summarized below.
Ion enhanced etching and physical sputtering offeatures
Singh et al. developed a profile evolution simulator based on the method of
characteristics [Singh et al., 1992]. They separated the total etching rate into chemical
and ion-assisted terms and explored the effects of re-emission of chemical reactants (by
varying the sticking probabilities) and surface diffusion on profile evolution. They were
able to model experimental profiles observed during the SF 6 etching of Si. Arnold et al.
developed a topography evolution algorithm based on the method of characteristics and
applied it to study ion milling (faceting of deposited material) [Arnold et al., 1994].
Shaqfeh and Jurgensen reduced the interface evolution equation to a coupled set of
ordinary differential equations via the method of characteristics and showed the effects of
angular approximations, line proximity, and aspect ratio on profile evolution [Shaqfeh
and Jurgensen, 1989].
Deposition from a source plane above the feature
Dew et al. have extended a 2-dimensional deposition model with the film being
represented by an aggregate of identical hard disks (SIMBAD) by adding film re-
sputtering, re-deposition, ion reflection and ion induced diffusion to predict the
microstructure of thin films deposited [Dew et al., 1991]. They observed ion milling
effects. Virmani et al. used a physically based low pressure simulator EVOLVE to
simulate plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition of oxide. They documented
deposition profiles for a variety of conditions and feature aspect ratios [Virmani et al.,
1996].
Competing etching and deposition
Hamaguchi and Dalvie developed a surface evolution algorithm based on the shock-
tracking method. They included both deposition and etching processes, and documented
the effect of re-emission angular distribution and sticking coefficient on sidewall
passivation layer thickness [Hamaguchi and Dalvie, 1994a]. Tuda et al. developed a
profile simulator based on the string-and-node representation of the surface [Tuda et al.,
1996]. Absence of sidewall passivation led to inverse tapering of the sidewalls which
straightened out and tapered out when re-deposition of etching products was allowed.
However, they neglected ion scattering and the angular dependence of etching, thus
failing to reproduce experimental profiles.
Han et al. used SPEEDIE to simulate RIE lag and inverse RIE lag observed in
oxide etching by identifying the competing roles etching and deposition processes played
[Han et al., 1995] in the feature profile evolution. Tait et al. modified a 2-dimensional
plasma etching model based on the SIMBAD Monte Carlo thin-film growth program to
include ion-enhanced etching processes and were able to qualitatively reproduce etching
profiles with oxide formation as a sidewall passivation mechanism [Tait et al., 1994].
Smith et al. developed an analogy between erosion/deposition phenomena and the
progression of an optical wave front [Smith et al., 1987]. Using the code developed, they
computed some examples of erosion and co-deposition.
Feature charging and notching offeature sidewalls
Hwang and Giapis have developed a 2-dimensional Monte Carlo simulator and looked at
various aspects of polysilicon and dielectric etching. They associated notching during the
overetching step with differential feature charging and subsequent ion trajectory
distortion [Hwang and Giapis, 1997a]. They also determined the effect of electron
irradiance of the conductive portion of the sidewalls on the charging potential of the gates
by varying the mask and polysilicon thicknesses [Hwang and Giapis, 1997b]. In their
study of pattern-dependent etching during oxide etching, they identified the conditions
needed for aspect ratio independent etching (ARIE) and discussed the importance of
surface discharge currents in reducing surface potentials [Hwang and Giapis, 1997c].
Recently they have also studied artifacts relating to the main polysilicon etching step
such as sidewall bowing and microtrenching [Hwang and Giapis, 1998a].
Earlier, Arnold and Sawin pointed out the effect of localized charging by ion
trajectory deflection on etching rates and profiles [Arnold and Sawin, 1991]. They
assumed a static feature profile and used a PC-based ion lens program to calculate
charged species trajectories. The surface was broken into 30 segments. Ootera et al.
simulated the ion trajectories near sub-micron pattern surfaces including the effects of
local charging [Ootera et al., 1994]. They found large ion trajectory deflections at the
inside of the outermost line that was reduced by increasing ion drift velocity. Thus, they
could qualitatively explain the cause for notching of sidewalls.
2 Experimental Characterization of Polysilicon Profiles Using High
Density C12 and HBr Plasma Etching
2.1 Introduction
The patterning of small features in polysilicon is accompanied by many phenomena that
affect the final profile. Most profile artifacts observed during the conventional RIE
etching of polysilicon are also observed in the high density plasma etching of polysilicon,
but occur to a different extent; e.g. sidewall bowing (concave sidewalls), microtrenching
at the feature bottom, and mask faceting [Arikado et al., 1988]. Artifacts such as reactive
ion etching (RIE) lag have been significantly reduced by moving to high density plasma
sources, because of their less collisional plasma sheaths. However, high density plasmas
dissociate a greater fraction of the feed gas and etching products, thereby altering other
aspects of the etching. The greater ion flux, the altered plasma composition, and the
greater impact of surface chemistry and wall effects at the lower pressures, all play an
important role in the feature profile evolution. As the feature dimensions become
smaller, the need for more rectangular etching profiles independent of the aspect ratio is
greater, but also more difficult to achieve.
Recently, many groups have simulated the polysilicon etching process using
feature profile evolution models and compared their predictions with experimental
profiles available in the literature [Hwang and Giapis, 1997a], [Vyvoda et al., 1997],
[Hoekstra et al., 1997], [Mahorowala et al., 1997a]. However, an extensive set of
experimental profiles obtained on a single high density plasma etcher under reasonably
well-characterized processing conditions is not available in the literature. Such an
experimental data set is necessary to validate the modeling predictions.
In this chapter, complete experimental sets of profiles for polysilicon etching with
both photoresist and oxide masks using C12 and HBr are presented. Additional
experimental profiles showing the profile evolution with time are documented.
2.2 Experimental Details
Photoresist- and oxide-masked polysilicon samples were etched on a Lam TCP 9400 SE,
an inductively coupled reactor in which the wafer is mounted on a rf biased electrode.
The 8" wafers were electrostatically clamped to the bottom rf electrode with He flowing
at 12 sccm giving a pressure of 8 Torr between the back side of the wafer and the
electrode for wafer cooling. The wafer electrode was controlled at 60 oC. Reactant feed
gas was introduced into the chamber around its perimeter from the bottom. A 1000 1/s
turbomolecular pump pumped the unreacted gas and the volatile etching products out
through a side port. A throttle valve set the pressure. The optical emission at 405 nm
was monitored with a monochromator to determine the endpoint. Samples were etched
by either a pure Cl2 plasma or a pure HBr plasma. Mixed HBr-C12 chemistries used for
commercial high density plasma etching of polysilicon were not studied.
The samples used in this study were comprised of alternate lines and spaces that
constituted a small portion of the test die; the overall exposed polysilicon area for the die
was about 60%. All lines were 0.25 gm wide, and the spaces separating them ranged
from 0.25 tm to 2.5gtm. The samples were masked with either photoresist (Shipley's
UV-5) or oxide over 5000 A thick polysilicon on a thin gate oxide over the 200 mm (8")
diameter silicon wafers. The photoresist-masked samples had a -750 A thick organic
anti-reflective (ARC) coating layer (Shipley's CD-11). After the ARC etching process,
the photoresist mask was -4750 A thick and had a non-rectangular profile. The oxide
mask was 2000 A thick and its initial profile had a tapered sidewall at -84o. The initial
profiles of photoresist- and oxide-masked samples are shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1: Initial photoresist mask and oxide mask profiles.
Neither profile was perfectly rectangular. The photoresist mask (a) was characterized by
two facet angles at 580 and 920 that were created by the ARC etching step. The oxide
mask (b) was tapered at 840.
A three variable fractional factorial set of experiments [Box et al., 1978] was
performed for the photoresist- and oxide-masked polysilicon samples. The inductive
power to the transformer coil, the rf biasing power producing the sheath bias, and the C12
gas flowrate were the three independent variables (see Fig. 2.2). Additional experiments
were performed on the photoresist-patterned samples using HBr as the etching gas. The
inductive power was varied between 250 W and 550 W. The lower value was set at 250
W to ensure the striking of a discharge at lower powers. The rf biasing power was varied
between 20 W and 140 W. The lower limit was fixed at 20 W since the rf generator
output was questionable at smaller values. The gas flowrate ranged from 25 sccm and
175 sccm: the mass flow controllers had full ranges of 200 sccm. The center
experimental conditions were an inductive power of 400 W, a rf biasing power of 80 W,
and a gas flowrate of 100 sccm. All experiments in this work were performed at a
chamber pressure of 10 mTorr.
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Fig. 2.2: Experimental design.
A three variable fractional factorial set of experiments was performed on photoresist- and
oxide-masked polysilicon/oxide/Si samples. The inductive power was varied from 250
W to 550 W, the rf biasing power was varied from 20 W to 140 W, and the gas flowrate
ranged from 25 sccm to 175 sccm. The center experimental conditions were: inductive
power 400 W, rf biasing power 80 W, and gas flowrate 100 sccm. The pressure was
maintained at 10 mTorr. The numbers written on the cube edges represent the run
numbers corresponding to Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
2.3 Experimental Results
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 summarize the etching rates and selectivities for the designed set of
experiments for the photoresist- and oxide-masked samples etched with C12 respectively.
Table 2.3 summarizes the results of the partial experimental set performed with
photoresist-masked samples using pure HBr.
Table 2.1: Etching rates and selectivities for the designed set of experiments of the
photoresist-patterned polysilicon using C12.
Note that the etching time was varied to etch to approximately the same depth.
Run Inductive RF C12  Etching Polysilicon Photoresist Selectivity
power biasing flowrate time etching rate etching rate
(W) power (sccm) (s) (A/min) (A/min)
(W)
1 400 80 100 91 2596 1690 1.54
2 550 80 175 78 3029 1875 1.62
3 250 80 25 154 1631 1071 1.52
4 400 20 175 201 1213 261 4.64
5 550 20 100 172 1134 218 5.20
6 550 80 25 120 2063 1156 1.78
7 250 80 175 111 2264 1824 1.24
8 550 140 100 61 3689 3012 1.22
9 400 140 25 103 2257 1784 1.27
10 400 20 25 215 1186 366 3.24
11 250 20 100 241 1089 389 2.80
12 400 140 175 65 3692 3519 1.05
13 250 140 100 90 2708 2583 1.05
Table 2.2: Etching rates and selectivities for the designed set of experiments of the
oxide-patterned polysilicon using Cl 2.
The etching time was not varied, therefore the depth of etching varied.
Run Inductive RF C12  Etching Polysilicon Oxide Selectivity
power biasing flowrate time etching rate etching
(W) power (sccm) (s) (A/min) rate
(W) (A/min)
1 400 80 100 75 3150 125 25.20
2 550 80 175 75 3675 250 14.70
3 250 80 25 75 2000 25 80.00
4 400 20 175 75 1400 225 6.22
5 550 20 100 75 1300 100 13.00
6 550 80 25 75 2375 200 11.88
7 250 80 175 75 2125 200 10.63
8a 550 140 100 75 - - -
9 400 140 25 75 2900 475 6.11
10 400 20 25 75 900 225 4.00
11 250 20 100 75 1075 25 43.00
12a 400 140 175 75 - - -
13 250 140 100 75 2900 300 9.67
a sample was overetched
Table 2.3: Etching rates and selectivities for the partial set of experiments
performed with photoresist-patterned polysilicon using HBr.
The etching time was varied to etch to approximately the same depth. The run numbers
have been modified to correspond to those in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 and Fig. 2.1.
Run Inductive RF HBr Etching Polysilicon Photoresist Selectivity
power biasing flowrate time etching rate etching rate
(W) power (sccm) (s) (A/min) (A/min)
(W)
1 400 80 100 108 1298 227 5.73
2 550 80 175 92 1683 144 11.67
3 250 80 25 140 1105 84 13.20
5 550 20 100 130 793 -126b -
6 550 80 25 105 1607 89 18.00
7 250 80 175 130 1081 118 9.14
8 550 140 100 72 2090 461 4.53
net deposition on photoresist
SEM micrographs of the etched features with 0.25 [tm lines and 0.31 gtm spacings
for all three sets are shown in Fig. 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. SEM micrographs of
isolated features (i.e. 2.5 jtm line spacings) under the center experimental conditions for
the three cases are shown in Fig. 2.6. Fig. 2.7 is a non-perpendicular view of these lines,
showing the surface roughening caused by etching in the three samples. For the design
center conditions, the etching was stopped at intermediate times to document the profile
evolution during etching. Fig. 2.8 shows four stages in the profile progression for
photoresist-masked polysilicon etching in Cl 2. Fig. 2.9 shows a similar profile
progression for the oxide-masked samples in C12. The profile evolution documenting the
center-inductive-power / low-rf-bias-power / high-flowrate case in which the two
microtrenches converge to form a single microtrench in the center of the feature is shown
in Fig. 2.10.
Additional SEM micrographs are documented in Appendix 8.1. Fig. 8.1 and 8.2
show profiles of photoresist- and oxide-masked features with isolated lines (0.25 jim
lines and 2.5 jtm spacings) etched with C12 for the entire experimental set. Fig. 8.3
Fig. 2.3: Profiles for features with 0.25 ptm lines and 0.31 pm spacings under
experimental conditions listed in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.2.
The photoresist patterned polysilicon samples were etched in a Cl 2 chemistry. The
numbers in the top left corner correspond to the run numbers shown in Table 2.1 and Fig.
2.2.
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Fig. 2.4: Profiles for features with 0.25 Jtm lines and 0.31 pm spacings under
experimental conditions listed in Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.2.
The oxide patterned polysilicon samples were etched in a Cl2 chemistry. The numbers in
the top left corner correspond to the run numbers shown in Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.5: Profiles for features with 0.25 gm lines and 0.31 gm spacings under
experimental conditions listed in Table 2.3 and Fig. 2.2.
The photoresist patterned polysilicon samples were etched in a HBr chemistry. The
numbers in the top left corner correspond to the run numbers shown in Table 2.3 and Fig.
2.2.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2.6: Profiles for features with 0.25 gim line and 2.5 p.m spacing etched under
center experimental conditions.
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A photoresist-masked sample etched with Cl2 (a), an oxide-masked sample etched with
Cl 2 (b), and a photoresist-masked sample etched with HBr (c) are shown. The top and
lower facets are pointed out.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2.7: Surface topography under center experimental conditions.
The etched profiles for all three cases - photoresist-masked sample etched with Cl2 (a),
oxide-masked sample etched with Cl 2 (b) and photoresist-masked sample etched with
HBr (c), are fairly smooth.
Fig. 2.8: Profile evolution of photoresist-masked polysilicon features under center
experimental conditions with Cl 2.
The profile evolution is characterized by continuous mask erosion and sidewall
deposition. Microtrenches begin forming midway through the etching process. Sidewall
curvature associated with ion angular dispersion, impingement angle dependence on ion
induced etching and sputtering, and deposition processes are believed to control the onset
of microtrenching for these conditions in which the initial photoresist is nearly vertical.
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Fig. 2.9: Profile evolution of oxide-masked polysilicon features under center
experimental conditions with C12.
Trenching begins during the initial stages of the etching process. Scattering from the
inclined mask sidewalls is believed to cause the initial trenching. No sidewall deposition
is observable and mask erosion is minimal.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.10: Single trench formation in narrow (0.25 gm line spacings) features.
As the two sidewalls bow inwards, the two distinct microtrenches in (a) merge to form a
single trench (b). The processing conditions are an inductive power of 400 W, a rf
biasing power of 20 W, a Cl 2 flowrate of 175 sccm and a pressure of 10 mTorr. The
small rf biasing power resulted in a less directional ion flux enhancing sidewall bowing.
shows the etched profiles of photoresist-masked isolated lines for the partial experimental
set performed. Fig. 8.4 shows four stages in the profile progression for isolated
photoresist-masked polysilicon lines etched in Cl2 under center experimental conditions.
2.4 Discussion of Results
The most striking features exhibited in the experimental profiles are 1) the greater
polysilicon-to-photoresist selectivity exhibited by HBr over Cl 2, 2) the increased sidewall
deposition associated with photoresist-masking, 3) the greater curvature or bowing of the
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sidewalls associated with the combination of photoresist-masking and C12 plasmas, 4) the
more vertical sidewalls achieved with HBr, 5) the double faceting of the feature sidewalls
under etching conditions accompanied by significant deposition, 6) the delay in the onset
of microtrenching while etching photoresist-masked samples with C12, 7) the greater
microtrenching exhibited with oxide-masking and C12 plasmas, and 8) the lack of
microtrenching for the HBr etching. These and other aspects are discussed below.
2.4.1 Etching Rates and Mask Selectivity
For the photoresist-masked samples etched in C12, the polysilicon-to-photoresist etching
selectivity decreased as the rf biasing power (and therefore, ion bombardment energy)
increased. Physical sputtering becomes more important with increasing ion
bombardment energy since its energy threshold is higher than ion induced chemical
etching [Chang et al., 1997c], [Gray et al., 1993]. The greater importance of physical
sputtering in the etching of photoresist than in polysilicon etching, leads to decreasing
selectivity with increasing ion bombardment energy. Less photoresist mask erosion is
observed for samples etched in HBr. Br containing gases exhibit higher selectivities in
etching polysilicon with respect to photoresist especially at low dc bias values (< 100 V)
[Haverlag et al., 1994]. The HBr etching of polysilicon was about 20% to 50% slower
than Cl 2 etching depending upon the processing conditions. This results in higher
selectivities (factor of 4 to 10) for HBr etching as compared to C12. The polysilicon-to-
oxide selectivity is much larger than the polysilicon-to-photoresist selectivity in C12
plasmas.
The oxide-masked samples exhibit polysilicon etching rates that are comparable
or faster than the photoresist-masked samples in Cl 2 plasmas. The etching of deposited
and re-deposited materials can slow the etching by as much as a factor of two [Lee et al.,
1996], [Chang et al., 1998]. The greater etching rate using oxide-masking is attributed to
its lower deposition and re-deposition rates. The oxide mask etches much slower than the
polysilicon, and therefore, retains its initial profile. This higher selectivity minimizes
both the deposition of products from the plasma and re-deposition of products by line-of-
sight transport from ion induced etching processes. The greater deposition and re-
deposition rates with photoresist-masked samples also increase the sidewall passivation
layer thickness, and are discussed later.
2.4.2 Sidewall Bowing
The design center etching profile in Fig. 2.3-1 shows significant sidewall bowing.
However, the sidewalls are much straighter for greater rf biasing power (see Fig. 2.3-9
and 2.3-12) which increases the sheath field. The greater normal energy component
relative to the transverse energy, increases the perpendicular ion velocity component
relative to the transverse velocity leading to a more directional ion flux. It should also be
noted, that the greater ion bombardment energy leads to lower selectivity with respect to
the photoresist and greater sidewall passivation. The sidewall passivation layer is thinned
as the gas flowrate is increased, i.e. going from Fig. 2.3-9 to 2.3-12, because the
concentrations of the polysilicon and photoresist etching products is reduced.
However, for the center design conditions for HBr etching (see Fig. 2.5-1),
relatively straight sidewalls are observed. The formation of a highly etch-resistant thin
passivating layer on the sidewall (not visible in a SEM micrograph) and the lower
reactivity of Br neutrals are believed to be responsible for the straight sidewalls [Cheng et
al., 1996]. The observation of undercutting for conditions with little photoresist etching
(Fig. 2.5-5) would support the presence of a passivation layer in whose formation
photoresist erosion plays an important role. The same passivation material is thought to
reduce the photoresist erosion under ion bombardment.
Bowing of sidewalls is inherent in ion-enhanced etching systems because of 1)
sidewall passivation, 2) the angular dispersion of ion bombardment, 3) impingement
angle dependence on ion induced etching and sputtering, 4) isotropic spontaneous
chemical etching, 5) transport/loss of species within a feature, etc. In F-based systems
the high tendency of F radicals to react spontaneously [Gray et al., 1993] with the surface
leads to a significant isotropic etching component associated with severe undercutting
and bowed sidewalls [Singh et al., 1992], [Giapis et al., 1995]. However Cl and Br
radicals do not etch polysilicon spontaneously; therefore, the sidewall bowing is related
primarily to the directionality of the incident ions. The angular distribution of the ions
striking the feature has a FWHM of about -100 [Woodworth et al., 1997a] depending
upon the plasma conditions. The 1) ion temperature in the bulk plasma, 2) scattering in
the pre-sheath, 3) scattering in the sheath, and 4) the transverse energy component gained
by phenomenon such as curvature of the pre-sheath at the electrode edge all contribute to
the transverse energy component of the ion bombardment. The sheath electric field
determines the ion acceleration and the normal energy component of the ion
bombardment [Gottscho, 1993]. Increasing the normal energy relative to the transverse
energy increases the directionality of the ion impingement angular distribution.
The angular dependence of the ion induced etching yield contributes to sidewall
bowing. Ion induced chemical etching of polysilicon is known to decrease as the
scattering angle increases beyond 450; i.e. becomes more grazing [Chang and Sawin,
1997a]. This angular dependence enhances the non-vertical sidewall etching caused by
the ion angular dispersion. The lack of curvature in the HBr etched sidewalls would
suggest that ion impingement angular dependence in HBr plasmas might have a smaller
effect than that in Cl2 plasmas. This may be a result of either or both the different C1 and
Br kinetics and/or the presence of the hydrogen. Alternatively, the straighter sidewalls in
HBr etching may be due to the strong etch-resistance of the re-deposited product species
on the sidewalls.
2.4.3 Sidewall Deposition
Fig. 2.6(a) shows the profile for an isolated feature etched in a C12 plasma; the space
between adjacent lines is 2.5 microns. Much thicker sidewall deposition is observed, in
comparison to the profile in Fig. 2.3-1. Wider spacings produce greater view factors of
the sidewall to the plasma as compared to narrower spacings. Thicker sidewall deposits
with greater feature spacing indicates that the deposits primarily come from the plasma
deposition, and not by re-deposition through line-of-sight transport within the feature.
In addition to the line spacing, the thickness of sidewall passivation deposits
depends on the processing conditions; in particular, the photoresist etching rate and the
gas flowrate. Fig. 2.3-2 and 2.3-6 show the profiles of two identical features etched
under similar conditions except for the reactant gas flowrate. Higher reactant gas
flowrates shorten the residence time of the product species in the plasma reducing 1heir
concentrations. The polysilicon and photoresist etching products undergo electron-
impact dissociation in the plasma producing the sidewall deposits for both HBr and C12
feed gases, which by themselves cannot form deposits. This is clearly observed in Fig.
2.3-2 and Fig. 2.3-6, the sidewall deposition being smaller in the former case. Larger
deposition fluxes on the feature bottom, and possibly the presence of fewer reactive
neutrals to chlorinate the surface together lead to slower vertical etching rates in the latter
case.
In addition, all runs with low rf biasing powers exhibited very little sidewall
deposition. At low ion energies, the etching rates are smaller leading to lower product
concentrations in the plasma. In addition, the lower ion impingement energy incrd'ases
the polysilicon selectivity with respect to photoresist. The observation of significant
deposition in C12 plasmas and photoresist-masking, but little deposition with oxide-
masking indicate that the photoresist etch products greatly enhance the deposition rate of
sidewall deposits.
2.4.4 Facet Formation
In the photoresist-masked samples (Fig. 2.3-1 and 2.5-1), the post-etch profiles are
characterized by the formation of two facets when using both C12 and HBr. Considerable
mask erosion and sidewall deposition are observed. The lower facet is enhanced with
greater line spacings as can be seen by comparison with Fig. 2.6.
The top facet is similar to that formed during etching of the ARC layer shown in
Fig. 2.1; however, the facet angle is a function of process conditions. In Section 4.5.1, it
will be shown that this facet is a result of combined physical sputtering and ion induced
chemical etching. The variation in facet angle is caused by the changes in the surface
composition through deposition.
The lower facet appears in the photoresist-masked samples in both Cl2 and HBr
plasmas, and is more pronounced under conditions favoring high rates of deposition and
re-deposition; i.e. low flowrates, low selectivities, and larger line spacing. The lower
facet is therefore believed to be associated with the competition between etching and
deposition on the sidewalls. The modeling of the lower facet is discussed in Section
4.5.2.
2.4.5 Microtrenching
Microtrenching is present only for samples etched in C12 and absent in all HBr-etched
samples. In Fig. 2.3-1 and 2.4-1, microtrenching can be observed near the foot of the
sidewall; the microtrenching being more severe in the oxide-masked sample.
Microtrenching has been shown to be caused in part by ion scattering from an inclined
sidewall of the feature and is problematic during overetching when the greater etching
rate within the microtrench can induce gate oxide breakthrough [Dalton et al., 1993]. In
Section 4.5.3, a second mechanism for forming microtrenches is described; i.e. the
scattering from a curved sidewall causing a focusing of the ions on the microtrench. Ion
scattering from the bowed sidewalls is believed to be chiefly responsible for the
microtrenches seen in Fig. 2.3-1 and 2.4-1.
Fig. 2.8 tracks the profile evolution for a photoresist-masked polysilicon feature
etched in a C12 chemistry. Steady mask erosion and constantly varying sidewall profiles
are observed. Microtrenching begins only midway during the etching process. The
absence of a tapered sidewall close to the feature bottom or bowed sidewalls is thought to
be responsible for the absence of microtrenching initially. Initially, the relatively vertical
sidewall minimizes the number of scattered ions and disperses the scattered ions rather
than concentrating them at the feature bottom.
Ion shadowing, build-up of deposits on the sidewalls, and reduced etching yield
for near grazing ion impingement, all contribute to the curvature of the sidewall which in
turn leads to microtrenching. In high density plasma etchers, the ion flux from the
plasma is very directional; and hence, ion shadowing (i.e. variation the ion flux along the
feature bottom caused by the view factor to the plasma) is minimal for the aspect ratios
involved in polysilicon etching. Ion shadowing variation produces a smoothly varying
ion flux that is largest in the center of the feature [Dalton et al., 1993]. Initially during
the etching as explained in Section 4.5.3, the almost line-of-sight deposition (relatively
high sticking probabilities of 0.3 for SiClx on polysilicon [Chang et al., 1998]) of etching
by-products from the plasma prevents the undercutting of the sidewall by both isotropic
etching and ion impingement on the sidewalls. This deposition causes the sidewall to
taper outwardly. Ion impingement on this sidewall at near grazing incidence has a lower
etching yield and a higher scattering probability lowering the etching rate and
contributing to the outward tapering/bowing of the sidewall. As the etching proceeds, the
greater length and taper of the sidewall increases the number of ions that scatter from the
sidewall. The onset of microtrenching during the latter part of the etching process occurs
when the sidewall bowing is sufficient to focus the scattered ions on the feature bottom.
It should be noted that in these experiments the polysilicon films were 5000 A thick
while the polysilicon films used in current IC technology are 2000-3000 A thick. Since
the films are thinner, microtrenching is not as significant.
Fig. 2.10 shows two stages in the profile evolution of a feature with a narrower
spacing of 0.25 tim. In the first stage, distinct microtrenches are observed near the feet of
both feature sidewalls. However, as the etching progresses, the sidewalls bow and the
two trenches merge. It should be noted that the rf biasing power is only 20 W. The ion
flux not being very directional increases the importance of ion shadowing and the number
of ions scattering from the sidewalls, and therefore, greater sidewall bowing.
In the oxide-patterned sample (see Fig. 2.4-1), the mask retains its initial profile and is
not faceted. No sidewall deposition is apparent. Microtrenching is much more severe
and is comparable in both dense and isolated features (see Fig. 2.4-1 and 2.6(b)). Fig. 2.9
tracks the profile evolution for oxide-masked polysilicon features in a Cl 2 chemistry. In
contrast to the photoresist-masked case, microtrenching is more severe and starts at the
beginning of the etching process. Ions scattering from the non-vertical mask (inclined at
about 84' to the horizontal) cause the initial microtrenching. However, the effect of ion
scattering from the non-vertical mask on microtrenching reduces as the etching
progresses because the greater distance after scattering enhances the scattered ion
dispersion along the feature bottom. The bowing of the sidewalls begins to play a more
important role in feature bottom microtrenching. We believe that the etching of oxide-
masked polysilicon is associated with less plasma deposition related artifacts due to the
absence of photoresist sputtering products.
The oxide-masked samples exhibit relatively straight sidewalls and microtrenches
that are quite asymmetric while the photoresist-masked sample produce relatively
symmetric microtrenches. Microtrenching is seen at all stages of etching (see Fig. 2.9).
The slightly inclined sidewall appears to favor a microtrench that is steep on the sidewall
side and more gradually sloped toward the center. The sharper and more severe
microtrenching is a result of scattering of the well-collimated ion bombardment all along
the side of the feature leading to the asymmetric trench. This conformation is consistent
with scattering from an almost vertical inclined sidewall. With photoresist-masked
samples, the feature sidewalls are bowed and the microtrenches are more symmetric. The
symmetric microtrenching is associated with scattering from a curve sidewall that focuses
the scattered ions.
The lack of microtrenching with HBr would suggest that ion scattering from the
sidewall is less than that in a Cl 2 discharge. This assumption is consistent with either less
ion impingement angle dependence; i.e. if the grazing incidence ion induce etching, they
cannot scatter and cause trenching, or good etch-resistance of the deposited product
species.
2.4.6 Undercutting
Fig. 2.5-5 shows a sample etched in a HBr plasma with an inductive power of 550 W and
a rf biasing power of 20 W. There is net deposition on the mask. Significant
undercutting below the photoresist is observed which can be attributed to isotropic
spontaneous etching in the absence of sidewall passivation. The isotropic etching is
comparable to the ion induced directional etching because of the presence of large
number of reactive Br radicals at the high inductive powers and the low ion energies due
to the small DC bias. Haverlag et al. also observed undercutting when etching
photoresist-masked polysilicon with HBr at a high substrate temperature (480 C) and a
low bias voltage (50 V) [Haverlag et al., 1994].
2.4.7 Grass Formation
Another interesting artifact in the profile of Fig. 2.5-5 is the grass formation or micro-
mask roughening at the feature bottom. This phenomenon has been discussed in the
literature since the late 1970's, and has been observed for many different plasma
compositions and materials [Oehrlein et al., 1990]. Grass is observed for the situations
where deposition rates are significant relative to etching rates and the etching is driven by
directional ion bombardment. The low rf biasing power apparently reduces the ion
bombardment energy sufficiently that the deposits from the plasma are not removed by
ion-enhanced etching; micromasks form as a result. This also explains the faster etching
in the open area lying to the right of the lines as there are less deposited products to
sputter/etch in that region (not shown).
2.5 Conclusions
Designed sets of high density plasma etching experiments were performed on
photoresist-masked and oxide-masked polysilicon using pure C12 and pure HBr
chemistries varying the inductive power, the rf biasing power and the gas flowrate.
Etched feature profiles were cataloged to assist modelers in developing better profile
simulators and process engineers in modifying etching recipes to obtain desirable
profiles. The interesting features exhibited in the experimental profiles included: 1) the
greater polysilicon-to-photoresist selectivity exhibited by HBr, 2) the increased sidewall
deposition associated with photoresist-masking with both C12 and HBr, 3) the greater
curvature of the sidewalls associated with the combination of photoresist-masking and
C12 plasmas, 4) the more vertical sidewalls achieved with HBr, 5) the double faceting of
the feature sidewalls under etching conditions accompanied by significant deposition, 6)
the delay in the onset of microtrenching while etching photoresist-masked samples with
Cl2 , 7) the greater microtrenching exhibited with oxide-masking and Cl2 plasmas, and 8)
the lack of microtrenching for the HBr etching.
The factors responsible for these etching artifacts were discussed. Three factors
are believed to cause sidewall bowing - deposition of etching by-products, angular
dispersion of ion bombardment and impingement angle dependence on ion induced
etching and sputtering. The microtrenching observed only when etching the samples in a
Cl2 chemistry is believed to be associated with two mechanisms - ion scattering from
tapered sidewalls and the focussing of directional ions by bowed sidewalls onto the
feature bottom. The former mechanism can lead to trenching initially while the latter
mechanism gains importance midway during the etching. The absence of tapered
sidewalls initially and the relatively straight sidewall profiles developed during the
etching explain the non-occurrence of microtrenches when using HBr. Facet formation
was observed on the feature sidewall of all photoresist-masked samples. Under
processing conditions accompanied by significant deposition, facets at two distinct angles
were formed. The top facet is believed to depend on the composition of the material on
the mask line and its etching angular dependence. The lower facet angle is believed to
result from the competition between the simultaneous etching and deposition processes.
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3 Monte Carlo Simulation of Profile Evolution in Plasma Etching of
Polysilicon
3.1 Introduction
Various physical and chemical mechanisms affect the feature profile evolution during the
plasma etching of polysilicon; however, the relative importance of these mechanisms is
not certain. Typically, profile evolution is a result of opposing etching and deposition
processes, thereby making the profile evolution sensitive to the difference between these
processes. Due to the lack of known kinetic rates of these processes, many combinations
of physical processes have been used to fit the experimentally observed profiles. Most
available profile simulators incorporate a subset of the possible physical processes
making their application very limited to similar conditions. A generalized simulator that
incorporates all the physical and chemical mechanisms simultaneously is needed to better
test proposed mechanisms and understand the effect of competitive processes on profile
evolution.
Accurate simulation of the profile evolution requires the simultaneous solution of
the complex transport, surface advancement, and surface kinetics. Researchers have
modeled the profile evolution in the continuum using various techniques such as the
method of characteristics [Shaqfeh and Jurgensen, 1989], string and node algorithms
[Oldham et al., 1979], and level sets [Adalsteinsson and Sethian, 1995] to represent the
surface. However, it is difficult to incorporate all the physical and chemical mechanisms
involved in the plasma etching of polysilicon when using these methods. This complex
problem is well suited to solution by the Monte Carlo transport and surface kinetics
computations combined with cellular representation of the feature. The Monte Carlo
method or more specifically the test-particle Monte Carlo method [Bird, 1976] is a
probabilistic numerical approach in which many (millions) typical particle trajectories are
generated which provide a sufficiently large sample to predict the behavior of the real
system. Since intermolecular collisions may be neglected due to the low chamber
pressures involved, these trajectories are independent of each other and may be generated
serially (At 10 mTorr, the mean free path of molecules is about 1 cm. The feature
dimension is of the order of 1 gm. Therefore, only about 0.01% of the molecules
undergo collisions with another molecule in the simulation domain.). Monte Carlo
representations of the transport and surface kinetics allow the inclusion of all known
surface mechanisms for any given plasma. The cellular representation of the surface
conformation and the feature composition is capable of simulating fine profile features on
the scale of 100 A. It can also represent stochastic solutions such as surface roughening
that are difficult or impossible to model by deterministic techniques. The combined
technique of Monte Carlo representations of the transport and surface kinetics, and
cellular representation of the surface is free of most, if not all convergence difficulties.
This robustness and accuracy is achieved at the cost of greater computation time;
however, the computational power of current personal computers makes this modeling
approach viable. Typical execution times for the profile evolution simulations described
later were about 3 hours. Finally, additional physics such as feature charging can be
easily incorporated by coupling the computed fields with the Monte Carlo calculation of
the charge transport (see Chapter 5).
3.2 21/2-dimensional feature profile evolution
A 2V2-dimensional profile evolution simulation code based on Monte Carlo computation
of the transport and surface chemistry combined with cellular representation of the
feature surface conformation and its composition was developed. The third dimension
was "folded in", i.e. the computed fluxes were those which would fall on a line-and-space
pattern. To simulate the flux for a feature which did not vary with the third dimension
i.e. depth, the particle trajectories were computed in two dimensions. Processes with
angular dependence such as ion induced etching used the third dimension velocity
component to correctly compute the incidence angles.
3.2.1 Simulation domain of the cellular feature
The Monte Carlo computation of the ion and neutral fluxes on the feature was performed
using the simulation domain shown in Fig. 3.1. The domain spanned between the
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Fig. 3.1: The simulation domain.
The simulation domain spanned the centerlines of neighboring mask lines that defined the
trench to be etched. The domain was discretized into square cells with 25 A sides. Cells
were classified as bulk solid, interface, or gas. The solid and interface cells were
categorized as polysilicon or photoresist depending upon their composition. Gas cells
were further divided into three types to speed the computation of the neutral species
trajectories. Reactant species were introduced from a source plane located above the
feature, and moved until they encountered a surface cell.
centerlines of neighboring photoresist lines and used periodic boundary conditions. The
simulations, therefore represent etching of line-and-space patterns of infinite extent. The
domain was discretized into a square cellular array with 25 A sides, a dimension
comparable to the characteristic length for compositional changes in ion induced
processes; e.g. the surface chlorination layer depth caused during ion induced etching
processes [Barone and Graves, 1996b]. The cells were treated as having uniform
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compositions. A typical simulation was run with 200 to 500 cells in the horizontal (x)
direction; the feature (line-and-space) width corresponded to 0.5 to 1.25 Rim. Each cell
had a memory structure associated with it whose fields contained cell-specific
information e.g. the number of C particles present. Overall memory requirements were
not extraordinary; a typical simulation required about 15 Mbytes of memory.
The atomic density was assumed to be constant in the simulations. Each cell
initially contained N particles where N was typically equal to 30. The cells were filled
with particles of different types - C, Si and O. Depending on the relative numbers, a cell
was identified either as a "RESIST" (photoresist) or "POLY" (polysilicon) cell. Cells
representing oxide were also labeled "POLY". A cell with no contents was labeled a
"GAS" cell. Any cell neighboring a "GAS" cell formed an interface or surface cell.
Surface interactions occurred only in interface cells. "GAS" cells that were close to the
feature surface were labeled "GAS_LAYER" cells while those that lay at a distance were
labeled "GAS_BOX" cells.
3.2.2 Ion and neutral trajectory computation
Reactant species were introduced at a source plane above the top of the feature. The
initial lateral position, x, of the particle was selected randomly along the source plane.
Each particle's trajectory was determined by randomly sampling from their respective
distribution functions - cosine distribution for neutrals and Gaussian angular distributions
for the ions [Ulacia F. et al., 1988]. Acceptance-rejection criteria were used to sample
from either distribution [Bird, 1976]. All three (x, y, and z) velocity components were
determined. Since the simulations were 2V2-dimensional, only the x and y components
were used to compute the trajectory. Introducing neutral species particles at the top of
the simulation domain was unnecessary because collisionless transport above the feature
yields the same distribution for impinging neutrals at any position before striking the
surface. In the simulations presented here, surface charging effects were neglected;
therefore, the same source plane was used for the ions. The position of the source plane
was altered with changes in the feature height due to etching or deposition. In Chapter 5,
the simulations including charging are presented in which the ion source plane must be
-1 feature spacing above the feature to compute accurately the trajectories of electrons
and ions.
After determining the particle's origin and trajectory, it was stepped one cell
length at a time until it reached a surface cell. However, if the particle entered a
"GAS_BOX" cell, it was moved in a single large step to the first "GAS_LAYER" cell it
would strike. Thereafter, it was stepped one cell length at a time. Differentiating
between "GAS_LAYER" and "GAS_BOX" cells and modifying the particle trajectory
algorithm accordingly reduced the computational time by a factor of 2.5 to 3.
Reflection of the particles at the simulation domain's left and right boundaries
provided symmetric boundary conditions. A particle that crossed either boundary was
reflected specularly at the boundary and retained in the simulation domain. This
boundary condition could also be used to compute the left or right half of the domain
shown in Fig. 3.1 since the centerline of the indicated domain is also a symmetry point.
Simulation of half features approximately halved the computation time. Scattered
particles and product species that crossed the source plane from below were eliminated
from the simulation.
3.2.3 Surface interactions
The Monte Carlo algorithm permitted the incorporation of all the dominant physics
and chemistry of the plasma etching process by using kinetically based probabilities for
each surface process and performing an elemental balance on a surface cell each time it
interacted with a reactant species particle. The probabilities incorporated in the simulator
were based on the surface kinetics models developed from beam scattering measurements
[Chang and Sawin, 1997a]. The surface interactions considered were:
1. Sticking-incorporation into the surface cell by reaction or sorption
2. Non-specular scattering of neutrals that were not incorporated
3. Specular scattering of ions
4. Recombination of neutrals to form molecules, e.g. 2C1 -4 Cl2
5. Angle-dependent ion-enhanced etching
6. Angle-dependent physical sputtering
7. Deposition of byproducts from the plasma, e.g. SiC12
8. Line-of-site re-deposition of etching products within the feature
9. Feature charging by electron/ion shadowing
The program flow for a single reactive particle is summarized in Fig. 3.2.
Track new/product species until
E it strikes an interface cell
Calculate scattering probabilityScatters
Sticks
Determine type of surface interactions, products
and change in cell composition
Etch/deposit cell if necessary
Fig. 3.2: Algorithm for single particle.
Each simulation particle was tracked until it was consumed or escaped the simulation
domain through the upper boundary. The algorithm was repeated for the millions of
particles used in the simulation. Probabilities of all possible surface interactions were
determined by the applicable physical and chemical mechanisms.
Sticking-reaction/sorption into the surface cell: The incorporation probability of
an incident particle was based on the computed sticking probability. For C1 and O
neutrals, this quantity was dependent on the extent of surface chlorination and/or
oxygenation of the surface layer where the probability of sticking was based on the
sticking coefficient and the fraction of free sites in the surface layer. SiCl2 , which is a
by-product of the electron impact dissociation of SiC14, and C were assumed to have a
constant sticking probability of 0.5 independent of the chlorination/oxygenation [Tuda
and Ono, 1997]. The etching products, Cl2, SiCl4 and CC14 were assumed to be volatile
and immediately desorb. Ion incorporation probabilities were angle dependent where an
ion that caused sputtering or ion induced chemical reaction was incorporated.
Scattering: A particle, that was not consumed, was scattered. The emission angle
was based on a probability distribution depending on the type of scattering. For neutral
particles the scattering was assumed to be non-specular, i.e. having a cosine angular
distribution about the surface normal. The surface normal was computed using a four-
point technique described later since the emission is relative insensitive to the surface
angle. Ions were assumed to scatter specularly for which accurate surface normal
calculations were performed. Consistent with specular scattering, the ions were assumed
to retain all their initial energy. Provisions to add a non-specular component to the
scattering with the associated energy loss were also made in the model, but are not
discussed in this work [Barone, 1996c].
Recombination: A Cl atom that strikes a surface can recombine with another Cl
atom on the surface to form C12. A recombination coefficient of 0.5 was used for
photoresist surfaces [Chang et al., 1998]; the recombination probability depended upon
the extent of chlorination. Recombination coefficients for Cl atoms on polysilicon
surfaces in the absence of ion bombardment have been measured to be 0.2-0.3 at room
temperature and decreased with increasing temperature [Kota et al., 1998].
Angle-dependent, ion enhanced etching and physical sputtering: Polysilicon was
etched according to the etching yield model previously developed for the Cl etching of
polysilicon [Chang and Sawin, 1997a]. The model has two components -- the angle
dependence and the ion energy dependence. The etching yield energy dependence is
proportional to - Ethrehold ) and the threshold energy used is 10 eV. The etching
yield is constant for ion impingement angles between 0 and 450, and falls monotonically
to zero for grazing incidence. This functionality is significantly different from those of
sputtering mechanisms which peak at angles near 600. The ion induced chemical etching
scales with the ion energy deposited in the surface causing bond breakage and other
excitations, which subsequently allow chemical reactions to proceed. The energy
transfer to the surface in relatively insensitive to the impingement angle until at more
grazing angles, the ions scatter retaining their energy rather than dissipating it in the
surface. Sputtering yields scale with the ion energy deposited within the surface atoms
giving them enough energy to break their surface bonds. The greatest energy transfer to
surface atoms occurs for ion impingement angles of about 60'. The threshold energy
required for physical sputtering is typically higher; a value of 35 eV was used in the
simulations.
The angular dependence of photoresist etching (modeled in the elemental balance
as pure C) was assumed to be 59% physical sputtering angular dependence and 41% ion
assisted etching dependence [Chang and Sawin, 1997a]. The reason for selecting this
combination of angular dependencies is explained in Section 4.5.1. The peak yield for
photoresist etching/sputtering was about 580. The energy dependence was assumed to be
similar to that for polysilicon. However, the factors were adjusted to achieve a
polysilicon to photoresist etching selectivity of about 2.5 in the absence of simultaneous
deposition processes. O particles were sputtered off the surface with the peak sputtering
yield for ions striking the surface occurring at 650 off-normal. The actual yield was
adjusted so that a polysilicon-to-oxide selectivity of about 8 was achieved. All three
angular dependencies are shown in Fig. 3.3.
For all species, the angular dependence results were incorporated in the form of a
sticking probability for the ion on the surface. If the ion did not scatter, it caused one or
more of the following:
a) Physical sputtering of Si, C, O,
b) Ion enhanced Cl etching of C and Si to form CC14 and SiCl4 respectively, and
c) Incorporation as a neutral species.
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Fig. 3.3: Angular dependencies for physical sputtering and ion-enhanced etching.
The etching yield for physical sputtering and ion-enhanced etching of materials depends
on the ion incident angle. In the presence of Cl neutral and ionic fluxes, polysilicon has
an ion-enhanced etching mechanism characterized by flat yields for ions to -450 off-
normal and a sharp roll-off thereafter. Oxide removal by a sputtering mechanism has an
angular dependence that peaks at about 650 off-normal. The angular dependence for
photoresist removal is not known and was assumed to be approximately midway between
the two angular dependencies described.
Deposition from the source plane: Plasma etching is frequently accompanied by
deposition processes, e.g. the deposition of entities such as SiC12 encountered in the
etching of polysilicon in Cl-based chemistries [Lee et al., 1996]. The depositing species
particles (C, SiCl2) were introduced at the source plane and their trajectories were tracked
until they were consumed or escaped from the simulation domain.
Re-deposition of etching products: This interaction is similar to deposition;
however, it refers to the deposition of product species by line-of-sight transport from
another location in the same feature. C (photoresist etching product) is an example of a
species that was permitted to re-deposit.
Feature charging by electron/ion shadowing: Discussed in Chapter 5, it refers to
the computation of electric fields within and near the feature caused due to the differing
angular dispersions of electron and ion impingement. When charging was considered,
the introduction of electrons and ions fluxes at the source plane was defined as above, but
the acceleration due to the electric fields was integrated to compute the trajectory and
energy of flux at the surface.
3.2.4 Generalized chemistry model
A generalized chemistry model was implemented to treat the etching and deposition of
multiple species (Si, C, SiO 2, and SiC12) simultaneously. The experimental data obtained
for etching polysilicon, oxide and photoresist was reduced to a lumped chemical model
relating the etching rate of individual species (Si, C, O and Cl) to the ion energy and
neutral-to-ion ratio. For simplicity, the organic photoresist was assumed to comprise of
C only. Elemental mass balances were performed in a cell each time it interacted with a
reactant particle by tracking the addition or loss of each species.
Si and C were considered as surface lattice elements that provided sites for Cl and
O incorporation. Cl and O were incorporated by bonding at available C and Si sites
causing surface chlorination and oxygenation, respectively. The sticking probability was
the product of the sticking coefficient and the fraction of available bonding sites. The Si,
SiCI2, and C sticking probabilities were assumed constant, i.e., independent of surface
composition. Once deposited, SiC12 was added to the cell count as elemental Si and 2C1.
The following set of reactions describes the above:
Sigas -. , =.% ) Siceull
Cgas sc s Ccell
SiCl 2 gas ssc/i2 =SfICIL_ Sicell + 2Clcell
Cl gas sc=s~ (1-c[-o) >Cl cell
Ogas o (l- ) Ocell
..... Eqn. 3.1
where the fraction of occupied sites in the surface cell, 4 , was used to calculate the
probability of sticking and reaction in a surface cell. Each C or Si in the surface cell was
assumed to provide 4 sites for O or Cl sorption.
o = No and c 
=  Nc
4N c + 4Ns, 4Nc + 4Nsi
..... Eqn. 3.2
where No, Ncl, Nc, Nsi are the number of O, Cl, C and Si atoms in the surface cell,
respectively. The etching yield models mentioned earlier characterized the formation of
sputtered Si and C and the ion enhanced chemical formation of chlorinated products
(SiCI4 and CC14) with Cl and C1+ impingement. Since Cl and O particles were adsorbed
to the surface, they were also sputtered with energetic ion bombardment. Similarly, in
the presence of O ions, the oxygenated products CO2 and Si0 2 could also be formed.
Other products such as SiClxOy and CClxOy were not considered in this work. The
formation of each product had an angular dependency associated with it.
In addition, recombination of Cl neutrals to form Cl 2 was permitted on surface
cells. This can be written as:
ClI,, + Clec r=r a > Cl2 ga
,
..... Eqn. 3.3
where rc, is the recombination probability.
In general, the etching yield Yi(E, 9, N1, N2,...) for both sputtering and ion induced
chemical reactions is a function of the ion energy f(E), the ion incidence angle g(O), and
the composition of the surface h(N, N2 ,...). Ignoring interactions of these three factors,
the etching yield can be expressed as:
Y,(E, 6, N 1, N2 ... ) =fi(E) gi(O) h,(Nl, N 2,...).
..... Eqn. 3.4
In the above functionality,
f, (E)oc (-E- Ethrehod ),
..... Eqn. 3.5
g, (0)=0.4. (18.7. cos -64.7 cos 2 0 9+145.2 -cos' 0-206 cos 4 0 + 147.3. cos5 0 -39.9 . cos 6
..... Eqn. 3.6
for physical sputtering
g,(0)=0.9 .(1.1-0.31-0+1.6102-2.13-0' +0.6-04)
..... Eqn. 3.7
for ion-enhanced chemical etching,
where E is the ion energy. Ethreshold for physical sputtering and chemical etching of both
C and Si was assumed to be 35 eV and 10 eV, respectively.
The composition dependence was defined in different ways for physical
sputtering and chemical etching based events. For sputtering, the elemental fraction,
FrS P , of the surface cell was used to predict the probability of sputtering a given
component. For example, the sputtering yield of Si was given by:
Sicell Y,(E,0, NI, N2 > Sigav,
..... Eqn. 3.8
where
h,(NI,N 2 ... )=FSP N,N
..... Eqn. 3.9
The compositional dependence of etching yield for ion induced chemical
reactions was given by:
Si t + 4Ct e, .(E,9oN,,N2. > SiCl4gas
Cceii + 4Cl Y, (E, ,N,, ,..) CC14 gas
..... Eqn. 3.10
where
h,(N,,N,...)=f,, FICE [Chang and Sawin, 1997a]
..... Eqn. 3.11
and F,"CE for ion induced chemical etching was defined as:
Ns, + Nc
..... Eqn. 3.12
The generalized chemistry model consolidated all the etching yields and angular
dependence information. When a C1+ ion struck a surface cell, a yield-coverage (E- )
weighted angular dependence factor (a) was calculated, that by definition was between 0
and I (since the angular dependence curves for all processes were normalized to unity).
The probability of the ion being consumed was identical to this calculated value (a) and
hence the scattering probability is (1-a). In mathematical terms, awould be defined as:
, f (E)h(Ni )g(6 )
Sf (E)h(N, )
..... Eqn. 3.13
If the ion did not scatter, the etching yields of all the possible products computed
previously were used in determining the product distribution off the surface. The total
yield for the incident ions was the sum total of the individual yields for all processes
considered. Since only integral flux values were considered, fractional product yields
were converted to either integral value bounding it. This calculation was probabilistic
and is explained in the latter part of the following example.
Example calculation of etching and sputtering
A simple example will help clarify the chemical etching and/or physical sputtering
calculations. Let us assume that the nominal cell filling is 30 particles and that a 35 eV
ion hits at normal incidence a cell containing 10 Si particles and 20 C1 particles. Table
3.1 summarizes the 4calculations:
Table 3.1: Example calculation demonstrating the generalized chemistry model
Species Number (N,) Phy ;Che
Si 10 10/30 = 1/3
Cl 20 20/30 = 2/3 20/(4x10) = 1/2
Total 30 1 1/2
Now, let us determine the energy dependent term f(E). For a 35 ev ion and the
calculated chlorination level, let us assume that the Si sputtering yield is 0.3, the C1
sputtering yield is 0 and the chemical etching yield is 0.9. Finally at normal incidence let
us assume that the angle dependent factor g(O) is unity for chemical etching mechanisms
and 0.5 for physical sputtering based processes.
We are now ready to calculate the likelihood of an ion being scattered or if not,
the likelihood of the formation of the various products namely, Si, C1 and SiCl4. The first
step is to determine the probability (a) that the ion is consumed. Calculating the
numerator and denominator of the right hand side of Eqn. 3.13,
I f(E)h(Ni)g(0) = (1/3 x 0.5 x 0.3) + (2/3 x 0.5 x 0) + (1/2 x 1 x 0.9) = 0.5
Physical sputter- Physical sput- Chemical
ing of Si tering of Cl etching
1f(E)h(N,) = (1/3 x 0.3) + (2/3 x 0) + (1/2 x 0.9) = 0.10 + 0 + 0.45 = 0.55
Therefore, the probability of the ion being consumed (a) is 0.5/0.55 or 0.91 and
hence the probability of it being scattered (1-a) is 0.09. Subsequently, on rolling the die
(probabilistic component of the calculation), if ion consumption is the determined
outcome, then the expected value of the products formed would be 0.05 of Si, 0 of Cl and
0.45 of SiC14. Since only integral flux values are used in the simulator, 0.05 of Si
translates to a 5% chance of 1 Si being formed and a 95% chance of no Si being
sputtered. Similarly, an expected value of 0.45 SiCl4 means a 45% chance of one SiCl4
being formed and a 55% chance that no chemical etching product is formed.
3.2.5 Surface representation
To compute the flux to and the scattering from a surface, the interface cells must be used
to define the surface. Ideally, the surface is a line drawn through the cells, thereby
allowing the calculation of the fluxes and surface normal at any point. Surface
representation was crucial in determining with which cell an incoming particle interacted;
incorrect representations caused severe flaws in the etched profiles.
3.2.5.1 Cell-centers surface representation
When considering neutral species interactions with the feature surface, the surface was
represented by the summation of the line segments joining the centers of adjacent
interface cells. Representing the surface by the outer edges of the cells led to exaggerated
shadowing of off-normal fluxes and increased the flux to the cells that protruded from a
surface (see Fig. 3.4). The isotopic flux to a 450 stepped surface would be a factor of
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.4: Effect of surface representation on neutral species flux computations.
Representing the surface by (a) the outer edges of the cells led to exaggerated shadowing
of off-normal fluxes and increased the flux to the cells that protrude from a surface.
These artifacts led to severe flaws in the profile evolutions, e.g. incorrect deposition rates
on angled surfaces and exaggerated roughening of surfaces. Approximating the gas-
surface interface by joining the centers of the adjacent surface cells (b), greatly improved
the accuracy of the profile evolution.
2 too large, e.g. causing spontaneous etching rates and deposition rates to be artificially
enhanced by 41%. These artifacts led to severe flaws in the profile evolutions, e.g.
incorrect deposition rates on angled surfaces and exaggerated roughening of surfaces.
The cell-centers surface representation allowed more accurate calculation of
fluxes on inclined surfaces and is exact for surface angles of 00, 450, 900, etc. The
maximum error of the cell-center suffice representation occurs for -26.50 or -63.5'
(corresponding to arctan(1/2) and arctan(2)) stepped surfaces where the expected
artificial flux enhancement is -8% (see Fig. 3.5).
Ideal surface
representation
63.50
Cell-centers surface
representation
450
Fig. 3.5: Cell-centers representation of surface.
When considering neutral species interactions with the feature surface, the surface was
represented by the summation of the line segments joining the centers of adjacent
interface cells. When compared to representing the surface by the outer edges of the cells,
the cell-centers surface representation allowed more accurate calculation of fluxes on
inclined surfaces. It is exact for surface angles of 00, 450, 900, etc. The maximum error
of the cell-center surface representation occurs for -26.50 or 63.50 (corresponding to
arctan(l/2) and arctan(2)) stepped surfaces where the expected artificial flux
enhancement is -8%.
3.2.5.2 Four-point normal calculation
Since the neutrals were assumed to have thermally equilibrated with the feature surface,
the trajectories of neutral species that were not incorporated were calculated assuming a
cosine distribution about the surface normal. The four-point technique was used to
determine the surface normal
The four-point surface cell normal was determined by the presence/absence of the
four adjacent neighboring cells. The normal calculation thus had a resolution of 450.
The broad non-specular nature of neutral scattering from the surface made it unnecessary
to determine the local surface normal more accurately (see next section for verification).
Fig. 3.6 shows examples of four point normal calculations for a few surface cells on a
rough surface. All possible cases corresponding to different cell arrangements were
Gas cell
4501 Surface cell
Non-surface cell
Fig. 3.6: Four-point surface normal computation.
Neutral species scattering from the surface were assumed to be isotropic about the
surface normal. Calculating the surface normal for a cell using only its neighboring four
cells that it shares sides with is capable of resolving surface normals within increments of
45' . Four-point normals for the surface cells are shown.
drawn on paper and the corresponding four-point normals determined. This information
was included in the simulation code in the form of an array. Depending upon the surface
structure, the relevant array element (four-point normal) was selected and used for further
calculations.
Earlier it was stated that the non-specular nature of neutral scattering from the
surface allowed the use of the four-point technique for surface normal calculations. This
assumption was verified by scattering isotropically arriving neutrals with a cosine
distribution from a horizontal surface and surfaces inclined to the horizontal at 450 and
63.50, and plotting the angular distribution of the non-specularly scattered neutrals. Polar
plots for the three cases are shown in Fig. 3.7. The angular distribution is cosine for the
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 3.7: Scattering of neutral particles from flat horizontal, and surfaces inclined at
450 and 63.5' to the horizontal.
An isotropic flux of neutrals was scattered isotropically from a horizontal planar surface
(a) and planar surfaces inclined at 450 and 63.50 to the horizontal, and the angular
distributions of the scattered neutrals were recorded. The angular distribution was cosine
for the first two cases and slightly off-cosine for the last. The error for the 63.50 case is
attributed to the limited accuracy in describing such surfaces by the cell-centers method.
first two cases and is slightly off for the last case. The peak neutral flux for the third case
is at about 320 from the horizontal rather than at the expected 27.50. Roughening the
surfaces by deposition led to virtually identical results. This error which is not expected
to be significant is related to the less accurate description of 63.50 surfaces by the cell-
centers representation as compared to horizontal, vertical and 450 surfaces.
3.2.5.3 Least-squares surface normal approximation for specular scattering
The two dominant ion-surface interactions - etching and scattering are strong functions of
the ion incidence angle. It would be impossible to correctly simulate etching artifacts
such as microtrenching and faceting without an accurate surface normal calculation
algorithm. Due to the stochastic nature of the simulations, microscopic roughness of the
order of 1-2 cells is inevitable. Calculating the surface normal at a cell location based on
the positions of its immediate neighbors (four-point normal) is therefore subject to noise.
This problem was overcome by calculating a surface normal based on a least-squares
fitting of the surface tangent.
The surface cells used to determine the surface normal were selected from the
neighboring cells. As seen in Fig. 3.8, surface cells lying within three patterns could be
used to calculate the least-squares fit to the surface - diamond, square and circle
characterized by their diagonal, side and diameter lengths, respectively. While
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Fig. 3.8: Surface cells considered during least-squares fitting of the surface tangent.
Surface cells lying within three patterns could be used - diamond, square and circle
characterized by their diagonal, side and diameter lengths, respectively. While
calculating the normal at a corner cell (a), all three techniques yield identical results.
Moving away from the corner (b), the cells considered vary for the three methods,
leading to different variation in surface normal angles with distance from the corner (see
Fig. 3.11). Since ion scattering from relatively vertical sidewalls plays an important role
in the profile evolution and the diamond diagonal lies in the vertical direction, the
diamond pattern was chosen.
calculating the normal at a corner cell (see Fig. 3.8(a)), the cells considered are the same
and the surface normals calculated are identical. Moving away from the corner (see Fig.
3.8(b)), the cells considered vary for the three methods, leading to different variation in
surface normal angles for cells away from the corner (see Fig. 3.11). It was not obvious
which method was the best to handle angle-dependent calculations. Since ion scattering
from relatively vertical sidewalls plays an important role in the profile evolution and the
diamond diagonal lies in the vertical direction, the diamond pattern was incorporated into
the simulation code.
Surface normal calculations using the neighboring cells lying in a diamond
pattern are shown for a corner cell and a cell on a relatively flat surface in Fig. 3.9. The
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Fig. 3.9: Least-squares determination of the surface
scattering.
normal for specular ion
Ion scattering plays a strong role in the formation of artifacts such as microtrenching
necessitating the accurate determination of surface normals. Neighboring cells lying in a
diamond pattern were used to calculate the best linear fit to the rough surface. Sample
calculations are shown for (a) a corner cell and (b) a cell on a relatively flat surface. The
surface normal, thus determined, improved the angular resolution over the four-point
normal-the angular resolution is better than arctan(1/number of cells in the diamond
pattern length).
surface normal, thus determined, improved the angular resolution over the four-point
normal - the angular resolution is better than the arctan(1/length of diamond diagonal).
Assuming a diamond diagonal length of 11 cells, the normal angle resolution was less
than 60. This can be seen in Fig. 3.10 where monodirectional ions arriving at 450 from
the horizontal were allowed to strike smooth and roughened flat surfaces, and the
scattered ion angular distributions were recorded. All etching, deposition and
recombination routines were turned off. With a perfectly smooth surface, all ions were
scattered at 45' to the horizontal. However, the rough surface offered a range of local
surface normal angles about which ion scattering occurred. The scattered ion angular
distribution (Fig. 3.10(b)) shows a broadening about the expected value of 450 from the
horizontal. The local peaks in this distribution are attributed to the discretization
associated with the cellular representation of the surface. Using a diamond pattern with
21 cells (instead of 11) along the diagonal (see Fig. 3.10(a)) to fit the surface led to a
smoother scattered ion angular distribution implying better resolution. The distribution is
also narrower when more cells are used because the effect of each individual cell on the
least-squares surface fit is smaller.
The surface normals calculated for 5 cells near a feature corner using the diamond
pattern is shown in Fig. 3.10. As one moves away from the corner, the surface normals
approach vertical very fast enabling easy distinction between feature corners and flatter
surfaces. The variations in surface normals with distance from the corner considering
cells lying in a square pattern and circular pattern are also shown for comparison. With
the square pattern, the variation is very flat while the cellular representation of the surface
renders the results with the circle pattern somewhat between the diamond and the square.
Also shown for comparison, are the surface normals calculated by geometrically
projecting the corner on to the circumference of a circle.
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Fig. 3.10: Angular resolution for specular ion scattering with the least-squares
representation of the surface.
Monodirectional ions at 450 from the horizontal were allowed to strike a flat surface, and
the scattered ion angular distribution was recorded. All etching, deposition and
recombination routines were turned off. With a perfectly smooth surface, all ions were
scattered at 450 from the horizontal. The rough surface offered a range of local surface
normal angles about which ion scattering occurred. The surface normal was calculated
after performing a least-squares fit to the surface using 21 (a) and 11 (b) cells along the
diagonal (see Fig. 3.9). Using more cells to fit the surface led to a smoother scattered
ion angular distribution and fewer discretization effects implying better resolution. The
distribution is also narrower when more cells are used because the effect of each
individual cell in the surface fit is smaller.
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Fig. 3.11: Effect of neighboring cells considered in the surface normal calculations.
When determining the least-squares approximation of the surface, interface cells in a
diamond-shaped pattern with diagonal length 11 (see Fig. 3.9) were used. The surface
normals calculated for 5 cells near a corner are shown; as one moves away from the
corner, the surface normals approach vertical very fast. The variations in surface normals
with distance from the corner considering cells lying in a square pattern and circular
pattern (see Fig. 3.8) are also shown for comparison. With the square pattern, the
variation is very flat while the cellular surface representation renders the results with the
circle pattern (see Fig. 3.8) somewhat between the diamond and the square. Also shown
for comparison, are the surface normals calculated by geometrically projecting the corner
on to the circumference of a circle.
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The effective radius of curvature of this modeling process is approximately equal
to one half the length of the diamond pattern. Assuming a cell dimension of 25A, the
effective radius of curvature is about 125A.
3.2.6 Cellfilling
This term refers to the number of particles (N) in a solid cell when full. It can be varied,
and affects the noise in the calculation of the surface kinetics. The minimum useable cell
filling depended upon the mean ion energy. Under two special circumstances, namely
etching two materials that have different etching rates and physical sputtering, the
simulation results were strongly affected by the value chosen for N.
The first involved the etching of two species (C and Si) having different etching
rates. When sputtered C was allowed to re-deposit within the feature and deposit from
the plasma, the feature bottom cells contained both C and Si. When the cell filling was
less than 20, fewer ions were required to etch a cell. The noise associated with requiring
fewer ions to etch a cell led to an uneven surface which in turn worsened the least-
squares approximation of the surface for subsequent ions. The noise in the simulation led
to the growth of grass like triangular structures with the apex having greater number of
the slower etching species i.e. C. However, this effect vanished when cell fillings of 30
and greater were used; the feature bottom was much smoother.
Cell filling was also crucial while simulating physical sputtering processes. With
directional ions, the ion flux must be uniformly (and randomly) distributed along the
source plane so that approximately the same number of ions strike the horizontal surface
cells and the surface evolves smoothly. Ions introduced non-uniformly from the source
plane, led to column formation on the surface; small cell filling values enhanced this
simulation artifact. Values of 60 and above for N led to fairly smooth sputtered surfaces.
Using a pseudo-random number generator (e.g. Sobseq [Press et al., 1988]), to determine
the starting position of the ion on the source plane, led to smoother sputtered surfaces
when compared to using a straight random number generator (e.g. Ran2 [Press et al.,
1
1988] and the built-in version in "C") since the former generates numbers more
uniformly in the space concerned.
However, a cell filling of 30 was sufficient to simulate the ion-enhanced etching
process as the etching is not only dependent on ions; the need for reactive neutrals
reduces the effects of the noise in the Monte Carlo ion flux. Using larger cell filling
values lengthened the simulations without increasing accuracy. Thus, for most
simulations with mean ion energies of 35 eV, the cell filling was chosen at 30.
3.2.7 Surface advancement
Elemental balances were performed in a surface cell every time a reactant particle was
consumed. The individual counters for the various types of particles present in the cell
were updated. Nominally, cells contained N particles to begin with. The cell could either
add more particles (deposition) until it contained 2N or lose particles (etching) until it
contained N/5 particles. All non-surface solid cells were allowed to contain N particles.
When a limit was reached, a cell either deposited another cell or was etched; the surface
was then redefined. The deposited cell was generally filled with half the contents of the
parent cell while the etched cell passed its residual contents to a neighboring cell.
Determining the cell to be etched when it contained a finite number of particles
(N/5) rather than none reduced the noise in the surface kinetics calculations and allowed
for smoother compositional variations; it is the discrete equivalent to a moving boundary
representation of the cell surface. Deciding that the cell was etched when it contained
20% of its original contents yielded good results; other fractions of N could also have
been used. Depositing another cell when a cell contained 2N particles was arbitrary; any
number between N and 2N could have been used.
The actual mechanics of determining the direction a cell would deposit another
cell or pass its excess fluxes to when etched were more complicated. Each square cell
had four flux-related counters associated with it, one for each boundary (see Fig. 3.12).
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Fig. 3.12: Surface advancement algorithm.
Each cell had four flux-related counters associated with it that tracked the number of
species entering and exiting it from its four sides. When the number of particles in a cell
was less than a lower limit or exceeded an upper limit, the cell was removed or another
cell was deposited. The excess atoms in a supercritical cell were passed to the new solid
cell to maintain a correct chemical balance. The new solid cell was added at an adjacent
gas cell site, where the probability of site choice was determined by the fraction of net
flux that entered through that side. For etching, when the subcritical level was reached
the solid cell was removed by converting it to a gas cell. The remaining material in the
cell was passed to an adjacent solid cell, where the probability of solid cell choice was
determined by the fraction of net removal from the cell side opposite to the solid cell.
An entering particle (reactant) incremented the counter associated with the boundary it
entered through. Similarly, an exiting particle (etching product) decremented the counter
associated with the boundary it was leaving from. When the number of particles in a cell
was less than N/5 or exceeded N, the cell was removed or another cell was deposited.
The excess atoms in a supercritical cell (during deposition) were passed to the new solid
cell or added to an existing solid cell to maintain the correct chemical balance. The new
solid cell was added at an adjacent gas cell site, where the probability of site choice was
determined by the fraction of net flux that entered the original solid cell through that side.
For example, on a perfectly horizontal surface, the counter associated with the top edge
would be positive and all others would be zero; a cell could only be deposited on top.
For etching, when the subcritical level was reached the solid cell was removed by
converting it to a gas cell. The remaining material in the cell was passed to an adjacent
solid cell, where the probability of solid cell choice was determined by the fraction of net
removal from the cell side opposite to the solid cell. For example, for a horizontal
surface, only the counter associated with the top edge would be negative; all others would
be zero. Thus, when the cell was etched, the remaining contents were passed to the cell
lying below it.
As mentioned earlier, the deposited cell was filled with half the contents of the
parent cell based on the rules described above. Exceptions occurred when the cell
deposited enclosed a cell containing more/less than N particles. The cell being enclosed
was allowed only N particles; if it contained more, the excess particles were distributed
among other neighboring cells, and if it contained less, it was filled with particles from
the newly formed cell that enclosed it. Not treating these cases in a special fashion led to
density variations in the evolved profiles (an extreme case being void formation) which
caused inaccurate determination of etching and deposition rates.
3.2.8 Accuracy/resolution
Due to the probabilistic nature of the simulations, noise is inherent. The best way to
reduce noise is to increase the cell filling number. However, there is an upper limit above
which a cell filling unnecessarily large leads to long computation times. Larger cell
fillings reduced the computational noise by approximately the square root of the filling
number.
The least-squares determination of the surface and normal during interactions with
ions is the chief factor affecting the feature resolution. Since this is determined by using
five cells on either side of the concerned cell, this fixes the resolution of the simulations
at five cells. With a cell representing 25 A this translates to a resolution of 5 cells or 125
A. Any predicted structure smaller than 125 A should not be considered.
3.3 Test cases
To test the Monte Carlo simulator, several simple cases incorporating a subset of the
possible surface processes were verified. Some of these are described below:
3.3.1 Random number generation
Since many steps in the profile evolution were probabilistic (e.g. particle trajectory
calculations and surface interaction determination) it was imperative to test the
randomness of the samples generated by the random number generator, Ran2, taken from
Numerical Recipes [Press et al., 1988]. Random numbers between -1 and 1 were
generated and stored in bins. Three seeds and two sample sizes were used. As expected
of a good random number generator, the number density within each bin was fairly
constant. All auto-correlation coefficients except for the first one were very small. The
results for a sample size of 50,000 and a seed of -7 are summarized in Fig. 3.13.
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Fig. 3.13: Random number generation.
The random number generator Ran2 [Press et al., 1988] was used for handling the
probabilistic calculations. Ran2 was tested separately for certain desirable
characteristics, the results of which are shown in this figure. The random numbers
generated were uniformly distributed along the entire range as is shown in (a), the
histogram of the numbers generated. Auto-correlation analysis of the random number
sequence (b) indicated very little or no sequential correlation.
3.3.2 Distribution functions
Before entering the feature area, the ionic and neutral species have very different angular
distributions. The ions accelerated by the plasma sheath are directional while the neutral
flux is isotropic. Neutral species energies are a fraction of an eV while the ion energy
distribution is bimodal; the mean ion energy typically being about -50-100 eV. For the
simulations performed, neutral species energies were neglected and the ions were
assumed to be monoenergetic at 35 eV. Provisions were made to allow for different ion
energy distributions.
The neutrals entering the simulation domain were sampled from an isotropic
distribution giving a cosine flux distribution at a planar surface. The angular distribution
of a sample of neutral particles is shown in Fig. 3.14(a). Alternatively, the distribution is
plotted as a polar plot in Fig. 3.14(b). The polar plot, as expected for a cosine
distribution, is circular.
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Fig. 3.14: Neutral species distribution function.
Neutral species were introduced into the simulation domain and scattered from surfaces
with a cosine distribution. The trajectories of neutral particles introduced at the top of the
simulation domain were sampled and the resulting distribution was plotted (a). A polar
plot for the same sample is also shown (b).
The ions were sampled from an anisotropic angular distribution. The angular
distribution is Gaussian and is characterized by its FWHM. Typical FWHM values for
the ions striking the feature in high density plasma etchers lie between 2' and 150
[Woodworth et al., 1997b]. The angular distribution for ions with a FWHM of 13' is
shown in Fig. 3.15.
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Fig. 3.15: Ion angular distribution function.
Ion trajectories were determined by sampling from a Gaussian angular distribution
function. An example for a FWHM of 130 is shown.
3.3.3 Surface cell composition during sputtering
To verify the handling of surface composition variation while it was eroded, two
simulations involving the physical sputtering of surfaces comprising of two materials
were performed. Fixing the initial surface composition and sputtering yield ratio for the
two materials, the expected surface composition variation as the surface was sputtered
was known.
In the first case, a surface with stoichiometry AB 2 was sputtered assuming A and
B to have identical sputtering yields. The variation in the composition for two cells as
the sputter process progressed is shown in Fig. 3.16. The expected value for the ratio A/B
is 0.5 but the probabilistic nature of the calculation introduced noise.
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Fig. 3.16: Sputtering of AB 2 surfaces.
The variation in the composition for two cells (located one row and two rows below the
surface layer) as the sputter process progressed is shown. The surface with stoichiometry
AB2 was sputtered with ions assuming that A and B have identical sputtering yields. The
expected value for the ratio A/B is 0.5 throughout, but the stochastic computation
introduces noise causing deviation.
The second case tested was that of an AB surface with the sputtering yield of B
being twice that of A (see Fig. 3.17). At steady-state, the surface is expected to be rich
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Fig. 3.17: Sputtering of AB surfaces.
The variation in the composition for two cells (located one row and two rows below the
surface layer) as the sputter process progressed is shown for a surface with composition
AB. The sputtering yield of B was twice that of A. At steady-state, the surface is
expected to be rich in A with A/B=2. During the middle stage, this composition is
approximately attained; the ratio is not exact because of the probabilistic nature of the
calculations. Initially, the ratio is different because residual contents passed from the
previously sputtered cell. Towards the end, the presence of fewer particles in the cell
increases the noise in the ratio.
in A, and have the stoichiometry A2B. During the middle of the simulation, this
composition is approximately attained; the exact value is not reached due to the
probabilistic nature of the calculations. Initially, the value is different because residual
contents were passed on from the previously sputtered cell. Towards the end, the
probabilistic calculation adversely affects the determined ratio.
3.3.4 Radical etching
Isotropic etching can be important when the radical species etch the substrate
spontaneously e.g. F radicals on a polysilicon surface. The isotropic etching component
is responsible for the undercutting observed beneath photoresist lines while etching
photoresist-masked polysilicon. Therefore, it was deemed necessary to verify the
isotropic or radical etching algorithm of the code.
Two cases suited for isotropic etching simulation were tested. In both cases, a
narrow feature was etched with an isotropic radical flux introduced above the feature.
The mask was infinitesimally thin, not eroded and not reactive. With a unity reaction
probability, the expected radical etching profile is circular which is fairly well captured in
the simulated profile shown in Fig. 3.18(a). As the reaction probability is lowered (<
0.01), the underlying material is expected to etch isotropically resulting in a semi-circular
profile [Singh et al., 1992]. To keep the simulation time within bounds, we used a
sticking probability of 0.1 and the resulting profile can be seen in Fig. 3.18(b). The
profile is almost semi-circular; there is about 10% more etching in the vertical direction
due to the higher sticking probability used.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.18: Radical etching profiles.
With a unity reaction probability, the radical etching profile obtained (a) approached a
circle. A radical reaction probability of 0.1 yielded (b) a nearly semi-circular profile with
slightly greater etching at the bottom. As the reaction probability is lowered to 0.01, the
expected profile approaches a semi-circle. The mask was infinitesimally thin, not eroded,
and not reactive.
3.3.5 Faceting offeature corners
For material removal processes that have an angular dependence with a peak yield for
incident ion bombardment, the feature corners facet at the peak yield angle. Faceting of
feature corners is commonly observed when they are physically sputtered by directional
ions. The facet is formed at an angle corresponding to the peak yield ,,, for the
governing angular distribution (see Fig. 3.3). The material surface that is inclined to the
angle of incidence at 0,, will propagate faster than other planes, thereby overtaking them
and forming the facet. Faceting occurs at corners, as the curved surface contains surface
segments corresponding to the peak yield angle.
Simulating faceting required the correct propagation of the feature surface
inclined at 0,,, to the horizontal and hence provided a test case verify the surface
advancement routines. Monodirectional ions were allowed to strike a rectangular feature
and the feature profile was evolved. The angle corresponding to the peak yield (0,r) of
the angular distribution function used was 650. As can be seen in Fig. 3.19, the facet in
the simulated profile was formed at about 650.
Fig. 3.19: Faceting of feature corners.
For material removal processes that have an angular dependence with a peak yield for
incident ion bombardment (e.g. the sputter angular dependence shown in Fig. 3.3 peaks at
650), the feature corners facet at the peak yield angle. Faceting is caused by the most
rapid advancement of surface segments with this angle. These facets overtake other
facets preferentially leaving the fastest etching facet. Faceting occurs at corners, as the
curved surface contains surface segments corresponding to the peak yield angle.
Faceting is observed during the sputtering of most materials.
3.3.6 Deposition on flat and inclined surfaces
Plasma etching is typically accompanied by deposition from the plasma or re-deposition
within the feature which modify the profile evolution. Therefore, it was important to
verify that the simulator could predict pure deposition profiles under a variety of
conditions. Simulations were performed assigning high and low sticking probabilities for
the depositing material with highly non-conformal and conformal feature profiles
expected, respectively.
Shown in Fig. 3.20 are two sample profiles with an isotropic flux of depositing
species from the gas phase on a trench. With a unity sticking probability and a
rectangular trench, highly non-conformal deposition is observed (see Fig. 3.20(a)). The
low sticking probability (0.01) case was simulated with a half-feature having horizontal
surfaces and surfaces inclined at 450 and 63.5' to the horizontal. The deposition is fairly
conformal as can be seen by the approximately equally thick deposition layers grown on
the three surfaces and the well-rounded corners (see Fig. 3.20(b)). However, on closer
inspection, the deposited layer thickness on the 63.50 surface was found to be -15%
larger than the other two surfaces. As explained earlier, about 8% of this difference
could be attributed to the larger surface area exposed by this surface. The remaining 7%
is attributed to the larger surface roughening and the larger number of collisions
occurring with the surface.
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Fig. 3.20: Deposition from an isotropic neutral flux.
An isotropic neutral flux with two sticking probabilities was used to simulate deposition.
With a sticking probability of 1.0, the deposition is highly non-conformal (a). With a low
sticking probability (0.01), relatively conformal deposition was observed on a feature
with horizontal surfaces and two inclined surfaces at 450 and 63.50 to the horizontal (b).
A thickness variation of -15% was observed for a 63.50 surface which is greater than the
expected value of 8% (see Fig. 3.5). This difference is attributed to the greater surface
roughening induced on 63.5' surfaces and the larger number of collisions with the
surface.
3.3.7 Etching of polysilicon
The surface kinetics models obtained from the beam experiments were incorporated in
the profile simulator. To verify whether this had been done correctly, flat polysilicon
surfaces were etched using different ion energies, ion incidence angles and neutral to ion
flux ratios. The aim was to reproduce the energy dependence and angle dependence
curves obtained from the beam experiments. In Fig. 3.21, excellent agreement between
the simulation and experimental results is observed.
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Fig. 3.21: Etching of polysilicon.
The profile simulator was used to reproduce the ion energy dependence (a), and ion
angular dependence (b) curves for the Cl etching of polysilicon. Good agreement was
observed verifying the correct implementation of the beam kinetics model.
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3.4 Simulation of common etching artifacts
Confident about the correct handling of the various physical and chemical processes
involved during the plasma etching of polysilicon, the profile simulator was used to
demonstrate the occurrence of common etching artifacts such as sidewall bowing, feature
bottom trenching and RIE lag. To simplify matters, all deposition-related mechanisms
were turned off. The roles ion scattering, ion directionality, tapered mask profiles and
surface recombination played in these artifacts were identified.
3.4.1 Ion scattering
In the absence of sidewall passivation, ion scattering within the feature is known to cause
bowing of sidewalls and microtrenching of the feature bottom [Dalton et al., 1993]. Fig.
3.22 shows these artifacts for the simulated case of oxide-masked polysilicon features.
Fig. 3.22: Profile evolution for the base case.
In the absence of sidewall passivation, ion scattering from the mask causes bowing of the
sidewalls and trenching at the feature bottom. For this base run, the ions introduced at
the source plane had a FWHM of 100, and a Cl neutral-to-ion ratio of 10 was used. All
recombination and deposition mechanisms were turned off.
The initial oxide-mask thickness was 2000 A and was patterned as 5000 A wide lines and
spaces. In contrast, Fig. 3.23 shows the evolved feature in the absence of ion scattering.
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Microtrenching is absent and the feature bottom is well rounded. It should be noted that
the artifacts shown in Fig. 3.22 are exaggerated because the ions were assumed to scatter
specularly retaining all their initial energy.
Fig. 3.23: Profile evolution with no ion scattering.
Conditions for this simulation were those used for the base case shown in Fig. 3.22, but
no etching was assumed for scattered ions. Microtrenching at the feature bottom was not
observed implying that the scattered ions are primarily responsible for microtrenching.
3.4.2 Ion directionality
Even without sidewall passivation, directional ions are known to cause anisotropic
etching profiles [Fujiwara et al., 1990]. In cases where etching rates are not affected by
neutral transport, poor ion directionality can cause RIE lag. In our simulations, ion
directionality had an important effect on the degree of sidewall bowing as well as feature
bottoni microtrenching. As the ions entering the simulation domain became more
directional. the microtrenching became more severe while the bowing was reduced. Fig.
3.24 and 3.25 show the simulated profiles for an oxide-masked polysilicon feature with
the incident ions having FWHMs of 20 and 200, respectively.
Fig. 3.24: Profile evolution with highly directional ions.
Conditions for this simulation were those used for the base case (see Fig. 3.22), but the
ions were more directional (FWHM of 20). As a result, sidewall bowing was reduced,
but microtrenching was more severe.
Fig. 3.25: Profile evolution with less directional ions.
Conditions for this simulation were again those used for the base case (see Fig. 3.22), but
the ions were less directional (FWHM of 200). The sidewalls bowed considerably while
microtrenching was significantly reduced.
3.4.3 Mask angle
Fig. 3.26 shows the etching profile with the initial mask profile inclined at 800 from the
horizontal. Microtrenching begins at the initial stages of the etching due to ion scattering
from the mask. Eventually, the trenches formed are more severe and the polysilicon line
width is much greater at the bottom when compared to Fig. 3.22 where the mask profile
was vertical. This increase in critical dimension is attributed to increased ion scattering
from the mask.
Fig. 3.26: Profile evolution with non-vertical initial mask profile.
Repeating the base case simulation (see Fig. 3.22) with a non-vertical initial mask profile
(80' to to he horizontal) led to enhanced microtrenching at the feature bottom. This is due
to the increased ion flux scattered from the tapered mask.
3.4.4 Surface recombination
Fig. 3.27 shows the etching profiles in two photoresist-masked features with the same
line size hut with different spacings. Unlike the previous cases, recombination of Cl
neutrals was allowed on all surfaces. Recombination provided a loss mechanism for the
reactive neutrals as a result of which the feature bottom of the higher aspect ratio feature
saw a reduced neutral flux. Virmani et al. have observed reduced reactant species flux at
the feature during the chemical vapor deposition of SiO 2 and attributed it to O atom
recombination on the sidewalls [Virmani et al., 1996]. In our simulations, the reduced
neutral reactant flux at the bottom led to RIE lag with the etching being about 5% slower
in the narrower feature.
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Fig. 3.27: Effect of surface recombination on the profile evolution.
The features simulated were photoresist-masked polysilicon with two different aspect
ratios. The recombination probability of Cl neutrals on all surfaces depended on the
chlorination extent. Other simulation conditions were identical to those in Fig. 3.22. Due
to the recombination of reactive neutrals, the neutral flux reaching the feature bottom was
reduced. This led to 5% slower etching in the higher aspect ratio feature when compared
to the lower aspect ratio feature.
3.5 Conclusions
A Monte Carlo simulator was developed to simulate the profile evolution during the Cl
etching of patterned polysilicon in high density plasma etchers. The simulator used
Monte Carlo techniques to compute the transport and surface kinetics combined with a
cellular representation of the feature.
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Using the Monte Carlo algorithm permitted the incorporation of all the dominant
physical and chemical mechanisms of the etching process such as angle-dependent ion-
enhanced etching, physical sputtering, ion scattering, surface recombination, plasma
deposition, and line-of-sight re-deposition without encountering numerical difficulties.
The technique allowed for the modification of surface kinetics rates based on the surface
composition; simultaneous composition-dependent etching and deposition could be
handled easily. A modification of the cellular representation of the feature (similar to a
string-and-node algorithm) was developed to determine neutral species interactions with
the surface enabling accurate simulation of deposition processes. A surface normal
calculation algorithm involving least-squares fitting of the surface was developed to
handle specular ion scattering correctly.
The various program modules were verified by performing test cases e.g. the surface
advancement routine was verified by tracking the facet formed in physical sputtering
processes and the deposition routines were tested by simulating conformal deposition
over flat and inclined surfaces. By emphasizing a few of the chemical and physical
mechanisms incorporated, a catalog of simulated etching profiles was created which
helped us better understand the role factors such as ion scattering, ion directionality,
surface recombination and initial mask angle have on the feature profile evolution.
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4 Role of Plasma Deposition in Photoresist Mask Faceting, Sidewall
Profiles, and Feature Bottom Microtrenching
4.1 Introduction
Etching small features in polysilicon is accompanied by a number of artifacts. Some of
the artifacts observed during the RIE etch of polysilicon are also observed in the high
density plasma etching of polysilicon but to a different extent, e.g. sidewall deposition,
sidewall bowing, microtrenching, and mask faceting [Arikado et al., 1988]. The high
plasma densities dissociate a greater fraction of the feed gas and etching products. The
altered plasma composition and surface chemistry, plasma deposition and wall effects
have a significant effect on the feature profile evolution.
Recently, many groups have constructed profile simulators to understand the
polysilicon etching process and compared their predictions with experimental profiles
available in the literature [Hwang and Giapis, 1997a], [Vyvoda et al., 1997], [Hoekstra et
al., 1997]. A survey of modeling results obtained by other groups was covered in Section
1.7.2.
4.2 Brief model description
The 21/2-dimensional profile evolution simulation code based on the Monte Carlo
technique was used for the simulations discussed. Details about the simulation domain,
particle distribution functions, surface interactions and memory requirements can be
found Chapter 3. Feature charging was not incorporated in this work. A more detailed
discussion of the mechanisms of physical sputtering and ion-enhanced etching in the
context of polysilicon and photoresist etching follows. A brief description of the
calculations of the etching and sputtering yields on surfaces with mixed compositions
also follows.
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4.2.1 Physical sputtering
The physical sputtering process is dominated by momentum-transfer without significant
chemical enhancement of the yield. The angular dependence for sputtering, shown in
Fig. 4.1 (b), is characterized by a peak sputtering yield at an off-normal angle of about 650
at which momentum transfer from the impacting ion to the surface atoms is the most
efficient. Facet formation is commonly observed during physical sputtering of features
with rectangular profiles [Chapman, 1980], the facet being formed at an angle
corresponding to the maximum sputtering yield. Removal of SiO 2 by Ar+ ions is an
example of a physical sputtering process.
4.2.2 lon enhanced etching
Ion enhanced etching processes have a strong chemical component to the total etching
yield. Compared to physical sputtering processes, ion enhanced etching processes have
lower threshold energies as a heavily chlorinated surface layer is formed and the products
are released by ion induced chemical reaction processes. Ion enhanced etching is
accompanied by some fraction of physical sputtering; however, with high neutral species
concentrations (e.g. Cl) on polysilicon, the ion enhanced component typically dominates
the physical sputtering component.
The Cl etching of polysilicon under high density plasma conditions is an ion-
enhanced etching process. The etching yield scales as (E ,- Ethrehold ) and the
variation of etching yield with the Cl neutral-to ion-ratio is shown in Fig. 4.1(a) [Chang
and Saw\in. 1997a]. As this ratio increases (the surface is more heavily chlorinated), the
etching yield increases. However, at very high ratios this value saturates because the
etching is limited by the ion flux.
The ion enhanced etching angular dependence is flat until off-normal angles of
about 45" and then falls off monotonically to 0 at 900 (see Fig. 4.1(b)) [Chang and Sawin,
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1997a]. This angular dependence is very different from that of physical sputtering
processes. The ion induced chemical etching scales with the ion energy delivered to the
surface which drops off with incident angles greater than 450, whereas physical sputtering
relates to the momentum transferred to the surface atoms by the binary collision cascade
which peaks at about 650.
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Fig. 4.1: Energy and angle dependencies for polysilicon and photoresist etching.
The polysilicon etching yield increases with the Cl ion-to-neutral ratio and Cl' ion energy
(a). The physical sputtering angular dependence is characterized by peak sputtering
yields at off-normal angles of about 65* at which momentum transfer to the surface atoms
is most efficient. The angular dependence for polysilicon etching is flat until off-normal
angles of about 450 and then drops to 0 at 900 (b). This angular dependence is different
from that of physical sputtering because the process is chemically assisted by the ions.
The photoresist etching angular dependence was assumed to be approximately midway
between the two. Under experimental conditions accompanied by little deposition, the
photoresist mask faceted at 58* (see Fig. 4.4(a)). This is possible if the photoresist
etching angular dependence has a 59% physical sputtering component and 41% ion
enhanced etching component. The reduction in physical sputtering component lowers the
angle corresponding to peak yields from 650 to 580.
4.2.3 Sputtering/ ion enhanced etching ofphotoresist
There is some work in the literature characterizing the etching of photoresist in 02, Ar
and fluorocarbon plasmas [Barklund and Blom, 1992], [Carl et al., 1990]. However,
there is very little work available characterizing the etching of photoresist in Cl2/IBr
chemistries commonly used to etch polysilicon. A wide variety of photoresists (e.g. KTI-
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820) are used in the industry and they undergo different degrees of soft-baking and hard-
baking during their development making it difficult to compare data. The ion energy
dependence and angular dependence data for photoresist etching in C12/HBr plasmas
must be incorporated in any profile simulator.
Due to the non-availability of pertinent photoresist etching data, the energy
dependence of the etching yield for photoresist was assumed to have the same form as
that of polysilicon. The sticking probability of reactive Cl neutrals was assumed to be
dependent on the level of chlorination with the sticking coefficient being proportional to
( ,,, Ereshold ) [Chang and Sawin, 1997a]. The threshold energies used for the
physical sputtering and chemical etching of photoresist were taken to be the same as
those used for polysilicon. To account for the different etching rates of polysilicon and
photoresist, the yield equation for photoresist etching contained an additional factor
representative of the etching selectivity with respect to polysilicon. The angular
dependency used for photoresist etching is discussed later.
4.2.4 Handling mixed compositions on surfaces
A generalized chemistry model was implemented to treat the etching and deposition of
multiple species (Si, C, SiO 2, and SiC12) simultaneously. The etching yield for both
sputtering and ion induced chemical reactions was incorporated as a function of the ion
energy, the ion incidence angle, and the composition of the surface. When a C1+ ion
struck a surface cell, the etching yields of all the possible products were computed. The
total vield for the incident ions was the sum total of the individual yields for all processes
considc cdl. A detailed description of this calculation can be found in Section 3.2.4.
4.3 Summary of experimental observations
Designed sets of experiments were performed on photoresist-masked and oxide-masked
polysilicon samples in a Lam TCP 9400SE using Cl 2 and HBr chemistries. SEM
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micrographs corresponding to the different experimental conditions for wide and narrow
features are documented in Section 2.3 and Appendix 8.1. The center etching conditions
were: top power of 400 W, bottom power of 80 W, gas flowrate of 100 sccm and
chamber pressure of 10 mTorr. Etching the oxide-masked samples were not strongly
affected by deposition-related effects and will not be discussed.
Seen in Fig. 4.2 and 4.3 are four stages in the profile evolution under center
etching conditions with a C12 chemistry for dense and isolated features, respectively.
No trenching
Top facet
Lower
facet
Fig. 4.2: Profile evolution for narrow features under center experimental
conditions.
Feature profile snapshots corresponding to different etching times for features with 0.25
gm lines and 0.31 lm spacings are shown. Deposition was observed on all sidewalls, the
amount being greater for the isolated feature as it subtends a greater view angle to the
plasma. The formation of two facets on the feature sidewalls was observed. The bottom
part of the sidewall was bowed. Finally, microtrenching in the narrower feature was
observed midway during the etching.
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Fig. 4.3: Profile evolution for isolated features under center experimental
conditions.
Feature profile snapshots corresponding to different etching times for features with 0.25
pm lines and 2.5 pm spacings are shown. Compared to the narrow feature case in Fig.
4.2, more deposition was observed. Two facets are formed on the sidewalls, the lower
facet being longer than the narrow feature case. The lower part of the sidewall was
relatively straight. Microtrenching was insignificant.
Depositioii was observed on all sidewalls, the amount being greater for the isolated
features. The formation of two facets on the feature sidewalls was observed, the lower
facet being longer for the isolated feature. The bottom part of the sidewall was more
curved or bowed for the narrower feature as compared to the isolated feature; note the
absence of undercutting of the mask. Finally, feature bottom microtrenching in the
narrower feature was observed to begin only after the middle stages of the etching; the
microtrenching was insignificant in the isolated feature.
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Fig. 4.4 compares the feature profile under experimental conditions accompanied
by little deposition (see Fig. 4.4(a)) with that obtained under center experimental
conditions (see Fig. 4.4(b)). Only the top facet is seen in Fig. 4.4(a). Fig. 4.4(b) with
conditions of greater ion bombardment energy and photoresist erosion exhibits a lower
facet in addition to the top facet. Fig. 4.5 shows the etching profiles for dense and
isolated features under center experimental conditions using a HBr chemistry. The
profiles are marked by little
550
Fig. 4.4: Top facet angle dependence on extent of plasma deposition.
In the absence of significant plasma deposition, the photoresist lines faceted at 580 (a)
while under plasma conditions accompanied by more deposition, the facet was less steep
(b).
(a) (b) Top facet
Lower
facet
No trenching Straight
sidewall
Fig. 4.5: Etched profiles for narrow and isolated features etched with a HBr
chemistry.
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Compared to the profiles obtained with a Cl2 chemistry (see Fig. 4.2 and 4.3), the feature
sidewalls are relatively straight and there is less deposition. Again, more deposition is
seen in the isolated feature (b) as compared to the narrow feature (a). There is less mask
erosion and microtrenching is absent.
photoresist erosion, less sidewall deposition, relatively straight sidewalls and no
microtrenching at the feature bottom.
4.4 Role of plasma deposition in feature profile evolution
Simulations were performed to explore the effect plasma deposition played on the feature
profile evolution during the high density plasma etching of photoresist-masked
polysilicon in a C12 chemistry. The photoresist was assumed to comprise of C only. The
deposited material is believed to contain C, Si and Cl. For simplicity, we assumed two
types of depositing materials 1) C which is a product of photoresist erosion or dirty
chamber walls and 2) SiC12 which is an etching by-product formed in the plasma due to
the electron-impact dissociation of SiC14. The angular dependencies for etching the SiCl 2
and C deposited from the plasma were assumed to be similar to that of polysilicon and
photoresist, respectively. Simulated profiles corresponding to various stages of the
etching were obtained in the absence of plasma deposition and with C/SiC12/both being
deposited. Two feature sizes were simulated 1) narrow with 0.25 Rm lines and 0.31 Rim
spacings and 2) isolated with 0.25 jim lines and 2.5 lm spacings. To reduce the
simulation times, the simulations were performed in half-feature mode. Certain
parameters were kept constant while performing the simulations. These are discussed
below.
CI neutral-to-ion ratio
Assuming an ion current of 2 mA/cm2 on the wafer surface, the C1+ ions strike the surface
at a rate of -1016 /cm 2/s. Assuming the chamber pressure to be 10 mTorr and the plasma
temperature to be 500 K, the average neutral species speed is -6 x 104 cm/s and the
neutral density is - 2 x 1014 /cm 3 . Thus the neutral species flux to the surface is -3 x 1018
/cm2/s. Assuming 30% dissociation of the Cl 2 molecules into Cl neutrals, the Cl neutral
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flux to the surface is -1018 /cm2/s. Thus the Cl neutral-to-ion ratio under high density
plasma etching conditions is -100.
For Cl neutral-to-ion ratios greater than 5, the feature profile evolution was
relatively insensitive to the ratio. Therefore, to reduce the simulation time, a value of 10
was used for the Cl neutral-to-ion ratio.
Ion energy and angular distributions
Assuming a bottom electrode power of 80 W and area of 400 cm 2, and an ion current of
2mA/cm2 , the energy gained by the ion in the plasma sheath is - 100 eV. Assuming the
plasma potential to be -20 V, the ion energies are about 120 eV.
In the simulations, the ions striking the feature were monoenergetic at 35 eV.
Since the threshold energies used for polysilicon and photoresist etching were identical,
and their etching dependencies on ion energy were similar, i.e. square root energy
dependence, the absolute value chosen for the ion energy was not important. The FWHM
of the Gaussian angular distribution used for the ions was 100 [Aydil et al., 1998].
Cl recombination on surfaces
Cl neutrals were allowed to recombine on photoresist surfaces; the recombination
coefficient used was 0.5 [Chang et al., 1998]. There was no Cl neutral recombination on
polysilicon surfaces. The profile evolution simulations were relatively insensitive to the
recombination coefficient chosen.
4.4.1 Initial profile and profile evolution without deposition
Fig. 4.6 shows the initial profile for the narrow feature simulation. Similar to the
experimental initial profile, the mask profile used was not rectangular but was tapered at
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two angles. The initial top and lower taper angles were 63.50 and 920, respectively. The
cellular feature representation prevented the exact replication of the experimentally
observed taper angles.
3.50
920
Fig. 4.6: Initial feature profile for simulations.
Similar to the experimental initial profile, the photoresist mask profile used for the
simulations was not rectangular; it was tapered at two angles. The initial top and lower
taper angles used were 63.50 and 92' respectively; the cellular feature representation
prevented the exact replication of the experimentally observed taper angles.
Fig. 4.7 shows the profile evolution for the etching of a narrow feature in the
absence of deposition. The photoresist mask maintains its initial facet angle. The
significant sidewall bowing observed is primarily due to the ion angular dependence for
polysilicon etching with a Cl2 chemistry [Chang and Sawin, 1997a] which reduces the
etching probability of glancing angle ion bombardment on the sidewall. Microtrenching
begins midway during the etching and is attributed to ion scattering from the bowed
sidewalls. This is discussed later.
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Fig. 4.7: Profile evolution simulation for the etching of a narrow feature in the
absence of deposition.
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to three stages of the etching of a narrow (0.25
gm lines and 0.31 tm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure
are shown. All deposition and re-deposition processes were turned off. The neutral-to-
ion ratio was 10 and the ion energy was constant at 35 eV. The photoresist was assumed
to comprise of C only. The photoresist mask maintains its initial facet at about 60. The
significant sidewall bowing observed is primarily due to the ion angular dependence for
polysilicon etching with a Cl2 chemistry. Microtrenching begins midway during the
etching and is attributed to ion scattering from the bowed sidewalls.
4.4.2 Profile evolution with SiCl2 deposition
Fig. 4.8 shows the profile evolution for the etching of a narrow feature with simultaneous
SiCl2 deposition. The SiC12 flux introduced at the source plane was 30% of the ion flux
[Lee et al., 1996] and had a sticking probability of 0.5 on all surfaces [Tuda and Ono,
1997]. When deposited on the surface it was treated as chlorinated Si. Considerable
deposition is observed on the sidewalls; this is apparent by the increase in the line
thickness. Since the deposited material contains Si, it appears similar to the polysilicon
in the figure. The feature sidewall (including the mask) exhibits a distinct facet at 500.
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The formation of a lower facet immediately below it at 790 is uncertain. Microtrenching
begins midway during the etching.
Fig. 4.8: Profile evolution simulation
simultaneous SiC12 deposition.
for the etching of a narrow feature with
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to three stages of the etching of a narrow (0.25
tm lines and 0.31 lm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure
are shown. The SiCl2 flux introduced at the source plane was 30% of the ion flux and
had a sticking probability of 0.5 on all surfaces. The other simulation parameters were
identical to those in Fig. 4.7. Considerable sidewall deposition is observed as an increase
in the line thickness. The feature sidewall (including the mask) shows a distinct facet at
50'. The formation of a lower facet at 790 is not certain. Microtrenching begins midway
during the etching.
The profile evolution for an isolated feature under identical conditions is shown in
Fig. 4.9. More sidewall deposition is observed compared to the narrow feature and is
attributed to the larger view-factor to the plasma. The photoresist mask shows a distinct
facet at about 500. The feature sidewalls are straight and inclined at 730 to the
horizontal. The microtrenches at the feature bottom are very asymmetric and are
attributed to specular ion scattering from inclined surfaces (see Section 4.5.3).
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Fig. 4.9: Effect of feature aspect ratio: Profile evolution simulation for the etching
of an isolated feature with simultaneous SiCl2 deposition.
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to three stages of the etching of a wider (0.25
gm lines and 2.5 gm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure
are shown. The simulation parameters were identical to those in Fig. 4.8. More sidewall
deposition is observed compared to the narrow feature shown in Fig. 4.8 and is attributed
to the larger view-factor to the plasma. The photoresist mask shows a distinct facet at
about 50'. The feature sidewalls are straight and inclined at 730 to the horizontal. The
microtrenches at the feature bottom are highly asymmetric as is expected for those
formed due to specular ion scattering from inclined surfaces.
The effect of SiCl2 sticking probability on the profile evolution can be seen in Fig.
4.10. Compared to Fig. 4.8, a smaller value of 0.25 was used for the SiCl2 sticking
probability. Only small changes in the profiles are observed. Less sidewall deposition is
observed. The photoresist mask shows a distinct facet at about 550 and a distinct second
facet is not formed. The feature sidewalls are inclined and relatively straight.
Microtrenching is again observed at the feature bottom.
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Fig. 4.10: Effect of SiCl2 sticking probability: Profile evolution simulation for the
etching of a narrow feature with simultaneous SiC12 deposition.
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to three stages of the etching of a narrow (0.25
tm lines and 0.31 tm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure
are shown. The simulation parameters were identical to those in Fig. 4.8 except for a
smaller value of 0.25 used for the SiC12 sticking probability. Less sidewall deposition is
observed. The photoresist mask shows a distinct facet at about 550 and the second facet
is not formed. The feature sidewalls are inclined and relatively straight. Microtrenching
is again observed at the feature bottom.
4.4.3 I'rofile evolution with C deposition
Fig. 4.1 1 shows four stages in the profile evolution simulation for the etching of a narrow
feature with simultaneous C deposition. The C flux introduced at the source plane was
20; of the ion flux and had a sticking probability of 0.5 on all surfaces. The deposited
material appears dark in the figure as it was assumed to be C (the photoresist was also
assumed to comprise of C only). The feature sidewall (including the mask) facets at two
angles - 620 and 78'. Below the two facets, the feature sidewall is relatively vertical
before it bows towards the bottom. Microtrenching begins midway during the etching.
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Fig. 4.11: Profile evolution simulation for the etching of a narrow feature with
simultaneous C deposition.
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to four stages of the etching of a narrow (0.25
gm lines and 0.31 gm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure
are shown. The C flux introduced at the source plane was 20% of the ion flux and had a
sticking probability of 0.5 on all surfaces. The other simulation parameters were
identical to those in Fig. 4.7. The feature sidewall (including the mask) facets at two
angles - 620 and 780. Below the two facets, the feature sidewall is relatively vertical
before it bows towards the bottom. Microtrenching begins midway during the etching.
Fig. 4.12 shows the profile evolution simulation for the etching of an isolated
feature under identical conditions as above. More deposition is observed because of the
larger view-factor to the plasma. The feature sidewall (including the mask) facets at two
angles - 63' and 750 . Below the two facets, the feature sidewall is relatively vertical. As
the feature evolves, the two facets merge into one and the straight part of the sidewall
disappears. Feature bottom microtrenching is insignificant due to the absence of inclined
surfaces or bowed sidewalls close to the feature bottom.
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Fig. 4.12: Effect of feature aspect ratio: Profile evolution simulation for the etching
of an isolated feature with simultaneous C deposition.
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to four stages of the etching of a wide (0.25 Rm
lines and 2.5 tm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure are
shown. The simulation parameters were identical to those in Fig. 4.11. More deposition
is observed as compared to Fig. 4.11 because of the larger view-factor to the plasma. The
feature sidewall (including the mask) facets at two angles - 630 and 750. Below the two
facets, the feature sidewall is relatively vertical. As the feature evolves, the two facets
merge into one, and the straight part of the sidewall disappears. Microtrenching is
insignificant.
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Fig. 4.13 shows the profile evolution simulation with the C sticking probability
reduced to 0.25. More mask erosion and less deposition on the feature is seen. The
photoresist mask displays a facet at about 600. A lower facet at 810 is also formed.
Microtrenching begins midway during the etching.
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Fig. 4.13: Effect of C sticking probability: Profile evolution simulation for the
etching of a narrow feature with simultaneous C deposition.
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to four stages of the etching of a narrow (0.25
ltm lines and 0.31 pm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure
are shown. The simulation parameters were identical to those in Fig. 4.11 except for the
C sticking probability being 0.25 instead of 0.5. More mask erosion and less deposition
on the feature is seen. The photoresist mask displays a facet at about 600. A lower facet
at 8 1' is also formed. Microtrenching begins midway during the etching.
4.4.4 Profile evolution with simultaneous C and SiCl2 deposition
Fig. 4.14 and 4.15 track the profile evolution with simultaneous C and SiCl 2 deposition
for the etching of narrow and isolated features, respectively. The C flux introduced at the
source plane was 20% of the ion flux and had a sticking probability of 0.5 on all surfaces.
The SiCl 2 flux introduced at the source plane was 10% of the ion flux and also had a
sticking probability of 0.5 on all surfaces. Thus, the deposited material contained both C
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and Si; the cells containing more C than Si appear darker in the figure. The narrow and
isolated feature sidewalls (including the mask) facet at two angles - 590 and 760 and 610
and 720, respectively. Below the two facets, the feature sidewall is relatively vertical.
However, for the narrow feature, the sidewall bows near the feature bottom.
Microtrenching is observed only for the narrow feature case; it begins midway during the
etching and is fairly symmetric.
760
Fig. 4.14: Profile evolution simulation
simultaneous C and SiCl2 deposition.
for the etching of a narrow feature with
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to four stages of the etching of a narrow (0.25
pm lines and 0.31 gm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure
are shown. The C and SiCl2 fluxes introduced at the source plane were 20% and 10% of
the ion flux, respectively, and had a sticking probability of 0.5 on all surfaces. The other
simulation parameters were identical to those in Fig. 4.7. The deposited material contains
both C and Si; the cells containing more C than Si appear darker. The feature sidewall
(including the mask) facets at two angles - 590 and 760. Below the two facets, the
feature sidewall is relatively vertical before it bows towards the bottom. Microtrenching
begins midway during the etching and is fairly symmetric.
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Fig. 4.15: Profile evolution simulation for the etching of an isolated feature with
simultaneous C and SiCl2 deposition.
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to four stages of the etching of a wide (0.25 gm
lines and 2.5 gm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure are
shown. The simulation parameters were identical to those in Fig. 4.14. The deposited
material contains both C and Si; the cells containing more C than Si appear darker. The
feature sidewall (including the mask) facets at two angles - 610 and 720. Below the two
facets, the feature sidewall is relatively vertical. Microtrenching is relatively
insignificant.
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Fig. 4.16 and 4.17 show the effect of varying the relative C and SiCl 2 fluxes on
the feature profile evolution for narrow and isolated features, respectively. The C and
SiCl 2 fluxes introduced at the source plane were both 20% of the ion flux. As compared
to Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15, the deposited material contains more Si. The feature sidewall
(including the mask) facets at two angles - 560 and 740 and 54' and 66' for the narrow
and isolated features, respectively. The other aspects of the sidewall shape are similar to
the previous case.
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Fig. 4.16: Effect of C/SiCl2 flux ratio: Profile evolution simulation for the etching of
a narrow feature with simultaneous C and SiCl2 deposition.
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to four stages of the etching of a narrow (0.25
tm lines and 0.31 [tm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure
are shown. The C and SiCl2 fluxes introduced at the source plane were both 20% of the
ion flux. The other simulation parameters were identical to those in Fig. 4.14. As
compared to Fig. 4.14, the deposited material contains more Si. The feature sidewall
(including the mask) facets at two angles - 560 and 74' .  Below the two facets, the
feature sidewall is relatively vertical before it bows towards the bottom. The
microtrenches formed are small compared to Fig. 4.14.
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Fig. 4.17: Effect of C/SiCl2 flux ratio: Profile evolution simulation for the etching of
an isolated feature with simultaneous C and SiC12 deposition.
Simulated feature profiles corresponding to three stages of the etching of a wide (0.25 Rm
lines and 2.5 gm spacings) photoresist-masked polysilicon line-and-space structure are
shown. The C and SiCl2 fluxes introduced at the source plane were both 20% of the ion
flux. The other simulation parameters were identical to those in Fig. 4.14. As compared
to Fig. 4.15, the deposited material contains more Si. The feature sidewall (including the
mask) facets at two angles - 540 and 660. Below the two facets, the feature sidewall is
vertical. There are no significant microtrenching effects.
4.5 Explanation of artifacts related to competing etching and deposition
Three interesting artifacts - top facet formation, lower facet formation, and
microtrenching were observed experimentally. These artifacts were also captured in the
simulations described in the previous section. As will be discussed in the following
sections, the top facet angle is determined by the angular dependence of the etching yield
of the composition on the top of the photoresist lines. The lower facet angle depends on
the fluxes and sticking probabilities of the depositing material and the angular
dependence of its etching yield. The view factor to the plasma also plays a role.
Microtrenching is linked to sidewall bowing and can be controlled by preventing the
sidewalls from bowing. A detailed description for each etching artifact follows.
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4.5.1 Top facet formation
The experimental profiles under processing conditions accompanied with less plasma
deposition were characterized by the photoresist mask faceting at angle of 580 (see Fig.
4.4(a)). The facet formed will be referred to as the top facet. These runs were performed
at a low bottom power (20 W) and/or high reactant gas flowrate (175 sccm). Low bottom
powers reduced etching rates forming less products and by-products. High gas flowrates
reduced the residence time of the product species in the chamber, thereby reducing the
by-product formation in the plasma. Under processing conditions with more significant
plasma deposition e.g. center experimental conditions, the top facet angles were
invariably less than 58' (see Fig. 4.4(b)); they ranged from 420 to 500. The top facet
angle gradually reduced from its initial value of 580 to its final value as the etching
progressed.
The angular dependence of photoresist etching was described as a linear
combination of that of ion-enhanced etching and physical sputtering. This combination
of the angular dependencies shown in Fig. 4.1, results in the peak yield lying at an angle
less than 65', and varying with the fraction of sputtering characteristic of the etching
angular dependence. In the absence of significant deposition, since the photoresist mask
facets at 580, we believe that the peak yield for the photoresist angular dependence
function also lies at 58'. The assumed model would require photoresist removal under
these conditions to be 59% physical sputtering and 41% ion-enhanced etching (see Fig.
4.18).
Assuming the sticking probabilities of the depositing material not to be small (>
0.1), the top of the photoresist lines receive a greater flux than the remaining feature.
When the depositing material contains SiCl2, the C fraction of the top of the photoresist
lines is lowered. Since the Si is removed by the same kinetics as polysilicon, which in
turn is dominated by ion induced chemical etching, the physical sputtering fraction is
reduced. This reduction in physical sputtering characteristic, which occurs due to the
presence of more Si on the surface, causes the formation of the experimental top facet at
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angles less than 580 (less than 63.50 for the simulations), the exact angle depending upon
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Fig. 4.18: Variation in angle corresponding to peak yield with respect to percentage
sputtering characteristic in the angular dependence functionality.
Materials being sputtered facet at the angle corresponding to peak sputtering yields. As
the sputtering characteristic decreases and the ion enhanced etching characteristic
increases, the angle corresponding to maximum yield decreases. The post-etch
photoresist profile under processing conditions accompanied by little deposition
displayed facets at 580 implying that the angle corresponding to the peak yield was 580.
This is possible if the photoresist etching has a 59% sputtering angular dependence and a
41% ion enhanced etching angular dependence.
the surface composition (see Fig. 4.8-4.10, 4.14-4.17). For example, when the SiC12
sticking probability was reduced from 0.5 to 0.25 for the narrow feature case (see Fig. 4.8
and 4.10), the Si fraction on the top of the photoresist line was reduced; correspondingly
the top facet angle increased from 500 to 550 . Fig. 4.19, generated after running
simulations with different depositing material fluxes and sticking probabilities, illustrates
the measured change in facet angle as the SiCl2 fraction in the surface increases - a linear
variation is observed. In the absence of deposition, or in the presence of only C
deposition (see Fig. 4.7, 4.11-4.13), the top facet angle does not change from its initial
value; the small differences in the top facet angles are attributed to the stochastic nature
of the simulations, and measurement error.
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Fig. 4.19: Dependence of top facet angle on surface composition.
Simulations were performed varying the photoresist etching selectivity with respect to
polysilicon, and the flux and sticking probability of the depositing species (SiC12) as a
result of which different compositions were obtained on the photoresist line top surface.
The facet angle increased as the surface became richer in C since only the photoresist (C)
has a partial sputtering angular dependence. The angular dependencies used for
polysilicon and photoresist are shown in Fig. 4.1.
4.5.2 Lower facet formation
The experimental profiles under significant plasma deposition were also characterized by
the formation of a second facet immediately below the top facet (see Fig. 4.2-3). This
facet was steeper than the top facet and was longer for features with wider line spacings
(see Fig. 4.3-3). Immediately, below the lower facet, the feature sidewalls were straight.
We believe that the formation of the lower facet and the straight sidewall below it are
primarily governed by four factors - the sticking probabilities and fluxes of the
depositing material, the angular dependence for the etching yield, and the feature aspect
ratio.
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In the simulations described in Section 4.4, a distinct lower facet was formed
when C (see Fig. 4.11-4.13) or both C and SiC12 (see Fig. 4.14-4.17) deposition was
allowed. The lower facet formation was questionable when only SiC12 deposition was
permitted (see Fig. 4.8-4.10). This indicated that the angular dependence for the etching
of the deposited material played an important role in the lower facet formation; the
angular dependence for etching of the deposited C was assumed to be similar to that for
photoresist while the SiC12 was assumed to have an ion enhanced angular etching
dependence. The second facet angle varied with the C and SiC12 fluxes and sticking
probabilities, and the feature aspect ratio. The sidewall immediately below the lower
facet was straight during the first three stages shown. With the narrow feature, the lowest
portion of the sidewall bowed (see Fig. 4.11, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.16). Comparing the
simulated profiles for narrow and isolated features using identical sets of simulation
parameters, the lower facet was longer for the latter case (compare Fig. 4.11 with 4.12,
Fig. 4.14 with 4.15, Fig. 4.16 with 4-17).
Thus, all the experimental observations related to lower facet formation in the C12
-etched features were captured qualitatively in the simulations. The exact shapes might
not match which can be attributed to uncertainty in the deposited material composition,
flux and etching dependence with ion energy and incidence angle. Only limited
qualitative agreement was obtained for the HBr-etched profiles because even less is
known about the deposited material characteristics. The differences observed in the
profiles of features etched in HBr compared with the C12-etched feature profiles, namely
straight sidewalls versus bowed sidewalls, can be explained in many ways e.g. less
angular dependence of the deposited material for the HBr case.
4.5.3 Feature bottom microtrenching
Experimentally, while etching photoresist-masked samples in a Cl2 chemistry,
microtrenching at the feature bottom was not observed during the initial stages of the
etching process. Microtrenching began only midway during the etching process.
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Microtrenching was more severe for the narrower features as compared to the wider
features. When etching the same samples with a HBr chemistry, microtrenching was not
observed.
Microtrenching has been shown to be caused in part by ion scattering from an
inclined sidewall of the feature [Dalton et al., 1993]. The absence of a tapered sidewall
close to the feature bottom or bowed sidewalls is thought to be responsible for the
absence of microtrenching initially since the relatively vertical sidewall minimizes the
number of scattered ions and disperses the scattered ions rather than concentrating them
at the feature bottom. In this section, a second mechanism for forming microtrenches is
described; i.e. the scattering from a curved sidewall causing a focussing of the ions on the
microtrench. This mechanism is responsible for the microtrenching observed in the
narrow features using a C12 chemistry. For the case of the C12 etching of the isolated
feature and HBr etching of both narrow and isolated features, the sidewalls are neither
inclined nor bowed; they are straight. Microtrenching is absent since neither mechanism
is applicable.
Reduced etching yields for near grazing ion impingement, ion shadowing, and
build-up of deposits on the sidewalls, all contribute to sidewall curvature. In high density
plasma etchers, the ion flux from the plasma is very directional; and hence, ion
shadowing is minimal for the aspect ratios involved in polysilicon etching. Initially
during the etching, the almost line-of-sight deposition (relatively high sticking
probabilities of 0.3 for SiClx on polysilicon [Chang et al., 1998]) of etching by-products
from the plasma prevents the undercutting of the sidewall by both isotropic etching and
ion impingement on the sidewalls. This deposition causes the sidewall to taper
outwardly. Ion impingement on this sidewall at near grazing incidence has a lower
etching yield and a higher scattering probability lowering the etching rate and
contributing to the outward tapering/bowing of the sidewall. As the etching proceeds, the
greater length and taper of the sidewall increases the number of ions that scatter from the
sidewall. The onset of microtrenching during the latter part of the etching process occurs
when the sidewall bowing is sufficient to focus the scattered ions on the feature bottom.
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Two etching simulations with simultaneous SiC12 deposition, similar to those in
Section 4.4.2, and shown in Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21, were performed to verify the
hypothesis discussed above. In Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21, the SiC12 flux introduced was
10% and 30% of the ion flux, respectively. In both figures, the SiCl2 sticking probability
on all surfaces was 0.5 and the photoresist etching yield was halved compared to the
simulations described in Section 4.4. No recombination of Cl neutrals on the photoresist
was allowed in Fig. 4.20.
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Fig. 4.20: Delay in the onset of feature bottom microtrenching.
During the initial stages of the etching (a), microtrenching was not predicted. However,
later on, the ions scattering from the bowed sidewalls focus at the trench locations (b).
Identical numbers of ions were introduced at the top of the simulation domain while
generating these figures.
Fig. 4.20 shows sample scattered ion trajectories during the initial and final stages
of the etching. Initially, sidewall bowing is absent and the scattered ion flux on the
feature bottom is relatively uniform. However, during the later stage, the bowed sidewall
focuses the directional ions on to the microtrench location. Shown in Fig. 4.21 are the
scattered ion fluxes at the feature bottom for two stages of etching. During the first stage,
a fairly uniform scattered ion flux is observed and no microtrenching is seen; the noise in
the figure is associated with the stochastic nature of the calculation. At the later stage,
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the scattered ion flux on the feature bottom displays two sharp peaks, the locations of
which correspond to the microtrench positions.
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.21: Scattered ion flux at the feature bottom.
During the initial stages of the etching (a), the scattered ion flux at the feature bottom is
fairly uniform. However, once the sidewalls are considerably bowed, the scattered ion
flux profile shows two sharp peaks, the locations of which correspond to the trench
positions (b).
As can be seen in Fig. 4.12, 4.15, and 4.17, the absence of an inclined or bowed
sidewall near the feature bottom results in very shallow microtrenching. This explains
the lack of microtrenching during the HBr etching of both narrow and isolated lines and
the Cl2 etching of isolated lines which was described at the beginning of this sub-section.
The microtrench shape associated with the two mechanisms also differs.
Microtrenching caused due to ion scattering from a slightly inclined sidewall favors a
microtrench that is steep on the sidewall side and more gradually sloped toward the
center. This type of microtrenching is a result of scattering of the well-collimated ion
bombardment all along the side of the feature leading to the asymmetric trench. The
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microtrenching observed in Fig. 4.9, Fig. 4.10, and Fig. 4.13 to a lesser extent falls into
this category. The microtrenches caused due to ion scattering from bowed sidewalls are
more symmetric. The microtrenches shown in Fig. 4.7, 4.8, 4.11, 4.14, 4.16, 4.20 and
4.21 fall into this category.
4.6 Conclusions
The etching artifacts observed during the high density C12 and HBr plasma etching of
photoresist-patterned polysilicon were analyzed using the 2V2-dimensional Monte Carlo
profile evolution simulator described in Chapter 3. The experimental results suggested
strong dependencies of etching artifacts such as feature bottom microtrenching, tapered
sidewall profiles and photoresist mask faceting on feature aspect ratio, product formation
rate and product residence time in the etching chamber. These artifacts were captured
qualitatively in the simulated profiles.
An extensive set of profile evolution simulations for the C12 etching of photoresist-
masked polysilicon features, including plasma deposition of two representative etching
by-products - C and SiC12, was performed. The extent of deposition, and the formation
of facets, straight sidewalls and microtrenches were strongly affected by the competing
etching and deposition. The simulations suggested that the top facet angle was controlled
by the surface composition at the top of the photoresist lines and the angular dependence
for etching of the deposited material; the facet being less steep when there was more
deposition of Si-based etching by-products. The lower facet angle and the polysilicon
sidewall profile were governed by the feature aspect ratio, the sticking probabilities and
fluxes of the depositing material and the depositing material etching angular dependence.
Feature bottom microtrenching was strongly linked to sidewall curvature i.e. bowing.
Microtrenching was found to begin when the sidewalls bowed sufficiently. Scattering of
the ions from the curved sidewalls exhibited a focussing effect on the directional ions
concentrating them at a point near the sidewall, thereby causing the microtrenching.
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5 Role of Feature Charging in Profile Evolution
5.1 Introduction
Etching sub-micron features in insulating material such as SiO2 (contact etch) or
materials masked with insulators e.g. photoresist-masked polysilicon are accompanied by
feature charging effects. Etching artifacts such as feature bottom trenching, etching rate
reduction with time and notching of polysilicon sidewalls during the overetching step
have been attributed in part to feature charging effects. The feature as a whole sees equal
electronic and ionic currents, but the directionality difference (see Fig. 5.1) is critical in
facilitating differential charging of the feature [Arnold and Sawin, 1991].
Ions
i Electrons
Charge
buildup
Fig. 5.1: Feature charging.
Unlike flat surfaces, features charge due to the combined effect of vastly different angular
distributions of ions and electrons entering the feature area, and shadowing of these
fluxes by the feature. The electron angular distribution is fairly isotropic while the ion
angular distribution is very directional. Typically, feature sidewalls charge negatively
and the feature bottom charges positively so as to reduce the net current flux at the
surface.
The ions striking the feature surface frequently have a bimodal energy distribution
after being accelerated in the sheath. The splitting of the ion energy distribution is caused
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by the sinusoidal variation of the sheath potential. Ion temperatures are very small in the
bulk plasma and therefore the transverse ion energy is small compared to the
perpendicular component for nearly collisionless sheaths. The ions are thus very
directional with FWHMs of -100 being measured and simulated for high density plasma
etchers [Woodworth et al., 1997b], [Aydil et al., 1998]. However, for the purpose of the
simulations described in this chapter, a Gaussian angular distribution [Gottscho, 1993],
[Aydil et al., 1998] was assumed for the ions, and the ion bombardment was
monoenergetic. The electron temperatures (Te) in the bulk plasma are much higher (-4
eV) and they strike the feature surface relatively isotropically. The electron energy
distribution at the sheath upper boundary is Maxwellian, which is characterized by a
high-energy tail. The average energy for the electrons is 1.5kTe and the peak value for
the distribution occurs at 0.5kTe, where k is the Boltzmann constant. The calculated
electron energy distribution at the sheath lower boundary is perturbed but is fairly
isotropic. Analytical estimates based on the Vlasov equation have been made by Ootera
et al. [Ootera et al., 1994]. However, for these simulations, a Maxwellian energy
distribution was assumed. See Fig. 5.2 for a Maxwellian energy distribution used in the
simulations.
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Fig. 5.2: Maxwellian energy distribution.
The electron energy was assumed to follow a Maxwellian energy distribution with a kTe
of 4. For such a distribution, the energy corresponding to maximum electron density is
0.5kTe and the average energy of the electrons is 1.5kT,. A high-energy tail characterizes
this distribution, the electrons residing in which play an important role in feature
charging.
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The feature sidewalls are primarily exposed to the isotropic electrons and as a
result, charge negatively. The trench (and via) bottoms, on the other hand, charge
positively because they are primarily struck by the directional ions; the isotropic electrons
are shadowed by the feature sidewalls. The top surface of the feature does not charge as
it sees approximately the same number of ions and electrons. The negatively charged
sidewalls bend the trajectories of the ions passing close to them. When this bending
effect becomes significant, microtrenching may be caused [Schaepkens and Oehrlein,
1998]. When the feature bottom is significantly charged, the ions strike the surface with
reduced energies lowering the etching rates [Arnold and Sawin, 1991].
Many researchers have studied the effect of feature charging during the high
density plasma etching of patterned polysilicon. Arnold and Sawin modeled the localized
charging of a rectangular trench assuming perfectly insulating materials, an isotropic
electron flux and monodirectional ion bombardment [Arnold and Sawin, 1991]. They
predicted significant modifications to the ion fluxes within the feature, and thus, etching
rates. They captured the negative charging of the sidewalls and the positive charging of
the feature bottom. However, the "ringing" in the potential near the top-sidewall corner
severely affected the values determined in the feature. Kinoshita et al. calculated the
steady-state potential distribution for various line and space structures assuming perfectly
insulating mask surfaces and no discharge currents [Kinoshita et al., 1996]. They found
significant positive charging at the bottom of high aspect ratio features and related it to
the notching observed on the inner wall of the outermost line. However, they neglected
the polysilicon conductivity assuming equidistribution of the charge along the polysilicon
surface. In their simulation studies, Hwang and Giapis attributed notching to the electric-
field-induced ion trajectory distortion and the subsequent etching of polysilicon by these
ions near the polysilicon-oxide interface. To arrive at these results, they assumed
perfectly insulating oxide surfaces and equipotential polysilicon surfaces [Hwang and
Giapis, 1997a]. In their study of etching of dielectric material features with high aspect
ratios, Hwang and Giapis assumed perfectly insulating materials for larger features and
introduced surface discharge currents for smaller features [Hwang and Giapis, 1997c].
The surface discharge currents lowered the potentials developed preventing breakdown of
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the material. By varying the magnetic field in the feature region and affecting the
electron trajectories, Schaepkens and Oehrlein recently concluded that feature charging
played a dominant role in the microtrenching observed during the fluorocarbon plasma
etching of contact holes [Schaepkens and Oehrlein, 1998].
As mentioned earlier, notching has been attributed to the bending of ion
trajectories by the positively charged feature bottom during the overetching step, and the
etching of polysilicon by these ions near the polysilicon-oxide interface. For sub-micron
features, the potential necessary to deflect low energy ions (< 45eV) to form notches is -
500V/gm (5 V/100 A) on an oxide surface. However, the magnitude of this field is
within a factor of two to the breakdown voltage for bulk oxide, -1000V/gm [Sze, 1988].
Such a large field is likely to cause leakage along the surface, reducing the field and
thereby preventing the deflection of ions to the extent needed to form notches. Even
through bulk oxide, leakage is significant for 100A thick oxide above applied voltages of
5V. Therefore, it is difficult to explain the observed notching on the basis of feature
charging effects only. We believe that the stress at the polysilicon-oxide interface plays
an important role in the notching phenomenon [Chang, 1997b]. However, this will not be
discussed here.
Due to the large potentials associated with the perfect insulator approximation and
the small feature sizes, the electric fields developed in the feature can approach the
breakdown field strengths. Surface leakage must occur to reduce the fields, and must be
incorporated in any realistic feature charging simulation. In addition, it would also be
physically correct to incorporate bulk conduction since none of the materials involved in
the oxide or polysilicon etch systems are perfect conductors. The assumption made by
other researchers of the polysilicon being equipotential and hence a perfect conductor is
good, however, and should not severely affect the calculated potential profiles. As will
be described later, incorporating the correct physics on the surface namely, surface
leakage and bulk conduction, accelerates the solution.
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5.2 Feature approximations used for the charging problem
Two electrical approximations of the feature were used to solve the feature charging
problem. The first one assumed the entire feature to be comprised of perfectly insulating
materials characterized by their dielectric constants. The second one ascribed bulk and
surface conductivities to the feature cells. For either case, a dielectric constant of unity
was used for the gas cells. The first approximation enabled comparison of results with
other work and provided an upper bound to the effects feature charging could have on
profile evolution. The results obtained with the second approximation were more
realistic and meaningful.
Assuming the feature to be perfectly insulating, electronic and ionic charges were
accumulated on the surface and potential profiles were calculated for the entire domain
by solving Poisson's equation. With the second or resistive approximation, the steady-
state currents to all surface cells were used to determine the potentials in all solid cells by
solving Kirchoff's law of current summation (conductivity equation). Gas cell potentials
were calculated by solving Laplace's equation. Schematics for the two methods are
shown in Fig. 5.3. Either way, the potential calculations were performed using a finite
difference scheme.
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Fig. 5.3: Electrical approximations of the feature while solving the charging
problem.
The feature was assumed to comprise of perfectly insulating (a) or resistive materials (b).
The first approximation required accumulating charges on the surface and solving
Poisson's equation over the entire simulation domain to calculate the potential profiles.
The second approximation necessitated determination of the steady-state currents to the
surface and solving the conductivity and Poisson's equation for the solid cell and gas
cells, respectively.
5.3 Matrix solution for cell potentials
Solving Poisson's equation or the conductivity equation by finite differences required
solving a sparse matrix system Ax = b where A is the system matrix accounting for the
material property (conductivity or dielectric constant), b is the charge/current vector
(steady-state currents / accumulated charge information for surface cells), and x is the
potential vector (calculated potentials for all cells). Factoring A scaled approximately as
N 2,t while all other matrix routines scaled as Ncet , where Ncl is the number of
unknowns (potentials). The problem therefore grew very fast when more cells were used
in the simulation domain. A fast and efficient sparse matrix solver that could be easily
adapted to the charging simulations was needed.
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5.3.1 Sparse Matrix Solver
We used a Sparse Matrix Solver written in traditional C that was developed at the
University of California, Berkeley in 1987-88. The code is optimized to solve the sparse
matrix system Ax = b by Gaussian elimination, where A is the system matrix, b is the
right hand side vector, and x is the solution vector. The code can perform a variety of
operations on matrices, a subset of which was used. In particular, the row and column
elimination routines (spDeleteRow.c and spDeleteCol.c), matrix ordering and factoring
routines (spOrderandFactor.c), and back-solving routines (spSolve.c) were used.
5.3.2 Test cases
The sparse matrix solver was verified by plotting potential distributions for certain known
cases. The examples tested included a line charge, an infinite plane of charge, and the
potential drop across a layered structure comprised of two materials with different
dielectric constants.
To simulate the potential distribution with a positive line charge, one was placed
at the center of a 100x100 simulation domain. The top and bottom rows of cells were
grounded. Due to the problem formulation method, symmetric boundary conditions were
assumed for the leftmost and rightmost columns of cells. The analytical expressions for
the variation of electric field and potential with distance from a line charge (r) with linear
charge density (A) are:
E(r)=
2;reor
..... Eqn. 5.1
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and
V(r)= 1n
20zo r
..... Eqn. 5.2
respectively where V(ro) = 0. The calculated potential distribution is shown in Fig. 5.4.
As expected, near the line charge, the contours are circular. The circular symmetry is
spoiled in the horizontal direction due to the symmetric boundary conditions; similar
point charges are assumed to be present at regular intervals in the horizontal direction.
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Fig. 5.4: Potential profile with a positive line charge.
A positive line charge (normal to the plane of the paper) was placed at the center of the
simulation domain. The top and lower boundaries were grounded and symmetric
boundary conditions were used for the leftmost and rightmost column of cells. The
contour lines near the point charge are circular; the boundary conditions imposed spoil
the symmetry farther away.
The second test case, shown in Fig. 5.5, involved calculating the 2-dimensional
potential profile near an infinite plane of positive charge. The boundary conditions were
identical to those mentioned before. One can observe the expected linear drop in
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potential with distance signifying a uniform electric field, the analytical expression for
which is:
E- 0
2Eo
..... Eqn. 5.3
where ois the surface charge density [Wangsness, 1986].
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Fig. 5.5: Potential profile with a positive plane of charge.
An infinite plane (perpendicular to the plane of the paper) bearing a uniform surface
charge density was placed in the center of the simulation domain. The boundary
conditions used were identical to those in Fig. 5.4. A linear drop in potential is observed
on both sides of the plane signifying a constant electric field
Finally, the potential profile in a simulation domain comprised of two materials
with different dielectric constants (K's) was determined. The potential in the top row of
cells was fixed at 100 V. The other boundary conditions were not changed. A linear
drop in potential is observed (see Fig. 5.6) in both materials, the rate being three times
larger in the top material (i= 1) as compared to the lower material (r= 3).
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Fig. 5.6: Potential profile across dielectric materials.
A potential difference of 100 V was applied across a dielectric structure comprised of two
materials. The top and lower layers had dielectric constants () of 1 and 3, respectively.
The potential drop in the top layer is three times greater than in the lower layer.
5.4 Feature charging with the perfectly insulating feature approximation
We first solved the feature charging problem assuming perfectly insulating materials.
Ions and electrons, introduced at the top of the simulation domain and moved under the
influence of the feature electric fields, were accumulated on the feature surface until the
potential profiles achieved their steady-state values. At steady-state, each point on the
surface received equal ionic and electronic fluxes preventing additional feature charging.
Assuming perfectly insulating features permitted us to benchmark our code with other
work in the literature and evaluate the significance of this approximation in determining
realistic potential profiles. Moreover, this approximation was expected to cause
maximum peak potentials and potential gradients that would affect the feature profile
evolution the most. For the case of monodirectional ions, the feature bottom was
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expected to charge to the ion energy [Guzdar et al., 1997] and the feature top corner was
expected to charge negatively to approximately twice the electron energy.
5.4.1 Poisson's equation
For the case of linear isotropic dielectric materials (the electric displacement D and the
electric field E are parallel) [Wangsness, 1986], the differential equation satisfied by the
scalar potential is:
V -(eoV V)= -p
..... Eqn. 5.4
or
V2 V + VV-VK =
E0
..... Eqn. 5.5
where Eo is the permitivity of vacuum, K is the dielectric constant of the material, p is the
space charge and V is the potential [Wangsness, 1986]. If the material has uniform
properties, this equation can be simplified to Poisson's equation:
V2V = P
KEo
..... Eqn. 5.6
and in the absence of space charge p, this further simplifies to Laplace's equation:
V2V = 0
..... Eqn. 5.7
For the 2-dimensional case, the equation for linear isotropic dielectrics (Eqn. 5.5,
commonly referred to as Poissson's equation) can be written as the following partial
differential equation:
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(2V aJ2V V r V av a p
+ + --- ~+ ---- --
xa a2 ax ax ay ay
..... Eqn. 5.8
5.4.2 Discretization of Poisson's equation
A finite difference algorithm was implemented to solve Poisson's equation over the entire
simulation domain. The potential in any lattice cell was assumed to be constant and the
charge was assumed to be at the cell center. Other researchers have assumed potentials at
cell corners (nodes) where all the charge also resided [Vahedi and DiPeso, 1997]. This
approach when tried led to similar results. In the discretization of Poisson's equation
shown below, i and j refer to the lattice cell coordinates in the x and y directions
respectively. Discretizing one term at a time,
a2W V,., + - V _,. ] - 2V,,j
x 
2  A 2
a2v V,+ + V,,-_ - 2V,,
2  A2
JV K 1 V,+,- V,,  r+, -K,t V,, -V_3, t,',-lii1,j
ax ax 2 A A A+
av ax 2 (.V,, 1+ -VK, K,+-, 1+1- - v-- V,
ay ay 2 A A A A
..... Eqn. 5.9
Let the simulation domain have nx and ny cells in the x and y directions
respectively. This implies that there are Nell =nx .n,, variables (potentials) to solve for
and the system matrix A formed is of size N,,,, xNe . The i, j subscripts used for the
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potential and permitivity terms must be combined into one. This new subscript k varies
from 1 to Ncei and is defined as:
k = (nx -j)+ i
..... Eqn. 5.40
Rewriting the above terms with this new subscript,
a v _ vk+ +Vk_, - 2Vk
aX2 A2
J2 V Vk+n, + Vk-nf - 2 Vk
ay 2 A2
2A
2A2
2A ((Vk+2A2
(Kk+, - Kk )+ (Vk
- Vk). (+n
..... Eqn. 5.11
Substituting these representations into Eqn. 5.8,
-1 k-I k +n2 k k+n + Ck-n,2 + kK. 2
Ic +I k k-l + k k+n, k k-n + _ 22 + + + Vk
2 2 2 2 oi K K KK K Kk C; )
..... Eqn. 5.12
For the case of materials with uniform properties (e's), the discretized form
simplifies to:
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av aK
ax ax
ay ay
- Vk-1 ) k k-1))
S) (Vk - Vk-n
2 k +K
) Vk -ck-n_,)
Vk+
, 
+ Vk_ +Vk+, + Vk_, - 4 Vk = 
2
£0
..... Eqn. 5.13
Eqn. 5.12 was solved for all cells in the simulation domain to obtain their
potentials. Subsequently, for determining charged particle trajectories, electric field
components based on the cell potentials were calculated as follows:
EV -V
E V I+1,iJ i-1,J2A
V -V
2A
..... Eqn. 5.14
5.4.3 Steady-state potential profiles
Steady-state potential profiles were obtained by repeatedly introducing a pre-determined
number of ions and electrons and solving Eqn. 5.12 over the entire domain until
convergence was reached. Since the surface was assumed to be a perfect insulator,
charges accumulated from previous iterations were retained. The ratio of electrons to
ions to be introduced, the actual amount of charge introduced in each iteration and setting
of convergence criteria were three important issues faced.
The ratio of electrons to ions introduced was such that a flat surface would not
charge. Since the EEDF was Maxwellian and the sheath potential drop was assumed, the
ratio of electrons to ions to be introduced at the source plane is:
n. Vl)' - VurJ
n, exp kT,
... Eqn. 5.15
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[Chapman, 1980]. Highly off-normal and low energy electrons are repelled by the
surface so that an equal flux of electrons and ions strike the surface. Ideally, for every
iteration, identical number of ions and electrons should strike the surface and they should
be evenly distributed along the surface. However, the stochastic method introduces noise
into the solution.
As opposed to flat surfaces, features can charge (see Fig. 5.1). Assuming the
source plane is located far enough from the feature that it is not perturbed by the fields
resulting from feature charging, the electron-to-ion flux ratio to be introduced at the
source plane should be identical to that for a flat surface. Owing to the different angular
distributions of the electrons and ions, and feature shadowing of these fluxes, the feature
sidewalls and bottom charge negatively and positively, respectively, causing differential
feature charging. Overall, the feature may charge positively due to the different locations
of the positive and negative charge concentrations. Since the positive charge
concentration is at a lower level (feature bottom) than the negative charge concentration
(feature sidewall), more positive charges are required to compensate the electric field
caused by the negative charges so that eventually equal ionic and electronic fluxes strike
the surface.
The actual number of charged' species introduced each iteration determined the
rate at which the feature charged. The charge introduced depended upon two factors: the
actual number of charged particles and the amount of charge each charged particle
represented. Throwing in more charged particles each iteration helped obtain smoother
profiles but required more iterations. Increasing the charge on each charged species
hastened the charging of the feature but after a point, the system would become unstable.
This was because of the Monte Carlo nature of the simulations; random differences in
adjoining cells could lead to big and unrealistic differences in their potentials which
would affect charged species motion in the following iteration. Introducing about four
ions for every cell in the horizontal direction, and attributing a charge factor of 1
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(see Section 8.2.1) for each ion/electron, where Eo is the electrical permitivity for vacuum
and I is the cell-length, was found to yield realistic potential profiles fairly quickly.
Ideally, at steady-state, equal number of ions and electrons should strike each
surface cell. However, the Monte Carlo nature of the simulations prevented this from
happening. Additionally, the top sidewall corner provided a singularity in the potential
profile calculation because the cell below it practically saw no ionic flux. The effect of
the singularity propagated downwards onto the feature sidewall. The feature top and
bottom were well-behaved. It was observed that once the feature charged, cell potentials
oscillated as one moved down the sidewall. The approximate discretization of the
potentials in regions with sharp potential gradients was responsible for this oscillatory
behavior. However, the oscillatory effect diminished a few cells away from the surface
and hence did not affect charged particle trajectories. We stopped the iterative
calculation of potential profiles prior to the onset of oscillations.
5.4.4 Charged species trajectories
Charged particle motion was verified by tracking ion trajectories computed by the
simulator under a known potential profile and comparing them with analytical
calculations. Ions with energies of 3.8 eV were introduced at a source plane at 5 V and
were permitted to approach a flat surface at IV; the space in between had a linear
potential gradient. The energies and potentials chosen were such that all ions are
repelled. The trajectories of three such ions are shown in Fig. 5.7 along with the
analytical predictions. The simulator reproduces the parabolic trajectories expected for
ion motion under a vertical electric field. The deviation between the trajectories
determined by the simulator and the analytical calculations is always less than - 1 cell
length; this deviation is caused by the discretization of the potential fields and finite
difference computations. Glitches can be seen near the turn-around point for two of the
ions shown. These glitches are also a result of the discretization of the potential fields
causing the charged particles to enter a cell with a slight negative energy. When
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detected, the charged particle was stepped back and specularly reflected from the plane
perpendicular to the local electric field direction.
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Fig. 5.7: Trajectories of ions directed towards a charged flat surface.
Ions were directed towards from the top of the simulation domain to a flat surface with
energies insufficient to strike the surface. The repelled ions followed parabolic
trajectories. The simulated and analytically calculated trajectories for three ions are
shown in (a). A blown-up version of the same plot showing the ion trajectories very
close to the surface is shown in (b). The deviation between the two calculations is always
less than - Icell-length. The glitches in the simulated trajectories occurred when the ion
energy became negative due to the discretization of the potential field. When this
occurred, the ion was stepped back and specularly reflected from the plane perpendicular
to the local electric field direction.
5.4.5 Charging in perfectly insulating features
For comparison with work in the literature, we determined the surface potential profiles
for a feature with aspect ratio 3:1 and a width of 0.5 gm. The feature comprised of one
material with dielectric constant of 4 and was assumed to be a perfect insulator. Ion
bombardment was monodirectional and the ion energy was 92 eV. The electron
temperature was 4 eV. The potential profile on the feature surface is shown in Fig. 5.8
(a). The potential at the top of the line is close to zero, the noise being associated with
the probabilistic nature of the calculations. The feature bottom is charged to a positive
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potential approaching the ion energy. At the top comer of the feature, there is a dip in the
potential. The potential rises approximately linearly along the feature sidewall. Hwang
and Giapis obtained similar results in their potential calculations for dielectric features
[Hwang and Giapis, 1997c] which are shown in Fig. 5.8(c). The small differences in the
profiles can be attributed to the finite ion temperature and bimodal ion energy distribution
they assumed.
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Fig. 5.8: Surface potentials using the perfectly insulating feature approximation
and comparison with literature.
The potentials of surface cells (a) was plotted for a feature with aspect ratio 3:1 and a
width of 0.5 gtm (b). The ions were assumed to be monodirectional and monoenergetic at
92 eV. The electron temperature was assumed to be 4 eV. A dip in the potential is seen
at the feature top corner. The potential rises approximately linearly along the feature
sidewall. Along, the feature bottom, the potential variation is small. Hwang and Giapis
obtained similar results in their potential calculations for dielectric features [Hwang and
Giapis, 1997c](c). The small differences in the profiles can be attributed to the finite ion
temperature and bimodal ion energy distribution assumed by them.
5.5 Feature charging with resistive feature approximation
As explained earlier, under conditions of plasma etching of sub-micron polysilicon
features, surface leakage must occur lowering the electric fields. Moreover, the bulk
conductivities of some of the materials e.g. polysilicon cannot be ignored. We attempted
to solve the feature charging problem by incorporating both physical phenomena.
Solving the charging problem using the resistive feature approximation
necessitated representing the solid feature as a circuit. The circuit representation of the
solid feature, is shown in Figure 5.9. Each solid cell was electrically approximated by a
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RC (resistance-capacitance) element; the values assigned for both components depending
upon its composition. Since we were interested in only the steady-state solution and not
Fig. 5.9: Electrical representation of feature cells.
Each solid cell could be represented by a RC (resistance-capacitance) element. Since
only the steady-state solution was desired and not the transient charging solution, the cell
capacitances do not affect the steady-state solution. The feature, therefore, resembled a
large resistive network. The ions and electrons striking the surface were treated as a
current source.
in the transient charging solution, the cell capacitances were neglected. The solid
material, therefore, resembled a large resistive network. The ions and electrons striking
the surface were treated as a current source driving current into the cell. No current
source terms were associated with the interior cells.
To obtain the potential profiles in the simulation domain, bulk and surface
conductivities were ascribed to the materials involved, and Kirchoff's law of current
summation was solved for each solid cell. Potentials in the gas cells were obtained by
solving Laplace's equation. The details of the solution methodology are given later.
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5.5.1 Discretization of the conductivity equation
Since the solid cells were electrically represented by resistances, and the ionic and
electronic currents were treated as current sources, Kirchoff's law of current summation
could be written for each solid cell. This is shown below:
4
Y (V - V, +j =0,
=1 21i gas
..... Eqn. 5.16
where V is the cell potential, Vi's are the potentials in the four neighboring cells, o and
o's are conductivities (either bulk or surface, depending on the location of the cell), I is a
length-scale, and j the current into the cell. It can be seen that this equation is
computationally similar to the discretized form of the differential equation satisfied by
the potential for linear isotropic dielectrics i.e. Eqn 5.12. In difference notation, this
equation can be written as:
..... Eqn. 5.17
which is similar to Eqn. 5.4 for linear isotropic dielectrics.
5.5.2 Steady-state potential profiles
Potential profile calculations for each iteration were performed in two steps. The charged
species that struck the surface were treated as current sources when solving Kirchoff's
law. The surface conductivities (q,) of all surface cells and bulk conductivities (ob) of all
solid cells were retrieved and the conductivity problem was solved to obtain the potential
profile in the solid material. Symmetric boundary conditions were used for the leftmost
and rightmost column of cells, and the bottom layer of cells was grounded. After the
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potentials in all solid cells were calculated, a boundary value problem was formulated to
solve Laplace's equation over all gas cells. Again symmetric boundary conditions were
used for the left and right edge cells allowing the calculation to be for either for a half or
full feature. A fixed potential was assumed for the top of the simulation domain and the
solid cell potentials provided the boundary values for the lower interface of the reduced
simulation domain (comprising of gas cells only). The potential profiles obtained from
the two steps were combined and used for the subsequent Monte Carlo iteration.
Steady-state potential profiles were obtained by repeatedly introducing a pre-
determined number of ions and electrons and solving for the potentials over the whole
domain as mentioned above until the currents on all surface cells steadied out or
alternatively, the potentials of all cells reached steady-state. The ratio of ions to electrons
introduced each Monte Carlo iteration was identical to the perfect insulator case. The
actual amount of current introduced each iteration was not critical since average values
over all previous iterations were used for potential profile calculations.
Since the feature comprised of conducting materials (insulators have low
conductivities), charges were not accumulated over iterations as in the perfect insulator
case. Rather, the average accumulated charge over all previous iterations representative
of the average current was used to determine the current flux into each surface cell.
5.5.3 Charging in resistive features
A 50 x 100 simulation domain containing a half feature with aspect ratio 0.5 was set.
The cell size was fixed at 50 A. The bottom row of cells was grounded and the top row
potential was fixed at 0.5 V. 35 eV monoenergetic ions with a FWHM of 100 and 4 eV
isotropic electrons with a Maxwellian energy distribution were used for the simulation.
This simulation will be referred to as the base case.
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1
The bulk conductivity for the solid material was normalized by a factor I where
IF
1 is the cell-length and F represents the current flux (see Section 8.2.2). The normalized
bulk conductivity (o'b) could be changed by changing the absolute bulk conductivity (o3),
the current flux to the surface (F), or the cell-size (1). All the solid cells comprised of the
same material with a Cr'b of unity. Surface conductivities (oa) were treated similarly to
bulk conductivities. Unless mentioned otherwise, the normalized surface conductivity
(o',) was assumed to be identical to the o'b. Under plasma processing conditions, surface
conductivities are expected to be enhanced due to uv exposure. The normalized
conductivities of some common materials used in semiconductor processing assuming a 2
mA/cm 2 current flux to the surface and 2 ions striking each cell are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Normalized conductivities for some materials assuming a 2 mA/cm2
current flux to the surface and 2 ions striking each cell every iteration.
Material Resistivity Conductivity Normalized(Qcm) (2-'cm-l) conductivity
Thermal oxide 1014 - 106 10-14 - 106 2 x 10-4 - 2 x 10 6
Silicon 2.3 x 105 4.3 x 10-6 8.6 x 10'
P-doped polysilicon (1018 cm- ) 1 1 2 x 109
Aluminum 2.7 x 106 3.7 x 105 7.4 x 1014
Two important aspects of the conductivity scaling must be noted. First, the entire
range of normalized conductivities does not affect the potential profile calculation
significantly. For the simulation domain described above, normalized conductivities in
the range of 0.1 to 1000 (only four orders of magnitude) affected the steady-state
potential calculations. Second, the presence of the cell-length (1) in the conductivity
scaling makes the steady-state potential profile calculation dependent on the feature size.
Thus, for two features comprising of the same materials and having the same aspect ratio,
the normalized conductivities will be smaller for the larger feature. Since the larger
feature behaves more as an "insulator" compared to the smaller feature, charging effects
will be more severe in the former.
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A contour plot of the converged potential profile for the base case is shown in Fig.
5.10 (a). Peak negative and positive potentials of about -2 V and +5V developed just
beneath the feature top corner and near the feature bottom corner, respectively. High
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Fig. 5.10: Comparison of the steady-state potential profile for the base case with
two grid sizes using the resistive feature approximation.
The individual cell potentials were obtained by solving the conductivity equation in the
solid and Poisson's equation in the gas. For the base case, the feature with aspect ratio
0.5 was comprised of a single material with a normalized bulk conductivity 7'b of unity.
The potential profiles shown are for two grid sizes - 50 A (a) and 25 A (b).
Correspondingly, the simulation domain consisted of 50 x 100 and 100 x 200 cells. The
potential profiles generated are very similar indicating a solution independent of the grid
size. The ions introduced at the simulation domain had an energy of 35 eV and a FWHM
of 10' while the electron energy was 4eV.
potential gradients were observed near both corners. Fig. 5.11 shows the potential
variation along the feature surface as well as the ionic, electronic and net current striking
the surface cells at steady-state. The potential variation along the surface cells tracks the
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net current variation e.g. at the trench bottom corner where the ionic current is much
larger than the electronic current, the potential is the largest.
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Fig. 5.11: Surface potentials and currents for the base case using the resistive
feature approximation.
The potential profile is characterized by peak negative and positive values at the top of
the sidewall and the feature bottom corner, respectively. The potential is fairly constant
at the feature top where the net current is approximately zero. The net current is negative
on the sidewall and positive on the feature bottom; this being reflected in the potential
variation.
The sharp peak in the electronic current at the feature top corner is a simulation
artifact and is attributed to the larger surface length of the corner cell as compared to its
neighboring cells. For ion and electron interactions with the feature surface, the surface
was approximated by the outer edges of the cells and not by the cell-centers method (see
Section 3.2.5.1). In reality, this peak is expected to be diffused over a larger corner area.
Since the peak is expected to exist, the calculated potential profiles are believed to be
fairly accurate.
5.5.3.1 Effect of grid size
The base case simulation was repeated with a finer grid size to ensure that the potential
profiles calculated were independent of grid size. The simulation domain contained 100
x 200 cells, each cell representing 25 A. Other simulation parameters were identical to
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the base case. The converged potential profile calculated is shown in Fig. 5.10(b).
Comparing Fig. 5.10(a) with 5.10(b), it is observed that the peak potentials developed,
their locations, and the contour shapes are very similar.
5.5.3.2 Convergence
The charge flux averaged over all previous iterations was used to determine the current
flux into each surface cell. The base case profile was obtained after performing 100 such
iterations with an average of 4 ions being introduced per horizontal cell per iteration.
Fig. 5.12 shows the charging transient for the potentials of five surface cells the locations
of which are marked in the figure. The individual cell potentials reach steady-state in
about 30 iterations. Fig. 5.13 shows the transient ionic, electronic and net currents to the
same set of cells.
The individual cell potentials oscillate with iteration before steady-state is reached
as can be seen in Fig. 5.14 that tracks the potential of the feature top corner cell. The ob
of the material is 0.1 as compared to the base case of 1 to emphasize the oscillatory
behavior. Initially the oscillations are very large as most ions/electrons are repelled with
the surface being positive/negative. The oscillation amplitude is dampened with iteration
because the currents from all previous iterations are averaged. The oscillations for the
base case shown in Fig. 5.12 are smaller and die out faster. Other techniques to represent
the currents to the surface cells, such as using the ionic and electronic fluxes in the latest
iteration, and averaging the potentials calculated over all previous iterations, were subject
to severe shot noise that caused unstable oscillations in the potential profiles. Then
convergence could only be achieved for the case of relatively small currents.
As mentioned above, convergence was achieved for the base case in about 30
iterations. The number of iterations to reach convergence increased with decreasing
normalized conductivity values of the feature (convergence was reached later for better
insulators).
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Fig. 5.12: Potential transient at five surface cells for the base case.
The potentials attain steady-state values after about 30 iterations. Earlier, the potentials
oscillate with iteration number as alternately more ions and electrons strike the surface
cells. The magnitude of the oscillations can be seen in (a) while the convergence is better
seen in (b) that is a blown up version of (a).
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Fig. 5.13: Current transients at five surface cells for the base case.
As for the case with the potentials (see Fig. 5.12), the ionic (a), electronic (b), and net
currents (c) attain steady-state values after about 30 iterations. Earlier, the currents
oscillate with iteration number as alternately more ions and electrons strike the surface
cells.
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Fig. 5.14: Oscillatory behavior of cell potentials prior to convergence.
The individual cell potentials oscillate with iteration before steady-state is reached. Here,
the potential variation with iteration for the feature top corner cell is shown. Initially the
oscillations are very large as most ions/electrons get repelled with the surface being
positive/negative. Later, the oscillations become smaller because the currents from all
previous iterations are averaged. The conditions for this run were similar to the base case
in Fig. 5.10 except that the material was less conducting (o'b = 0.1 instead of o'b = 1).
The oscillations for the base case shown in Fig. 5.12 are smaller and die faster.
5.5.4 Effect of surface and bulk conductivities on potential profiles
Several charging simulations were performed to understand the role surface and bulk
conductivities played on the potential profiles. These simulations also assisted in the
verification of the problem formulation and coding.
5.5.4.1 Bulk conductivity
Fig. 5.15 show the potential profiles when the solid material has a o'b of 10, 100 and 106.
Fig. 5.16 shows the potential variation along the feature surface as well as the ionic,
electronic and net current striking the surface cells at steady-state for the different o'b
values. As o'b increases (see Fig. 5.10 where C'b = 1 and Fig. 5.15), the maximum and
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minimum potentials developed diminish. The locations of the peak potentials are more
diffused as compared to the base case. With the largest C'b value (see Fig. 5.15(c)), the
feature is equipotential at ground, and is equivalent to an uncharged feature. The ionic
and electronic currents are governed by the ion and electron angular distributions,
respectively, and feature shadowing.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.15: Effect of bulk conductivity on potential profiles.
As the feature conductivity increases (Fig. 5.10(a) to Fig. 5.15(a), (b) and (c)), the peak
potentials developed on the surface become smaller. The smaller potential gradients are
also reflected by the presence of fewer contour lines. In case (c) where the bulk
conductivity is very large, the feature is almost equipotential at ground potential.
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Fig. 5.16: Effect of bulk conductivity on surface potentials and currents.
The steady-state surface potentials and currents are plotted for feature CT'b values of 10,
100 and 106 in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. Due to the large bulk conductivity in (c), the
entire feature is equipotential at ground potential. Charged particle angular distributions
and feature shadowing govern the currents striking the surface cell.
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5.5.4.2 Multiple materials
Fig. 5.17 shows the potential profiles for a feature comprising of two materials with
different conductivities. This case is analogous to photoresist (top layer) lines on a
grounded polysilicon (lower) layer. The lower material of the feature has a c'b of 10, 100
and 106, respectively and the top material has a unity value for o'b. Fig. 5.18 plots the
variation of the surface potentials, ionic and electronic currents with position on the
feature for all three cases. Large negative potentials are developed in the more insulating
(top) material which are relatively unaffected by the changes in the lower material
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.17: Potential profiles in features comprising of two materials.
The lower material (polysilicon) cr'b was varied from 1 to 106 in Fig. 5.10(a) to Fig.
5.17(a), (b) and (c)). The top material (mask) conductivity was held constant at unity.
The peak negative potentials developed on the sidewall stay fairly constant while the
peak positive potentials on the feature bottom get smaller. In case (c) where the bulk
conductivity is very large, the lower feature material is almost equipotential at ground
potential.
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Fig. 5.18: Masked polysilicon features: Effect of polysilicon conductivity on surface
potentials and currents.
The steady-state surface potentials and currents are plotted for polysilicon c'b values of
10, 100 and 106 in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The mask conductivity was kept constant
at unity. The potential profiles of the feature top surface and sidewall do not change
significantly. Due to the large polysilicon conductivity in (c), the polysilicon is
equipotential at ground potential.
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conductivity. As the lower material became more conducting (see Fig. 5.10 where c'b =
1 and Fig. 5.17), the positive potentials developed in it become smaller and ultimately,
the entire lower material attains the same potential.
The next case considered is analogous to photoresist patterned polysilicon lying
on a top of a thin oxide layer that is grounded. Fig. 5.19 show the potential profiles when
the middle layer Cb varies from 10 to 106 while Fig. 5.20 plots the variation of the
surface potentials, ionic and electronic currents with position on the feature. In all three
cases,
Fig. 5.19: Potential profiles in features comprising of three materials.
The center material (polysilicon) r'b was varied from I to 106 in Fig. 5.10(a) to Fig.
5.19(a), (b) and (c)) while the conductivities of the thin layer at the bottom (oxide) and
the top layer (mask) were kept constant. The potential profiles are very similar to the two
material case shown in Fig. 5.17 except for the fact that the center layer potential is
pulled up because of the better insulating properties of the bottom layer. In case (c)
where the bulk conductivity is very large, the middle layer material is almost
equipotential.
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Fig. 5.20: Masked polysilicon features with thin oxide layer: Effect of polysilicon
conductivity on surface potentials and currents.
The steady-state surface potentials and currents are plotted for polysilicon r'b values of
10, 100 and 106 in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The mask and oxide layer conductivities
were kept constant at unity. The potential profiles of the feature top surface and sidewall
do not change significantly. Due to the large polysilicon conductivity in (c), the
polysilicon is equipotential.
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the o'b of the top and lower layers (photoresist and oxide), was kept constant at unity.
The potential profiles developed show similar characteristics as the ones described in the
previous case. However, the middle (polysilicon) layer potential is higher due to the
potential drop developed across the insulating layer below.
5.5.4.3 Surface conductivity
In this set of simulations the surface cells were assumed to have a higher conductivity
than the remaining solid cells. The results for four simulations in which the oa', was 10
times, 100 times and a million times larger than L'b are shown in Fig. 5.21. In all cases,
the feature is assumed to comprise of one material. Fig. 5.22 plots the variation of the
surface potentials, ionic and electronic currents with position on the feature for all three
cases. As a', increases (see Fig. 5.10 where o's = 1 and Fig. 5.22), the potential
gradients on the surface get smaller, as a result of which the potential gradients in the
bulk also get smaller. Again, with c', a million times larger than 'b, the solid material
becomes almost equipotential at ground potential; the large surface conductivity tending
to equalize potential differences.
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Fig. 5.21: Effect of surface conductivity on potential profiles.
The feature comprised of one material whose bulk conductivity was held constant.
However, the normalized surface conductivity (', ) was varied from 1 to 106 in Fig.
5. 10 O(a) to Fig. 5.21(a), (b) and (c)). As the o's increases, the peak negative and positive
potentials developed get smaller; the high surface conductivity tries to equalize
neighboring cell potentials. When the surface conductivity is large (c), the feature
material is equipotential at ground potential.
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Fig. 5.22: Effect of surface conductivity on surface potentials and currents.
The steady-state surface potentials and currents are plotted for feature o(T' values of 10,
100 and 106 in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The feature 'b was held constant at unity.
Due to the large surface conductivity in (c), surface potential variations wash out and the
entire feature is equipotential at ground potential. Charged particle angular distributions
and feature shadowing govern the currents striking the surface cell.
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5.5.5 Potential profiles for a completely etched feature with exposed oxide
On the completion of the main polysilicon etching step, most of the polysilicon is etched
away. Macroscopic and microscopic non-uniformities might leave unetched polysilicon
in certain regions or patterns of the wafer. Since the gate oxide lying underneath must be
etched minimally, the process chemistry is shifted to one that offers high polysilicon-to-
oxide etching selectivities. However, the exposure of a highly insulating oxide feature
bottom to the plasma combined with the insulating photoresist mask leads to significant
charging that might deflect ions sufficient enough to etch the sidewall passivation
material and form a notch in the polysilicon sidewall. The simulation described below
aimed to capture the enhanced ion flux at the lower part of the polysilicon sidewall
The potential profile for the entire feature (shown in Fig. 5.23) was calculated for
a completely etched polysilicon feature with the gate oxide layer forming the feature
bottom. The polysilicon and Si o'b used were 106, and the oxide and mask r'b were 0.1;
thus the conductivities varied over 7 orders of magnitude. The high polysilicon bulk
conductivity makes it equipotential. The potential profile for the feature surface and the
currents striking the feature surface are shown in Fig. 5.24. Large electric fields are
developed at the feature top and bottom corners. Ion trajectories can be deflected and as
a result, the ionic current rises at the bottom of the sidewall (see Fig. 5.24). Since, the
ions striking the lower part of the sidewall lose only 4 eV of energy (from 35 eV to 31
eV), their etching yields do not change appreciably. The higher ion flux can lead to
erosion of sidewall passivation and spontaneous etching causing notch formation at the
bottom of the sidewall.
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Fig. 5.23: Steady-state potential profile in a completely etched feature using the
resistive feature approximation.
The potential profile was calculated for a completely etched polysilicon feature with the
gate oxide layer forming the feature bottom (a). A magnified view of the potential
profiles near the bottom corner is shown in (b). The polysilicon and Si o'b values used
were 106 and the oxide and mask r'b values were 0.1; thus the bulk conductivities varied
over 7 orders of magnitude. The high polysilicon conductivity makes it equipotential.
The large electric fields developed at the feature top and bottom corners can deviate ion
trajectories leading to erosion of sidewall passivation and spontaneous etching causing
notching of the sidewall.
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Fig. 5.24: Steady-state potential profiles and currents for a completely etched
polysilicon feature.
The potential profile for the feature surface shown in Fig. 5.23 is plotted in (a). The
polysilicon sidewall is equipotential and a large electric field exists at the interface
between the polysilicon sidewall and the oxide feature bottom. The steady-state ionic,
electronic and net currents on all surface cells are plotted in (b). The ionic current rises
sharply at the bottom of the sidewall. Since, the ions striking the lower part of the
sidewall lose only 4 eV of energy (from 35 eV to 31 eV), their etching yields do not
change appreciably. The higher ion flux can lead to erosion of sidewall passivation and
spontaneous etching causing notching of the sidewall.
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5.5.6 Comparison offeature surface potentials using the perfect insulator and very
resistive feature approximations
As mentioned in Section 5.2, two electrical approximations were used to determine the
potential profile in the simulation domain. The resistive feature approximation allows the
incorporation of realistic physics such as bulk conduction and surface leakage that were
not possible with the perfect insulator representation of the surface. However, in the limit
of very high resistivities or low conductivities of the feature, the converged potential
profile for either approximation should be similar.
The converged potential profiles for the surface cells using the perfectly
insulating and very resistive (c'b of 0.05) surface approximations are plotted in Fig. 5.25.
The potential variation with location on feature agree qualitatively - the negative
potential peak at the feature top corner, the positive potential peak at the feature bottom
corner and the approximately linear potential variation along the sidewall being captured
by both approximations. Note the net charge flux on the surface cells is -~0 in Fig. 5.25
(a) indicating that equal ionic and electronic fluxes strike the surface cells.
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Fig. 5.25: Comparison of feature surface potentials
very resistive feature approximations.
using the perfect insulator and
The converged potential profiles for the surface cells using the perfectly insulating and
very resistive (0'b of 0.05) surface approximations are plotted in (a) and (b). The
potential variation with location on feature agree qualitatively - the negative potential
peak at the feature top corner, the positive potential peak at the feature bottom corner and
the approximately linear potential variation along the sidewall being captured by both
techniques. Note the net charge flux on the surface cells is -0 in (a) indicating that equal
ionic and electronic fluxes strike the surface cells.
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5.6 Feature profile evolution with charging
5.6.1 Insulating feature approximation
It is computationally expensive to solve the feature charging and feature profile evolution
problems simultaneously. We propose to solve the two problems consecutively by
stopping the profile evolution periodically, recalculating the potential profile for the
evolved feature, and re-starting the profile evolution with the ion trajectories being
governed by the recalculated potential profile. The methodology is shown in Fig. 5.26.
It is possible to separate the problem in this fashion since the time scale for feature
charging is at least four orders of magnitude smaller than that of profile evolution (100 s).
This allows evolving the profile assuming pseudo-steady-state charging conditions. Any
cell that is etched between two potential profile calculations is assigned a zero electric
field. A charged particle entering such a cell wvould continue unaccelerated. In a typical
profile evolution simulation, potential profile calculations are performed - 5 times.
Feature profile, electric fields
Compute ionic and electronic
fluxes at surface
Recalculate potentials,
electric fields
No
Converged ?
SYes
Begin/continue feature profile evolution
Fig. 5.26: Algorithm for profile evolution with feature charging.
The profile evolution simulations are halted periodically when the potentials and electric
fields in the entire simulation domain are recalculated. The profile evolution is then
continued; the motion of the charged particles being governed by the calculated electric
fields.
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5.6.2 Resistive feature approximation
As in the case of the perfect insulator approximation, the profile evolution is stopped
temporarily when the potential profiles are calculated. As mentioned in the previous
section, the potential profile is calculated in two stages - solving the conduction problem
in all solid cells followed by solving Laplace's equation to obtain all gas cell potentials.
5.7 Conclusions
The ability to simulate feature charging was added to the Monte Carlo profile evolution
simulator described in Chapter 3. Two electrical approximations 1) the perfectly
insulating approximation and 2) the resistive approximation were made for the feature,
and potential profiles in the entire feature were generated. The resistive feature
representation enabled the incorporation of bulk conduction and surface leakage that is
not possible when using the insulator approximation.
With the insulator approximation, the potential profiles were calculated by
determining the accumulated charge on the feature surface and solving Poisson's
equation over the entire simulation domain. Calculation of the potential profiles with the
resistive feature approximation involved the determination of the steady-state current to
the feature surface and solution of the conductivity equation and Laplace's equation in
the solid and gas respectively.
The potential profiles obtained with the insulator approximation compared very
well with the literature, thus validating the code. The potential profiles obtained using
the insulating approximation and the resistive approximation with very low conductivities
(and hence, insulating material) agreed semi-quantitatively verifying the problem
formulation and coding for the novel and realistic resistive feature representation.
The resistive feature approximation was used to study the role surface and bulk
conductivities have on the potential profiles. The potential profile in a completely etched
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polysilicon feature with an oxide layer forming the feature bottom was generated. Higher
ion currents were calculated at the feature bottom corner. The higher ion bombardment
can lead to removal of sidewall passivation and spontaneous etching, causing notching at
the feature bottom.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
A 2/2-dimensional Monte Carlo simulator was developed to simulate the profile
evolution during the high density plasma etching of materials. The simulator used Monte
Carlo techniques to compute the transport and surface kinetics combined with a cellular
representation of the feature. Using the Monte Carlo algorithm permitted the
incorporation of all dominant physical and chemical mechanisms of the etching process
such as angle-dependent ion enhanced etching, physical sputtering, ion scattering, surface
recombination, plasma deposition, and line-of-sight re-deposition without encountering
numerical difficulties. The technique allowed the calculation of surface kinetics rates
based on the surface composition; simultaneous composition-dependent etching and
deposition could be handled easily. A modification of the cellular representation of the
feature was developed to determine neutral species interactions with the surface. This
enabled accurate simulation of deposition profiles. A surface normal calculation
algorithm involving least-squares fitting of the surface was developed to handle specular
ion scattering correctly.
Designed sets of high density plasma etching experiments were simultaneously
performed on photoresist-masked and oxide-masked polysilicon samples using pure C12
and pure HBr chemistries varying the inductive power, the rf biasing power and the gas
flowrate. The interesting features exhibited in the experimental profiles included: 1) the
greater polysilicon-to-photoresist selectivity exhibited by HBr, 2) the increased sidewall
deposition associated with photoresist-masking with both C12 and HBr, 3) the greater
curvature of the sidewalls associated with the combination of photoresist-masking and
C12 plasmas, 4) the more vertical sidewalls achieved with HBr, 5) the double faceting of
the feature sidewalls under etching conditions accompanied by significant deposition, 6)
the delay in the onset of microtrenching while etching photoresist-masked samples with
C12, 7) the greater microtrenching exhibited with oxide-masking and Cl2 plasmas, and 8)
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the lack of microtrenching for the HBr etching. The experimental results suggested strong
dependencies of etching artifacts such as feature bottom microtrenching, tapered sidewall
profiles and photoresist-mask faceting on feature aspect ratio, product formation rate and
product residence time in the etching chamber.
The etching artifacts observed in the experiments were analyzed using the Monte
Carlo profile evolution simulator. The microtrenching observed only when etching the
samples in a C12 chemistry is believed to be associated with two mechanisms - ion-
scattering from tapered sidewalls and the focussing of directional ions by bowed
sidewalls onto the feature bottom. The former mechanism can lead to microtrenching
initially while the latter mechanism gains importance midway during the etching. The
absence of tapered sidewalls initially and the relatively straight sidewall profiles
developed during the etching explain the non-occurrence of microtrenches when using
HBr. Facet formation was observed on the feature sidewall of all photoresist-masked
samples. Under processing conditions accompanied by significant deposition, facets at
two distinct angles were formed. The top facet depends on the composition of the
material on the mask line and its etching angular dependence. The lower facet angle and
the polysilicon sidewall profile are governed by the feature aspect ratio, the sticking
probabilities and fluxes of the depositing material, and the depositing material etching
angular dependence.
The phenomenon of feature charging was incorporated in the Monte Carlo
simulator to understand the role feature charging played on the feature profile evolution.
Feature charging is not believed to be important in explaining the artifacts observed in
etching of polysilicon. However, it is known to play an important role during the
polysilicon overetching step and the contact etching process. Two electrical
approximations: 1) the perfectly insulating approximation and 2) the resistive
approximation were made for the feature and potential profiles in the entire feature were
generated. The resistive feature representation enabled the incorporation of bulk
conduction and surface leakage that is not possible by the insulator approximation used
by other researchers. With the insulator approximation, the potential profiles were
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calculated by determining the accumulated charge on the feature surface and solving
Poisson's equation over the entire simulation domain. Calculation of the potential
profiles with the resistive feature approximation involved the determination of the steady-
state current to the feature surface and solution of the conductivity equation and
Laplace's equation in the solid and gas, respectively.
The resistive feature approximation was used to study the role surface and bulk
conductivities have on the potential profiles. The potential profile in a completely etched
polysilicon feature with an oxide layer forming the feature bottom was generated. Higher
ion currents were calculated at the lower part of the polysilicon sidewall. The larger
currents can etch passivating material deposited at lower portion of the sidewall.
Spontaneous etching of the sidewall is possible and notching of the sidewall, commonly
observed during the overetching step, can take place.
6.2 Future work
The 2/2-dimensional Monte Carlo simulator developed includes all the dominant physical
and chemical mechanisms (including feature charging) involved in the high density
plasma etching of materials such as polysilicon, oxide, and photoresist. This work used
the simulator to explain the etching artifacts observed during the Cl (and to a limited
extent, HBr) etching of photoresist- and oxide-patterned polysilicon line-and-space
features. There are three directions in which future work can be done: 1) Extension to 3-
dimensional systems, 2) Extension to plasma etching systems using other chemistries
and/or materials and 3) Enhancement in the speed of the feature charging calculations.
6.2.1 Extension to 3-dimensional systems
Although the simulation domain is 2-dimensional, the particle trajectories are calculated
in all three dimensions. Angle-dependent processes such as specular ion scattering use
the third velocity component. A natural extension for the simulation code is to define a
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3-dimensional simulation domain so that the etching of 3-dimensional features e.g. finite
line-and-space patterns can be studied. With personal computers becoming faster and
memory getting cheaper, the 3-dimensional problem solution will be practical in a few
years. Minor modifications can be made to the current 2V2-dimensional code to simulate
etching in features with cylindrical symmetry e.g. contact holes.
6.2.2 Extension to other plasma etching systems
Studies similar to the one conducted for the C12 etching of patterned polysilicon can be
conducted for the etching of polysilicon in Br-based and I-based chemistries. This would
require development of beam kinetics-type of models relating etching rates of
polysilicon, oxide, and photoresist to the neutral-to-ion ratio, ion energy and ion
incidence angle. Knowledge of the most reactive radicals and dominant ions involved in
the etching, the etching by-products deposited from the plasma and re-deposited within
the feature, and the surface composition will also be needed.
The extension of the model to predict the profile evolution for the fluorocarbon
etching of patterned oxide should be relatively easy. A fair amount of understanding
about the important species and mechanisms involved already exists and etching models
for certain gas chemistries e.g. CF4 have been published [Gray et al., 1993]. Efforts are
being made to gather similar information for etching chemistries commercially used e.g.
C 2F 6 .
6.2.3 Enhancement in the speed of the feature charging calculations
Solving the feature charging problem by the resistive feature approximation involves the
determination of the steady-state currents to the surface cells and the potential profile
over the entire domain in an iterative fashion. The system matrix must be factored once
every time the calculation is performed. The time taken for the iterative calculation
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scales as Nei while the matrix factorization time scales approximately as N 2el where
Ncei denotes the number of variables to be solved (potential values for all cells in the
domain). For small simulation domains, e.g. 50 x 100 cells, the matrix factorization time
is very small compared to the time to perform the iterations.
Solution of a typical profile evolution problem (0.25 ltm line and 0.31 jtm
spacings) in the absence of feature charging took approximately 3 hours with a Pentium
II 333 MHz processor. Including feature charging, the solution is expected to take
another 5 hours; the time taken for the matrix factorization and iterative determination of
the potential profiles and surface cell currents equally contributing to the additional time.
The simulation time is inversely proportional to the processor frequency; using faster
processors should cut the simulation time significantly.
Currently, the grid sizes for the profile evolution and charging calculations are
identical. Fine grids are needed to resolve fine features in the profile evolution.
However, the potential variation in the majority of the simulation domain (bulk solid
material and the gas few cells away from the surface) is gentle and does not need a fine
resolution. Large potential gradients exist only near the feature surface necessitating fine
grid elements. The large number of cells (Ne,,, ) used for the charging problem slow the
calculations in two ways: 1) The matrix factorization time increases (- N 2ell ) and 2) The
time to track individual charged particle trajectories increases (- Nell). The use of a
variable grid size, a fine grid near the surface and a coarse grid elsewhere, should hasten
the calculations significantly. The problem will have to be solved by a finite-element
scheme rather than the current finite-difference scheme. Assuming that only half the
current number of cells are needed for the charging problem, the additional time needed
for the charging calculation should be about 2 hours. Thus, the simulation time on a 333
MHz Pentium II for a typical 0.25 gm feature including charging effects can be reduced
to less than five hours. With the 1 GHz processors expected in a couple years time,
simulation times of the order of I hour look very feasible allowing the use of the "time-
consuming" Monte-Carlo simulator to perform "what-if' simulations.
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8 Appendices
8.1 Additional experimental profiles
193
Fig. 8.1: Profiles for features with 0.25 pm lines and 2.5 gm spacings under
experimental conditions listed in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.2.
The photoresist-patterned polysilicon samples were etched in a Cl 2 chemistry. The
numbers in the top left corner correspond to the run number shown in Table 2.1 and Fig.
2.2.
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Fig. 8.2: Profiles for features with 0.25 gm lines and 2.5 gm spacings under
experimental conditions listed in Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.2.
The oxide-masked polysilicon samples were etched in a Cl 2 chemistry. The numbers in
the top left corner correspond to the run number shown in Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 8.3: Profiles for features with 0.25 ptm lines and 2.5 pm spacings under
experimental conditions listed in Table 2.3 and Fig. 2.2.
The photoresist patterned polysilicon samples were etched in a HBr chemistry. The
numbers in the top left corner correspond to the experiment number shown in Table 2.3
and Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 8.4: Profile evolution for isolated features features etched in a Cl 2 chemistry
under center experimental conditions.
Feature profile snapshots corresponding to different etching times for features with 0.25
gm lines and 2.5 pm spacings are shown.
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8.2 Scalings used for solving the charging problem
8.2.1 Charge scaling used for the perfectly insulating feature
Let the side of a unit grid cell be of length I and the depth of the cell be L as
shown in Fig. 8.5.
Fig. 8.5: Schematic
third dimension.
of a simulation domain cell with side I extending 1 gm into the
Let q be the charge per unit area, and C be the capacitance of the unit cell.
ME oL1
.. C KEoL
..... Eqn. 8.1
where K and e are the dielectric constant of the material and the permitivity of vacuum,
respectively. Let N be the number of charged particles collected in the cell and a
represent the charge carried by each charged particle. Let AV be the potential across one
cell.
.. AV = charge qL1 ql _ N al
capaci tan ce KEoL KE, K CO
..... Eqn. 8.2
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While calculating the potential profile in the simulation domain, only the values
for N and k were used; thus, the absolute value of charge in the cell was obtained by
al 0.1E 0
scaling N with the term a. A value of for a helped achieve converged profiles
Eo 1
fairly quickly. Therefore, the charge scale factor used with the perfectly insulating
0.150
feature approximation was
I
8.2.2 Conductivity scaling used for the resistive feature approximation
Let the side of a unit grid cell be of length I and the depth of the cell be L as
shown in Fig. 8.4. Let i be the current per unit area and N be the number of charged
particles striking the cell. Let pb and oab be the absolute bulk resistivity and bulk
conductivity of the feature material. Let F represent the current flux corresponding to
each incoming charged particle. Let R be the resistance of a unit cell. Then
R = _ Ph
Ll L
..... Eqn. 8.3
Let AV be the potential across one cell.
. AV = currentxresistance = i(Ll)P = i lpl,= N1 N
L ab ab 6b ab
IF
..... Eqn. 8.4
While calculating the potential profile in the simulation domain, values for N and
1
a,' were used. The bulk conductivity aO, was normalized by a factor - orIF
IF
..... Eqn. 8.5
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The potential profiles were generated as a function of the ab' that could be
changed by either changing the absolute bulk conductivity or the current flux to the
surface.
Assuming surface currents go through surface cells, the surface conductivities can
be handled in a similar fashion. Then
il NF l N N
IF
..... Eqn. 8.6
where a, and ar are the absolute and normalized surface conductivities, respectively.
Lx
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